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FIELD

THREE TIMES A WEEK_______

WHO IS THE HANDSOMEST MAN IN KNOX COUNTY?
BEAUTY CONTEST
(MAN)

My Choice

Signature .

2.

There will be No Charge to Vote.

3.

Votes must be signed.

4.

Vote for anyone you please.

5.

Votes will be counted by a committee of prominent citizens.

Property On Broadway and Gay Street Place Splendidly Adapted For Athletics and
the Public—And the February Food Fair Must Pay For It—Let Everybody Do
His Share, As Everybody Will Share In the Benefits.

held. Rockland fitizens visiting othei
cities of the State have seen their ath
letic plants and marveled that Rock
land has done as well as her past year's
records show. Few Rockland citizens
have viewed Camden's fine Held with
out a little tinge of envy. But these
things are of the past. The spring of
••• 1923,—this spring,—will And the city
No one has deceived the whole world,

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 ihe Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Send along Coupons to "Food Fair Beauty Committee,” Rockland

A Silver Cup will be awarded to each winner.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Subscription $3 00 per year payable in ad
vance ; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
The boys of Rockland have beer,
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mon. Tig,. from 409 Main Street, Rock- hampered for years, and athletic de
laud, Maine.
Entered at the postoffl.e In Rockland for cir velopment stunted, by the fact tha-.
culation at second-class postal rates.
the city had no satisfactory athletic

BEAUTY CONTEST
Between
(WOMAN)
20
My Choice
and
50
Signature .

1.

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

•••

•••
••• nor has the whole world ever deceived
••• any one.—Pliny the Younger.
•>

kg ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

6. Contest closes Saturday of Fair Week and Winners will be announced
at The Community Ball, in the Arcade, February 19.

ception of the Price lot, which is not I The necessity for such a field has
included.
| long been realized, as the old Broadway
The exceptionally level nature of the j grounds were too small for either basefield is apparent, and very little effort I ball or football; were ledgy in one
would be necessary to make it table . section and swampy in another; had
top smooth. It possesses the natural j no parking space, and, being hired
drainage of the deep gulled which bor ! land, could not be permanently imders it on the rear and can easily be ! proved. The idea that a community
made the driest field in the county and ! field could be obtained was fathered
available early in spring and late in j by the success of the Children's Playfall. The 160-foot space in the fore ■ ground last summer, and In the early
ground would easily accommodate I fall a meeting of those interested was
three tennis courts if desired. At the called by the superintendent of schools,
rear of the Wiggin and Barnard prop- II arry C. Hull, to head the thing up.

••• *•****$£

THE NEXT JUDGE
Much Speculation As To Who
Will Succeed Associate Jus
tice Spear.

ANNUAL SALE OF 1922 WALL PAPERS
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
From 5c To 25c Per Roll
Former price 15c to $1.25

Cut Borders, 2c to 5c Yard. Bands, lc to 5c Yard
OATMEALS,
ALL

RADIUM BLENDS and VARNISH

SALES FINAL—CASH

AND

TILES

CARRY

This Sale Lasts Until All the 1922 Stock Is Sold

—We also carry a line of—

Masury’s Paints and Barreled Sunlight
—At the—

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
_

Northend—Rockland, Me.

The Augusta correspondent of the
Portland Express-Advertiser gossips
thus concerning the judgeship soon to
become vacant.
• • • •
Attorneys who are members of the
Legislature are greatly interested in
the question of the appointment of a
successor to Associate Justice Spear
of the Sureme Court who will retire by
reason of having reached the -age
limit within a few weeks, according to
the present understanding. There are
any number of candidates for the ap
pointment and the names of as many
more lawyers who are not actively
seeking the place have been suggested
to the executive.
Members of the bar generally un
derstand that the appointment is cer
tain to come to a western Maine man
and that probably a Portland lawyer
will be selected for the honor. The
members of the Court are not in a po
sition to use their influence in behalf
of one person or another, but it is no
secret that the selection of a Portland
man would be agreeable to them, for
they realize that the Portland work
which Justice Wilson is compelled to
do, is far greater than he should be
asked to perform. Fears are even en
tertained that the Portland justice
might lie inclined to resign, if afforded
no relief.
It is said that there is hardly a
Portland lawyer of standing who has
not been mentioned in connection with
the appointment. Arthur S. Littlefield
has been frequently suggested for the
place, although the writer has heard
no one who would profess to say
whether Mr. Littlefield has any
ambition for a position on the bench.
Former Attorney General Guy H.
Sturgis has been frequently suggested
and he is known to have some very
strong supporters. Charles D. Booth
is another Portland attorney who has
been mentioned in connection with the
appointment.
The name of Walter S. Glidden of
Woolwich has been suggested and his
claims are being urged very strongly.
Mr. Glidden is not a Portland man, but
those who favor his selection point out
that he could very readily spend a
sufficient amount of time in the city to
perform the work required there.
W'hile it seems reasonably certain
that a Portland man, or at least a
western man will get the place, the
candidates are by no means confine
to that section. As already stated in
the Express, there is strong Eastern
Maine support for Hon. Charles P.
Barnes of Houlton, former speaker of
the House. Hon. James H. Hudson of
Guilford is another Eastern Maine
lawyer who has been mentioned as
being well qualified to serve upon the
bench.

AMERICAN HOUSE

Performance That Lasts

Business
Men’s
Lunch
from
Noon to 2 30 P M.
Dinner from 6 P. M. to 8 P. M.
Supper from 8 P. M to 1 A. M.
A la carte all day
Music from 6 P. M. to 1 A. M
by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500
people
Telephone Haj market 4740
S-Nov-25-23

The twelve-year-old Hupmobile still exerts
a sharp demand in all parts of America, and
continues to render yeomen service.
Owners, and those who buy in the used car
markets, will tell you itsdepraciation is slow
er and smaller; that its price as a used car is
proportionately higher.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
White Street, near Limerock
Rev. A. K. Scott, Rector
34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If this telephone la not answered call

It is this everlasting regularity of perform
ance and service, together with its consist
ent economy, its efficiency, and its high re
sile value, which has always stamped the
Hup mobile an ex traordin ary motor car value.
Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour*
ing, $1215; New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Roadster Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F. O. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
TELEPHONE 4-W.

LINCOLN

COUNTIES

ROCKLAND,

The House of Good Cheer
Room Rates $2 09 per day and up
Two Dew fireproof Garages one
Block in the rear of the House

Rathskeller

The Hupmobile is a remarkably fine per
former when it’s new; and the same fine per
former when it’s old.

DISTRIBUTOR FOR KNOX AND

Hanover Street
Boston

H-M

Sentus.eiima Sunday. Jan. 28 li. Holy
Communion at the Rectory at 7 3(1 a. ni.:
morning Prayer and Litany, with music
and sermon, at the Church at 10 30,
Church School at 12 15.
At Thomaston Sunday. Church School at 6
ip. m ; Evening Player with music and
sermon at 7
Friday, Feb. 2nd. Purification B V. M .
Holy Communion at the Rectory at 7.30
p. m
St. Peter's Guild, at its annual meeting,
elected the following officers. President,
Mrs. Lothrop: Vice-President, Mrs Al
den : Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs Dinsmore ,
Committee on the sick. Mrs. Decrow and
Mrs A E. Scott; representative on the
Parish CouncM, Mrs. Lothrop.
Parish Council: the following additional
members h-a>e been elected: Mrs. Lolhnop. Mrs ,Ducrtwv. Miss Dodge, Clayton
William. Lottie Walter,.

ME.
SOLD EVERYWHERE

Hupmobile

Ryzon
BAKING POWDER

you use less

Some Day This Plot of Land on the West Side of Broadway Is Going To Be An Athletic Field, One of the Finest In
the State. Rockland At Present Has No Provision For its Youths.

the possessor of an athletic park sec
ond to none in Maine. This new field
is in a central location and is already
under option.
There is but one location that (Lie
the several requirements of an athletic
field and this is the Broadway-Gay
street tract. It is of ample size, con
taining well over four acres. It is very
accessible, being less than five minutes
from Rankin block, which is on the catlines. It is nearer the High School
building than the old Greenhalgh field,
it is dry and level and has ample park
ing space, with right of ways at both
north and south extremities, besides
an open 160-foot frontage on Broad
way. It has one section which could
be easily flooded and used for public
skating and polo purposes.
Just where is this ideal field? It is
on the western side of Broadway with
its southern corner at Gay street place
It has a 160-foot street frontage to the
Edward Benner house, (the white
house shown in the foreground); then
it runs along at the rear of the Benner
lot, the L. H. Wiggin iot, the Clarence
Barnard lot and the W. M. Little prop
erty, terminating with the right of way
there running up to the old Hellier
soap factory (seen in the rear center
of the picture). This roadway forms
the northern boundary qf the field, and
runs back 500 feet from Broadway to
the edge of the gulley.- The western
line is the edge of this gulley to well
in the rear of the Price house (shown
on the left in the picture). The south
ern boundary follows the line of Gay
street place to Broadway, with the ex-

erties is an area at present used for
skating. It is drained by a large rock
drain now plugged. With a little flood
ing this would make an idea! skating
pond. No trouble would be caused by
swampiness here in summer, as it can
be well drained, and at that the might
iest batsman could hardly swat one
into this far corner. The parking ele
ment is also a big element in these
automobile times. With two entrances
and the great space available there
would be no need of congestion; no
necessity of blockirfg Broadway, and
an end of broken windshields and dam
aged paint.
And there is another angle to be con
sidered. This corner lot would pro
vide an ideal location for the new
High School building when it arrives.
There is room on this frontage for
three buildings like the postofflee. If
this space were utilized for a school
building and tennis courts were laid
out at the rear there would still be a
field more than twice the size of the
old Broadway field,—room enough for
diamond, bleachers and a half-mile
track. There are no ledge outcrop
pings, and with the drainage afforded
there would be no more semi-aquatic
football contests.
This entire property was in ths
hands of three owners: the Security
Trust Co., Mrs. Lizzie D. Maloney ot
Thomaston and V. A. Leach of this
city.
These people manifested a
friendly attitude toward the project
and did all that was reasonable to
smooth the path to its becoming a
reality.

GREETINGS FROM CALIFORNIA

GLORY OF THE SEAS

The Land Where Winter and Summer Noted Clipper Ship Will Be Brought
To Boston and Restored To Her
Seem To Go Hand In Hand.
Ancient Condition
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Your paper comes to California as
an old friend and I sit directly down to
learn from It about home people and
events. Like your new Chamber of
Commerce director, San Francisco
climate I find peculiar. You pass
someone in a long double fur sack,
and then one clothed in messallne
waist without wrap. The women all
wear low shoes and transparent stock
ings. You ride out of a thick fog
around the bend of a hill and find
yourself in a bright warm sunlight.
But seven or eight miles down through
San Matio county it is delightful. At
Christmas time in the cemetery In that
county I saw great roses in bloom, as
large as small oranges and as plump.
The cemeteries for the city are all
grouped together there, separated, as
may be the sheep and the goats—Odd
Fellows, Masonic,
Jews,
Catholic,
Italians, Chinese, and the rich from
the poor. They are very beautiful
with chapels, columbrarium, entrance
gates, mausoleums, ponds or lakes, and
every variety of rare plants, which are
continually in bloom. The Christmas
decorations for the graves seemed to
be mainly Toya berries, something
like our mountain ash, a brilliant red.
The streets and stands were full of
them for Christmas. One thing that
seems to detract from the great beauty
of the cemeteries is the numerous
marble works that are scattered be
tween them, and which show their
raggedness, as stone works always do.
This practically destroys the senti
mentality and to an uninterested
stranger seems rather humorous in a
jhastly way.
I think there have been, during the
past five years many changes in the
force, but to all my old co-workers I
send greetings and best wishes for a
happy and prosperous 1923.
Laura J. Rhoades.
1639 Page street, San Francisco, Calif.,
Jan. 19.

Loss of Appetite—
That Tired Feeling
Thousands take Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla as their tonic medicine for that
tired feeling, nervous weakness, im
pure biood, and testily that it makes
them feel better, eat and sleep better.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has given en
tire satisfaction to three generations
in the treatment of general debility.
It restores the appetite, relieves that
tired feeling, enables the system to
resist infectious diseases.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla aids digestion
and makes food taste good. A good
cathartic is Hood’s rilk.

Word came by telegraph from Se
attle, Wash., that the efforts of Boston
people to preserve the old clipper ship,
“Glory of the Seas," have been success
ful, and that the vessel will be brough
back to the port of Boston, renovated
and made a memorial of the groat
merchant marine sailing days of half
a century and more ago. The reprieve
came in the nick of time for the ancient
square rigger, for, the despatch states,
the Glory was being towed down Puget
Sound to be beached and burned for
her copper and iron, when a message
was sent from Boston that stayed the
execution.
The plan is to Tow the ship to Bos
ton, refit and re-rig her as she was
when built by Donald McKay in 1869
at East Boston, and then to moor her
in Boston harbor as a monument to
the American Merchant Marine of the
sailing-ship period, when vessels from
that port visited every part of the
world.
Glory of the Seas, said to be the l ist
masterpiece of McKay, pemler Aim rican builder of the clipper-ship age,
was queen of the American Merchant
Marine and held many long-distance
sailing records. In the early part of
her career she n.ade many voyages 1 etween Boston, New York and 8i:i
Francisco and between Atlantic coast
ports and Europe. With the develop
ment of the steamship the “Glory" fell
upon evil days and became a coal an I
cargo barge. A few years ago the
fine old vessel was converted Into a
floating flsh-rafrigeratton plant and
warehouse. Early last year she was
sold for junk.
It was at about this time that Cor
nelius J. Vanderbilt discovered that the
“Glory" was about to be destroyed and
he wired to the Maritime Association
of the Boston Chamber of Comme-ce
an appeal to The “pride, honor and pa
triotism of Boston” to save the his
toric ship. “One million of your peo
ple would welcome old Glory at her
old home town," he said. The matter
was taken up with Governor Cox and
Mayor Curley and was discussed con
siderably last spring.
Apparently,
however, the movement went slowly
for the ship was on the way to be
burned when saved.
Donald McKay built nearly two hun
dred clippers, the fastest of which was
the Lightning, built for James Baines
of Liverpool. This vessel left Boston
in command of Captain James N.
Forbes, and carried a brother of Donald
McKay, who was himself a noted clip
per master. In the hands of these two
noted seamen the Lightning made a
run of 436 nautical miles In twentyfour hours while beating up for the
North Channel.

The result was the calling of a later
meeting when the Rockland Commu
nity and School Improvement Associ
ation was formed.
• e • •

The object of this association was
to secure and properly equip a com
munlty athletic field, with the Idea of
eventually turning it over to the city.
The Broadway-Gay street field was at
once recognized as the one best bet.
and its peculiar advantage in being an
almost Ideal site for a High School
building brooked no delay, so options
were secured at once, and ways and
means considered afterward. The as
sociation realized that the public had
already been driven frantic by one
worthy “drive” after another, and
though this was a super-worthy ob
ject it was decided to give Knox
county a real run for Its money by pre
senting a food fair, the entire proceeds
to go toward the purchase and equip
ping of the field. Consequently the
necessar»eteps were taken, and from
the unprecedented Interest manifeated
so far the affair will succeed. Monday
the tremendous potential selling force
of the boys and girls of the city schools
will be set loose with season tickets
and a noble objective.
The association is organized thus;
President. A. C. McLoon; treasurer. H.
C. Chatto; secretary, A. W. Gregory;
members, \V. I. Ayer. H. C. Hull, O. E.
Davies. E. J. MacDonald, R. V. Ste
venson, H. P. Blodgett, V. Chisholm,
R. U. Collins, O. A. Lawrence, G. H.
Blethen, J. M. Richardson and F. S.
Rhodes.

Another clipper built by McKay was
the Flying Cloud, which twice male
the passage from New York to San
Francisco in eighty-nine days, a rec
ord only equalled by the Andrew Jackson, built by Iron & Grtnnel of Mystic,
Conn. The McKay clippers easily held
the records for day runs. Besides the
Lightning, the Sovereign of the Seas
made 424 nautical miles In twentyfour hours: the Donald McKay, second
largest of all clipper ships, made 421;
the James Baines 420 and the Great
Republic 413 miles.
>
The largest uf the clippers was the
Great Republic, a four-masted barque,
a model of which is on view in the
Louvre. Paris, as the finest example
of marine architecture in the days of
wooden sailing ships. Her mainyard
was 120 feet long. She established the
record of sixteen days from Sandy
Hook to the equator; ran from New
York to Land's End In thirteen days,
and from New York to San Francisco
in ninety-two days.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
IMMANENCE
A rose I Itold
That whispers fragrantly
Of Him whose heart It shows;
8»> can I better pray
To HUii who nude the rose.

With roses near
He seems not far away—
For every petal glows
With life that took Its pulse
From Him who made the rose.
Sometimes I hear
Him answer tenderly—
(I surely understand)
For He is very near
With roses in my hand.

With fragrano' form,
And damask jL a Is soft
He speaks so gently clear—
Though still as dreams. His voice
I cannot fall to hear:
"Dear child of mine.
1 made the rose for all
My children ’neath the blue;
My very breath of love
Its fragrance breathes on you.

I may not lift
The veil that hides my face.
Until the mighty strands
Of uiftold centuries
Are loomed upon my hands.
But close I come
As loving sunbeams warm.
That bid the Bowers unfold—
Or morning dew that gems
The king cup’s shining gold.
Through myriad leagues
My vassul sun beams down
The green-clad world to bless,
And all the sone of men
iHis healing rays caress.
If he may touch
Ko tenderly youx hand,
Though he dwells above,
Have I less power to come
As close to those I lovef”

Then shadow® flee,
And faith’s deep afterglow
Of peace dispels aU fear;
Tls easy to be glad

With whispering roeee near.
—Ellen Buras Bhermaa.
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TRYING THE CRIMINAL DOCKET

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Maine, Jau. 27, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S.*Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing O. and that of
ilie issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan 21,
1923, there, was printed a lotah of 6.004 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Tubllc.

Every-Other-Da^

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 27, 1923.

Court Room Crowded While State’s Cases Are On—
Grand Jury Found Ten Indictments.

WATERMAN’S BEACH

Telephone 664-W

l.

w. McCartney

rom California Comes the
Voice of a Former Well-

SANITARY ENGINEER

Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND, ME.

BUY

Known Rockland Boy.

3S12

Last Tuesday’s letter got the God
The grand jury completed its a beverage or otherwise. A large num
frey family a little mixed. Capt. Wil
labors Thursday forenoon, the net re ber of empty extract bottles completed
liam K. Freeman’s mother was my
sult of its two days' session being the the State’s exhibits. M. A. Johnson
for
respondent:
County Attorney
oldest sister Eliza. In fact Eliza was
finding
of
10
indictments.
f
BIBLE THOUGHT
Dwinal for the State.
he oldq^t child of the late John W.
The most important of these was
The jury returned a verdict of guilty.
All the latest song hits
nd Ruth (Scott) Godfrey. John Free
FOR TODAY—
the hill charging Ignazio Ardagna with
man of Boston. Louise Gray of New
BY THE CASE
! Bible Thought* memorized, will prove
assault
with
intent
to
kill.
This
in

priceless heritage in after years.
York, and Carrie Freeman Baker of
4422
dictment recalls the near trgedy of
Tlie first civil case of the term was
Boston were William freeman's brothA reserve supply is very good judgment and real economy.
Christmas morning in this city when Bernard Frankel vs. M. Berman &
nd sisters. Capt. E. W. Freeman
Specials
LIBERTY:—Where the Spirit of the Phyllis Pellicano was found in her Son, in which the plaintiff, a Boston
and Ethel Freeman Gonia of Rockland
SUFERBA on the label.
SUPERB for your table.
home
on
Park
street
with
her
throat
clothing
manufacturer,
sued
for
the
Lord is, there is liberty—2 Corinthians
are the children of John Freeman. The
cut,
and
gashes
on
her
head
and
one
price
of
a
shipment
of
overalls
and
name of the Sailors’ Snug Harbor cap3:17.
arm. The cut on her throat was not eoats, $63, and which he alleged to
ain should have read Henderson ina deep one. and in due season the girl have delivered to the Rockland branch
tead of Henderson.
The American troops are on the was discharged from Knox Hospital of M. Berman & Sons’ clothing stored
Today I received a letter from Eland
declared
>ut
of
danger.
On
the
MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
in November, 1920. Harry Berman,
ocean, bound home, joyous to find their
bertus Clark of National City, Calif.,
morning of the affair the Pellicano girl the local manager, denied having re
125S-tf
ith his picture enclosed. Burt saw
faces set this way, but leaving the
charged that the assault was made by vived the goods, and the ease hinged
the picture of my woodpile, the beach
Germans inconsolable over the loss of ] Ardagna, whom she was to have mar- almost entirely upon the question of
nd Charles. He said they looked
them—so completely shave the Ameri- ried in June, and that the cause was whether the local express office actu
goad to him, and reminded him of the
his
jealousy,
on
account
of
attention
ally delivered the case in the Berman
’<>1(1 Clark farm. He writes that they
cans by their splendid behavior dur
another
young
man
had
paid.
The testimony of Cliffo.'i
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES are having Maine July weather there
ing the peace occupancy won the Ardagna conducted a barber shop store.
Gardiner, one of the express comnow. with lots of farm work going on.
hearts of the people who four years over Tlie Courier-Gazette office at the ptny's drivers, was' emphatically to
They had some rain n December, the
STATE OF MAINE
ago got a surprising taste of their time. The police found a razor on the effect that he delivered this par
first since last March Burt is plan
hi the Sana c. January 18. 1923
Ordered, tlie House roneurrliie. tiiat tlie tutu ning a trip home next summer! Oh.
fighting quality. The Harding ad his person. It is understood that he ticular’ shipment and the jury appar
for
the
reception
of
bills
for
private
and
special
will plead not guilty, and that the case ently banked upon his correct memory,
ay! So might it be.
ministration acted wisely and gen
be limited to
the verdict being for the plaintiff in legislation
will be tried.
• • • ♦
THURSDAY, February 8. 1923, at four o'elocis
erously in leaving our troops on the
Other indictments found by thc the full amount Littlefield for plain 1'. >1 .
Many of my readers will be inter
And
that
ail
such
petitions
and
bills
pre

tiff. Tirrell for defendant.
Rhine as long as they could be useful grand Jury were:
red, as I was, to hear from Majoi
sented after tiiat date Ie referred to tlie next
....
Tony Cross, Rockland, single sale.
there and as long as their presence
Legislature: ttiat the Secretary of the Sena e Robert Henry Burnham, one of mv
Lena M. Pitts, Rockland, adultery.
The second civil case was that of the cause copies of this order to tie published iu boyhood friends, known to us Southwas desired by all the nations con
J. E. Barney of Waterville, cheating New England Willys Light Co. vs. Ed all the daily and weekly papers of the Stati
cerned. When it became evident that by fraudulent check (two indictments. ward Jacobs of Appleton. This wu8 a until and including Wednesday. February' 7 end boys as “Min.” He became a well1923.
known Rockland business man and
changed conditions removed the need one for passing check of $45 at Waiter replevin suit arising from the sale of
Presented by Sargent of Hancock.
then removed to California, many years
In Senate Chamber, Jau. 16, 1923 Read and
H.
Spear's
Shoe
Store,
and
one.
for
batteries
for
a
lighting
and
pumping
for their continued presence, and in
for concurrence.
passing check for $20 at the Boston plant to Sir. Jacobs by one Clarence Passed. Sent I.down
ERNEST THORNTON. Sec
fact made their presence a menact to
McKeen of Belfast. It was ussertel
Shoe Store.)
House. Jail 16. 1923 Read and Pass-d ln
our continued friendly relations with
Marcellus Martz of Appleton, break by thc light company that this parti? concurrence. CLYDE It CHAPMAN, Clerk.
A true copy—Attest
all parties to the controversy, the ing into Mrs, Spas Clarry’s hen-pen in ular lot of batteries was furnishes! to
L. ERNEST THORNTON.
Mr.
McKeen
with
the
understanding
Appleton,
and
larceny
of
seven
hens.
11- 16
Secretary of the Senate.
troops were promptly ordered with
David A. Manville, S. Horaer Feder- t'hat they were not to be sold but we e
drawn, The act can not be reasonably man, Albert Lewis (alias Sam S. 'to. be used as a demonstrating oqtti:
LEGAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give ;
construed as an indication of unfriend Lewis), Max Fried. Benjamin Kauf especially at country fairs. The plain
public hearing in Its ro ns at the State House
ly spirit toward either the Germans or man and Charles L. Jackson, all of tiff alleged that Mr. McKeen sold these in Augusta, on
batteries to Mr. Jacobs receiving $180
Tl'ESPAY. January 30, ut 2 p. ni. on til
any of the Allies. The L’nited States New York, larceny of $11,218 from
and an old set of batteries which these following:
White Enameled Bed, 2-inch continuous posts
Walter II. Wotton.
S-4. An Act providing for a Jeweler's Lien
hopes and trusts that Germany and
were
to
replhce
and
that
this
was
Max Fried, Albert Lewis (alias Sam
Au Act to exempt certain property constructed
with I-inch filler rods; National Spring;
her antagonists will be able to reach a S. Lewis), Charles L. Jackson and done ln violation of his agreement and and used for etiuritablc purposes from taxa
therefore
Mr.
Jacobs
could
acquire
no
lion.
H-12
Essex Mattress.
satisfactory adjustment of their dif Benjamin Kauffman, all of New York,
Bl'RLEKIH MARTIN. See.
title from McKeen upon this basis.
conspiracy.
ferences.
Thc Committee on Legal Affairs will give .
The
light
company
had
a
deputy
she-Charles L. Jackson of New York,
public hearing in its rooms at tlie State House
iff replevy the batteries Dee. 7, 1922.
iu Augusta/< n
cheating by false pretenses.
The reader who enjoys what Theo
THURSDAY, February 1 al 2 p. in. on the
Mr. Jacobs contended on the othnr
Lewis Bachelder of Camden, com
:
hand that McKeen was a dealer in following
ROCKLAND, MAINE
dore Roosevelt used 'to call a corking mon seller.
An Act to amend Section 4’ of Chapter 211
batteries and their accessories which of the Public Laws of 1921 relating to mo’or
* • * •
good story shouldn't leave unread the
used for public hire
The criminal docket was taken up are used with the lighting and pump vehicles
An Act to Incorporate the Grand Temp’.1
serial that is just beginning in The in Supreme Court yesterday, and con ing plants such as Mr. Jacobs had and Pythian Sisters of Maine
siderable apprehensiveness was mani that McKeen was the accredited deal . Au Art to amend Chapter 339 uf the Private
Courier-Gazette.
Laws uf 1885 relating to the Firstj Tenth and
fested on the part of the large class of er for the Willys Light Co. at the time Twen
’v-ninJi Regimen's Assochitlon.
candidates in waiting. This nervous- he made the sale to Mr. Jacobs and for
12- 13
BVRLEKIH MARTIN. Sec.
HELVETIA REPORTED
When
“Pickwick
Papers,"
that ners may have been induced by the a long time prior thereto by reason
of
this
agency
and
the
fact
that
the
APPROPRIATIONS
A
FINANCIAL
AFFAIRS
Odyssey of Humor, as Andrew Lang remark by His Honor when the crim batteries were placed by the company
The CorninUtee on Appropriations A Final)
designated it, was published in 1836- inal docket was called Tuesday.
with Mr. McKeen in such a way as to Affair. will give a publ.e hearing at the Stau
Coast Guard Cutter Despatched To Location Named In
"The laws are not made for the spe
House,
in Augusta, on
37 it appeared in twenty monthly cial benefit of bootleggers." said As let any ordinary purchaser assume
THURSDAY Februaiv 1. 1923, at 2 p
Steamship’s Radio Message.
on ihe following resohe:
numbers that sold for a shilling a sociate Justice Deasy, when a large that he was Justified in selling it.
The question as it finally went to
Resolve, in favor of 'lie Knox Academy of
number—five dollars for the complete number of motions had been made to the jury was explicitly whether or not Arts end Sciences, a Corporation organized . art
under the'laws of the State of Maine
book. After this lapse of time it is quash cases on account of technicali the action of the plaintiff company in existing
Sails are tender.
located ln Warreu. in said State
A radio message relayed to this city Charleston, o. k.
ties.
giving
the
batteries,
into
Mr.
McKeen
’
s
12-13
THOMAS A SAUNDERS, Se,
unusual to come upon a perfect set of
Weston."
• • • •
via
Morehead
City,
N.
C„
Thursday
possession did or did not constitute him
Weston was assumed to be manager
the twenty parts, containing all the
The first case on the'criminal docket i an age.nt in fact and cjothe him with
afternoon, brought the welcome news of the sending station. The name.of
PUBLIC UTILITIES
to
be
tried
was
that
of
Rufus
Moore
of
“points” valued by book collectors, but
such apparent authority to sell as
The Committee on Public Utilities will giv
to
the
I.
I,.
Snow
Co.
tiiat
the
schooner
the steamship from which the message
when one does come onto the maket ft Camden street, oh a charge of search would justify a purchaser in relying a pitblic hearing ln its rooms at the Stati
was received was not given.
Helvetia was safe.
and seizure. This is an appeal from upon him as an agent of the company House, in Augusta, on
hasn’t long to watt for a purchaser. the Municipal Court. Sheriff Thurston
THURSDAY. Feb 1, 1923, at 2 P M ill room
Till- glad news was promptly bul
The Rockland vessel was believed
A Snapshot of the Major
Thc case was considerably delayed by 113.
letined on Tlie Courier-Gazette window
Such a set lately made its appearance and Deputies Harrington and Rokes the non-appearance of witnesses, due
An Art to Reliere the Town of Boothba
to be the craft recently reported bot and spread rapidly throughout the city.
in England and the man into whose made the seizure, bringing into court to the bad traveling conditions and thc Harbor front ttie liability and duty to ael
tom up off Norfolk. Va- and with it
furnisli water for any purimse to a portion of
Yesterday the Snow Company re
hands it fell brought it to New York two glass jars, one containing cider numerous delays strung the case along the Town of Southport und the inhabitants ago—and so I take the liberty of print - was current a belief that the entire ceived th„ following confirmatory tele
and tite other choke cherry wine, and from Thursday afternoon to Friday thereof by reason of chapter 263 of the Pri ing here the letter that came from hin
where he found a ready market. Even a large jug containing a small quantity
gram from the Norfmk Coast Guard
afternoon. The jury returned a v •?- vale and Special Laws of 1903. By the same the other day, so that his many old crew had perished. A few persons
before he reached this country offers of some unidentified fluid. In his own diet for the defendant and assessed gentleman: Petition of the Town of Boothlia, friends will know how the battle h is here at the Helvetia's home port clung II Station:
Harbor in favor of the same.
12-13
“Report received Helvetia 33 min. 01
gone with him since he left Maine. It
12-13
JAMES M. BECKETT, Sec.
come to him by wireless when it was defense Mr. Moore testified that the damages against the plaintiff company
bravely to the opinion that the schoon see. North, 78 min. 21 see. West, bound
cider
was
for
sale
in
gallon
quantities
is
dated
at
621
West
4th
street,
Los
for
the
removal
of
Mr.
Jacobs
’
batter

known that he was on his way with
Angeles. And also the snapshot that er was still safe, but the majority Charleston. Have ordered cutter to
JUDICIARY
and not for tippling purposes as was ies in the sum of $189. Charles S.
such a valuable consignment. The
The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub accompanied. Yes, llenry has changed could draw only the conclusion that search for her."
alleged; that the jug of cherry wine I Taylor of Belfast for plaintiff. *Littlcile hearing in itrv rooms at thc State House, i
the ill-fated craft was the Helvetia.
Tlie only essential in which the two
purchaser paid nearly $5000 for these was some that he had made himself field for defendant.
some, like the rest of us.
August;), on
♦.
Thursday's radio message, received nic e ages differed was the matter of
• * . •
twenty numbers that sold in London for his own consumption and not for
WEDNESDAY, January 31st. at 2 P. M on
Ixitilude. the radio message calling it
State vs. Tony Cross, indicted for the following:
“My dear Godfrey:—I have been in by tlie 1. L. Snow Co., read thus:
83 years ago for $5. Dickens was 24 sale, and that the liquid in the large
An Aot to amend Section 16 of (liapter El
“Morehead City, N. ('.. 6.30 a. in. 32 min. 01 see., while the Coast Guard
jug was merely some old trash, the single sale, was on trial when this
tending
for
a
long
time
to
drop
you
a
of
the
Revised
Sta'tites,
relating
to
tlie
appoint
years old when he wrote “Pickwick
nature of which he couldn’t positively paper went to press; State vs. M ineut of Probation Officers
line, to show my interest ir, the news Schooner Helvetia in Latitude 32 mill. gave it at 33 min. 01 see.
It is confidently belieted here that
Papors" and leaped into immediate state, but which had been there a long Frank Donohue was scheduled to fol
WEDNESDAY. January 31st. at 2 P M ,
items from Waterman's Beach, which 31 sec.. Longitude 78 min. 21 see., 42
the following:
days out of New York, bound for tlie Helvetia will soon be located.
fame. There is a copy of the book in time and was of no use to anybody as low.
An Art to amend Section 1"» of Chapter 1 I have always found very entertain
of the Revised Statutes, relating to tlie re
ing. Although not now a subscriber
its original form in a private library in
ords in the Regis'pies of Deeds.
to The Courier-Gazette, I see it quite
Rockland, but lacking many of the
WEDNESDAY, February 7. at 2 1’. M
Tiie measure which bears some re the following:
frequently. Mrs. Flint, the widow of
MAINE LEGISLATURE
“points” that give to a set the fabulous
semblance to the Winter bill which
Resolve amending tflie Constitution of the one of Tom Flint’s boys, hands the pa
comes over from the 1921 session, pro State of Maine so as to limit appropriations pers to my brother, who in turn brings
value
noted
in
this
paragraph.
for private institutions and purposes until Di
Measurement of Wood
them to me. I don't suppose you will
Through a happy chance its present Stevens of Belgrade—An act to amend vides that in addition to existing pow 31, 1930, and so as 1q prohibit such appropri,
remember. my brother Charles v
ers a city or towih. may, by ordinance tions after December 31, 1930.
owner was able to buy the copy for the law relating to the measurement or by-law, restrict buildings and otnTHURSDAY, February 8th, at 2 P. M , on clearly, as he left Rockland in 1868,
the following:
$30. But that was many years ago. It of „wood bark and. j shingles.
, er structures to be used for particular
An
to regulate the right of way of vehl About two years ago he retired, after
*J*HE Rockland National Bank
Sectmn 1 provides that cord wood industrles> tradea, manufacturing or cles atAct
46 years with the Boston Transcript,
intersecting public ways.
would bring more today.
sold or offered or exposed for sale shall commercial purposes to specified par’s
An Act to amend Section 77 of Chapter 211 bought a home in Pasadena. Soon
is known for its strength—
of the Public Law's of Nineteen Hundred
be four feet in length including half
The sudden death of Roscoe P. Ham the scarf. The “firewood" shall be of the city or town, or may exclude Twenty-one, relating to the publication of thereafter his wife joined the grea
majority.
them from specified parts of the city or monthly motor vehicle registration lists.
and its good service as well. We
in Washington, D. C. will be learned construed to mean and Include wood town, or- may provide that such build
12-13
W. T. GARDINER, Sec.
“I have had the misfortune to be 11!
with feeling of sincerest, regret in cut to any length of less than four ings and structures if situated in cer
and confined to a hospital for about
feet.
desire YOUR account.
tain parts of the city or town shall oe
eight months, having been released
Maine newspaper circles, which he
Section 2 of the act provides that subject to special regulations as to
from the same the Saturday before
had honored for a long period of years whoever sells cordwood or firewood
their construction or use.
Christmas, and am now slowly recov
by his work as reporter and city editor shall cause a certificate or memoran
The act also provide# that a city or
ering my health. My family are all
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
gone, with the exception of my brother
of the Bath Daily Times. It is said dum to be issued and delivered to the town may by ordinance or by-law pro
purchaser or his agent at the time of vide certain kinds of dwelling houses )t*6 Famous Sheet Mj.ie yw Me adv«.
T-s
and
my
granddaughter,
to
whom
I
atn
that he had a larger acquaintance in the delivery of the wood or as soon
tiled in all the leading magazines. Over
and tenement houses shall be restrict •
dictating this letter. You will doubt
2206
selections
—
und
for
catalegut.
his home city than any other individ thereafter as practicable. Such cer ed to specified parts of the city or town
less remember my wife, Emma Sher
MAINE MUSIC 00, Roclgland, Ma. man, who passed away in 1918, and my
ual there, and he was almost equally tificate or memorandum shall include or shall be excluded fom specified parts
the i antes and addresses of the sealer of the city or town, or that dwelling
daughter in 1920. All of the older gen
well known to public men all over the
and purchaser and a statement of the
Rockland, Maine
eration have passed on. Ben Burr's
State.
After leaving the Times in quantity of wood delivered in terms of houses or tenement houses situated in
wife, who was my mother’s sister, died
specified parts of the city or town shall
EMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM /,!!h!!l||||ll
1917, Mr. Ham was employed four cords or of cubic feet. The penalty is conform to sp^yial regulations as to
the fifth of last month in South Caro
years as employment manager of the fixed at a fine of not more than $50.
their construction or use which do not
lina. being the last of the old family
....
apply to such buildings in other parts
on either side of the house.
Bath Iron Works Ltd. He had served
The' committee on Appropriations of the city or town.
"I was much interewted today, to
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
"The 3Tan of '^_
in both branches of the Bath City Gov- and Financial Affairs has ordered a
see the pictures of the beach and
The act further provides that a citv
?;Nor'*hNational Bank
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
erment, and within a few days had public hearing for Feb. 1 at 2 p. m. on or town may by ordinance or by-law
yourself.
The picture of yourself
Special Prices Thursday & Friday .brought very vividly to mind my old
becn reappointed chairman of the Bath Representative Rogers’ resolve in fa regulate and limit the height and bulk
friend John W. I could see his looks
Board of Registration. His activities vor of the Knox Academy of Arts and of all buildings, regulate and limit the
TODAY—SATURDAY
Sciences.
as well as yours in the picture. I often
intensity of the use of land for dwell
included prominent service in three
Clark of Lincoln—Act lo amend Ihc ing purposes and regulate and deter
rt member his kindly smile, which he
Dustin Farnum
fraternal
organizations — Masons, law relating to non-resident fishing mine the area of yards, courts and
always had on tap anil ready for any
licenses, exempting persons who own other open spaces within and aound all
one with whom he came in contact. 1
—IN—
Knights of Pythias and Elks.
and for a portion of the year reside buildings. The city or town may be
suppose your family are all gone. I
WERE recently stolen from a messenger—
upon real estate in the State, from tak divided in districts or zones and the
‘ I he Brass Commandments’ often .think of Eliza, with whom I was
The Kennebec Journal calls at ing out a non-resident fishing license.
fortunately thc entire sum was represented
construction and use of buildings in
better acquainted than any of the rest,
Jane and Katherine Lee Comedy
tention to the fact that it prints the
• • • •
each district or zone may be regulated.
by checks. Payment was promptly stopped
and should she still bo in the land qf the
Jaunts and Journeys
Associated Press news up to 3 o'clock
living, 1 would like to be remembered
Buzzell of Waldo—Resolve appropri
....
and the thief was none the richer, nor the
to her.
in the morning. We have always ating $7,000 jn favor of Freedom Acad
To Revamp Fishery Laws
owner of this large sum the poorer.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
“I am enclosing a little snapshot of
Tlie sea and shore fisheries conunitnoted that point and counted upon our emy for general maintenance and re
Lincoln J. farter’s World Famed
myself and family, taken before I was
pairs.
tce
of
the
present
Legislature
proposes
copy of the Journal to supply the
Melodrama
taken sick, which I am sure will be
The committee of Judiciary reported to entirely revamp the sea and shore
HAPPENINGS such as these arc of such fre
latest telegraph reports—several hours “ought to pass” on an aot to consoli fisheries laws of the State. The ground
interesting to you—and I wqnder if you
quent occurrence, that the immense advant
“
The
Fast
Mail"
will
see
much
change
in
me
since
some
date
the
Maine
Methodist
with
thc
later than the Boston papers, which
is taken that in addition to thc many I
age of transmitting money by check is
thirty years ago.
conflicting special laws and regulations. ■
The swiftest moving photo play
have to close their pages early in order East Maine Methodist Conference.
brought home to thc most thoughtless.
. ♦ • .
“Wishing you anti your ftunily a very
tlie
general
laws
themselvcH
dealing
'
ever
filmed
and
a
horse
race
to get into the mails that carry them
happy new year, and that we may have
Farmers and Gasoline
with tho subject are not ail consistent.
that will bring you to your feet.
LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY
to these distant points. There are a
tho pleasure of leading tite news front
An entire remodeling of the highway They propose a thorough investigation!
Tir 8
Waterman's Beach und vicinity, with
MAiN STREET, FOOT CF LIMEROCK
Comedy Feature
lot of good things about our Augusta legislation of Maine was predicted of all existing legislation and the en- j
your initials appended, for years to
Wednesday night by Representative actment of some new provisions which
contemporary.
Buster Keaton
come.”
Granville of Parsonsfield at the meet will make the sea and shore fisheries
'
• • « •
ing of the farmer members of the leg
In his Comedy Laughquake
The Richmond Chamber of Com islature. He did not outline the nature laws of the State more consistent and
Under date of January II. I received
more helpful to the fishing industry
merce. advocating the location at that of this change, but asked all present than they have ever been in t[ie past.
a letter from Mrs. llattie Shuman Ad
"The Cops”
point of the proposed Kennebec to express tlieir views. The meeting
am# of Atlanta. Ga. llattie says it is
A committee consisting of Senator
Matinee 28c. Evening, 28c, 35c.
leal warm down there now for this
Bridge, declares that it “would con discussed, as a part of the highway Sargent of Hancock, Senator Emery of
| problem, tho gasoline tax. Senator Washington and Representatives Lamtime of year. Miss Helen brought in
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
vene many more people than a bridge Wilson of Aroostook opposed it, but
violets from the back yard the day
son of Soutli Portland, Goldwaite of
Harold Lloyd in “Grandma’s Boy”
at Bath.” “Convene,” says Webster, said tiiat if the fine so secured was to Biddeford and Bontan of Vinalhaven
before and a lot of green stuff was
growing about . ■ earijen. Mrs. Ad
is “to come together as in one body for be applied to farm-to-murket roads, was Thursday named by the main com
be might he friendly, lie believed that
ams says the pi,,..
of tlie Beaeli
a public purpose: to meet; assemble." stareli factories using gasoline engines mittee as a group to prepare a sea and
were certainly fine:
ys it was her
shore
fisheries
code
to
submit
to
thc
Perhaps the Richmond folks mean to operate the machinery ought to lie
grandfather William Shuman
Ihat
P
R
entire committee.
exempt from tlie provision# of the tax
"Convenience.”
moved from Metinic to tin1 Foster farm I
Matinee
2
P.
M.
10c,
17e
• • • •
law. Tlie majority of those presen'
land owned it until he died. Ilis son
Evening, 6:15, 8:30,
10c, 22c
Overlook and Rowell, Helmsmen
Special Feature & Prices Thursday George built a house on tlie west side
Not often can we catch the Lewiston favored a one cent per gallon tax to
Two Knox county representatives ’
be collected at the source, with ex
of the road on the lot where tlie John
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Journal napping. When it printed the emptions for fishermen and others not have becn favored with positions on.
TODAY—SATURDAY
I Poster barn now stands. He sold the]
line “How far a candle sheds its using the highways.
the Democratic steering committee—
I
house
to
Waldron
and
Hall
who
lived
BETTY COMPSON
• » * •
Overlook of Washington and Rowell
By saving one dollar, tho possibility of acquiring hundreds be
there a few years and then moved it
beams," did it have its Shakespeare in
in "ALWAYS THE WOMAN”
of South Thomaston. While no vote!
to Seal Harbor. The old-timers here
A Western Thriller
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, thc older you grow
hand or was it just sort of quoting off
A zoning bill authorizing inunicipol
say there were 14 yoke of oxen in the
“DIAMOND CARLYSLE”
itics to designate what sections ot thc was taken the concensus of opinion,
thc less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
hand from memory?
team that moved it. Hattie says she
Comedy
Tarzan
city or tow n certain kinds of business after discussion, was that tlie party
when the fuluro days of need shall arrive.
and
her sister Delia lived at the Beach |
should
stand
for
economy
In
legis

may be conducted ill. and thc kinds if
•
There is something to bo said in dwellings which shall be construclel lation and equalization of tlie burdens
COMING NEXT THURSDAY
when the Waterman family moved
there in 1866. She remember^ Miss
Mack Sennett’s
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.
favor of the present condition of in residential sections came into the of taxation. The necessary appropri
ations for charitable and educational
“MARRIED LIFE”
Lydia Roundy well and her sister, Mrs.
House
of
Representatives
Thursday
streets—one doesn't have to spend
Amesbury. (Capt. Snow please take
Better than “Down on the Farm”
morning, being introduced by Oakes institutions and maintenance of roads
much time dodging automobiles.
will however be supported.
notice.)
C. D. S. G.
of Portland.

A
X—

SHEET MUSIC

CANNED GOODS

20 Cents

15 Cents
V. F. Studley

BED OUTFITS
,"i'

Mattress,

BURPEE

95

$24

FURNITURE COMPANY

SAFE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

The Rockland National Bank

PA R K

$843,000

North National Sank
Rockland, Main©

•E M

I

Et

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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Every-Other-Day

Calk tf the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
' Jan. 29 and 31 and Feb. 2 (Polo) Rockland
v» Pawtucket.
Jau 29—Annual meeting of Rockland Gun
Club at the Thorndike Hotel.
Jan, 29—Shakespeare Society meets with Mm.
W 8 Huunds, Beech street
Feb. 2 (7.15 p m)—Illustrated lecture on
"The Bridges of Maine." hy State Bridge En
glneer L. N. Edwards, of Augusta, auspices
Woman's Educations! Club.
.Feb. 2— Regular meeting of Woman's Educa
tional Hub, in Methodist vestry.
Feb 3—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Pioneer Grange, East Union.
Fell 7—Annual masquerade (rtfi hall of the
Assistant Engineers of the Fire Department at
the Arcade.
Felt. 9-—Banquet anti Open Forum of tlr*
Chamber of Commerce at lhe Thorndike Hotel
feo. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday
Feb. 12-17—-The Community Food Fair al
the Arcsds
Fell. 1C—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
In Temple hall
Feb. 19—Community Btdl al ihe Arcade
Feb. 21—(Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League
March 1C—Rockland lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meel
In Temple hall
Aoril 29—Gen. Knot Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.

The government boat Zizania is ca
vorting around in Penobscot Bay this
week.
"Yes, it's hard work getting in from
the country,” said the woman with
the produce sled, "especially with eggs.
The thankymarms are
something
fierce.”

Mrs. Ava Lawry of the Copper Ket
tle was the recent recipient of a box
of fruit sent from Florida by Mrs. C.
A. Rose. It is on exhibition in the new
dining room, to be sampled later.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Four Days Before Inventory
Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
JAN. 27,

The despatches say that Buenos Aires
has been sweltering this week under a
temperature of 104. degrees, accom
panied by an extraordinarily hot wind.
This discomforting report will nowise
interfere with the plans of Dr. and
Mrs. Walter M. Spear, who are to visit
Buenos Aires on their South American’
tour next month.

JAN. 29,

An unsigned communication from
Tenant's Harbor, received at this office
Thursday left much doubt as to who
the writer might be, but no doubt
whatever that she (for the author was
evidently feminine) believes Tenant’s
rfarbor girls have it all over the Port
Clj*de girls—"always
having rosy
checks and a smile.” The person who
starts an argument of that sort is wise
in not signing a name—.but the ab
sence of the name interferes with its
fitness for publication.

The news of L. Wilbur Messer's
resignation as general secretary of the
Chicago Y. M. C. A. was read with in
terest in Thursday’s issue of this pa
per, and all of Mr. Measer’s friends ex
pressed the hope that it would be thc
means of giving him a much longer
stay- at his Ginn's Point summer
home. “It seemed strange.” writes Mr.
Messer, “to read the announcement in
the papers and to feel that 1 am out
of the Association profession and have
completed, ns an'employed officer, my
Association work. Nevertheless, I be
lieve the step has been providential
and my duty has been clear; and I am
adjusting myself to the situation as
best I ihay. There will he many com
pensations, such as freedom of action
for rest And recreation as I have not
had and such as would not have been
possible had 1 continued to carry thc
ever-increasing burden of our work
Everyone here is very, very kind anJ
appreciative: and the action of th
Association has been extremely ger.
emus. My successor has not yet becn
appointed and the organization whir'.
I have been building these many years
with strong departmental ’heads, eoitinims to (paction as it has been doing
the seven months of my absence from
nty nffiefe."
The Security Trust Co. have a few
more cards for customers in their
Christmas Club. You can Join this
week by paying up the hack dues.

A

SEASON TICKET TO THE COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
YOUR DOLLARS ARE NEEDED FOR

The Athletic Field
toward which the entire proceeds will go

$25.00 SUITS REDUCED TO $20.00

Materials, Tricotine and Velour Cloths in Navy, Brown
and Black; also Homespun Tweeds.
All sizes, 18 to 48. These suits were
formerly priced to $39.50; now...............

OO

BUY A TICKET WHETHER YOU GO OR NOT

LEND A HAND

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
O. H. Tripp is ill Knox Hospital suf
fering frbm a severe illness.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
SECOND FLOOR .

We have a few Children’s Sheep-lined Coats to close at
special prices. These all have fur collars. The following
sizes are in stock:

1

1 size

4, to close at............ ............$18.50

2 size

6, to close at........... ........... $18.50

3 size

8 to close at........... ........... $18.50

1 size 12 to close at............ ........... $18.50
1 size 14 to close at............ ........... $18.50
1 Indies’ Leather Coat with Sheep Lining & Coon Collar, to close :it$35J)0
1 Man’s Coat with Sheep Lining and Coon Collar, tn close at ........... $35.00

FULLER-COBBDAVIS

Frank Alexander, who was brought
here from Camden op a special car af
ter an explosion in his blacksmith shop
Thursday, is reported as resting com
fortably at Knox Hospital, though it
was necessary to amputate his left
hand.

Earle Dow, bookkeeper for the W. H.
Glover Co., was tied up at his Rock
port home a few days recently, on ac
count of a persistent abscess in one
of his ears.
His cheery voice and
original quips were greatly missed by
his associates, but he was hardly pre
Bath Times:
Solon Savage and pared to find on his desk a floral piece
Archllp Carey have been named by the more suggestive of permanent depart
Tnemljers of Sagadahoc Veteran Fire ure than a temporary absence.
men’s Association as a committee to
Unsold tickets from the Househol 1
meet other vAteran firemen of to-?
State for thJ purpose of organizing a Arts Exhibit should be at once re
Maine association and outlining a pro turned by members of the Woman’s
gram of musters for the coming sum Educational Club to the chairman, Mrs.
mer. This action was due to the fact G. Herbert Blethen. The club returns
that the Albert R. Havener Associa- its grateful thanks to the public for
li«n of Rockland has proposed that its patronage and appreciation of tip?
such a league be formed and wrote the exhibit, on tills the club’s first at
veterans of Sagadahoc and asked that tempt to raise money during Us three
a committee of two be named to rep years existence. The charming ad
resent the latter association at a meet dress by Rev. Ralph Hayden. Camden,
ing to take place soon at some central was interspersed with many amusing
anecdotes as to his experiences in the
point in the State, Bath preferred.
service in France during his two years
Shall the primary law of Maine be there, and was deeply appreciated b>
retained, amended or repealed? Ob the audience.

jections to this law will be brought in
by any member, the discussion opened
by Mrs, Charles A. Creighton and Mrs.
Richard O. Elliott, both of Thomaston,
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth of Rockport,
and Mrs. Grace Armstrong of this city.
At the Jan. 5 meeting of the Woman’s
Educational Club, it was voted unani
mously to retain the law, as it now
stands. More light is desired, as the
practical workings of the law is as
sailed by the leading politicians of both
parties and both party platforms de
clare ihe primary to be unsatisfactory,
a failure, tQ be condemned. Gov. Bax
ter in his inaugural address favors the
retaining of the tow on the statute
hooks.

JAN. 31

BOUGHT

Monday the boys and girls of the city will start a selling campaign

Wendall Thornton is trying to for
The clouds of steam and great activ get a very painful fortnight's experi
ity around the corner of Main street ence with blood poisoning, caused by
and Tillson avenue can be explained a pin prick in his forefinger.
by the gas company's efforts to locale
A group of horrified citizens saw a
a leaking main. The occupants of the
Thorndike Hotel have been bothered two-horse sled loaded with coal slew
hy the strong odor of gas which stead and partially capsize on Lindsey street
ily grew worse. The workmen have yesterday, breaking loose from its
running gear and losing part of its
used lime and tire to get down through
th? two foot crust of frost filled earth precious cargo in the deep snow.

to easy digging and the leaking pipe.

JAN. 30,

About 35 Coats reduced to $1 5.00. Tftis assortment of
Coats consists of 4 Plush Coats; 4 Coats with Fur Col
lars; Tweed Coats; Fleeced Wool Materials with Plaid
Back; Navy, Brown and Blue Velours, ln this assort
ment you will find every woman's size up to 47. These
Coats were originally priced at $25.*OO
tf? 1 C QQ
to $45.00. To close at.............................. * A

Gen. H. M. Lord is to be the princi
pal speak*.— al the luncheon ar. 1 smoker
of the W< Stern Maine A'um.ii Associ
ation of Colby College, which wi.i be
held in Ihe Falmouth Hotel, Portland,
felt J.

Tickets for the next open forum of
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
may be obtained from Secretary Mac
Donald. TV. H. Rhodes, tV. D. Talbot.
Alrthur L. Qrne, Frank A. Tirrell and
Walter C. Ladd. These sessions are
destined to have a very popular run
Jhis winter, and will be of undoubted
profit to the members.

Your Obligation to Rockland
IS CANCELLED ONLY WHEN YOU HAVE

Oarage men and monument makers
report business a bit dull. A couple of
helpings of snow are all right, but
when snow comes to be a steady diet
some kinds of business have to slow up.

John II. Leo, third officer of thc
steamship Edward Lunenbach. is now
in New York, convalescing from an at
tack of tonsilitis which necessitated his
omitting one voyage.
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Criticisms as to incorrect use of En
glish and pronunciations will be giv“ti
Feb. 2 by the three previously appoint
ed critics of the evening. Mrs. Carl F.
Snow, Mrs. Ada B. Tremnine, Miss
Dorothy Hill, at the regular Educa
tional Club meeting. The usual Civics
lesson will be expected. A start will
then be made on the Catechism of thc
Constitution of the Un+ted States, pre
pared by Henry Litchfield Wes:.
These pamphlets may be obtained for
5 cents of the president and secretary
at the vestry. The first, two questions
constitute the lesson, which will be in
charge of Mrs. Maerita Kirkpatrick and
will be full of profit and interest.

“THE
WONDERFUL
THING”
PICTURES

Universalist Church
Sunday, 7:30
FREE TO ALL
Good cheer Sewing Circle will bold
a tacking bee at Temple hall, Tuesday
afternoon.

Cards in the afternoon; dancing in
the evening. That’s the program for
the jolly good time at next Thursday's
ladies’ night, Elks Home. Supper be
tween, of course.
Fred Pinault of Providence, a former
league polo star, was in the city yes
terday on his way to Bath, where he
is planning to start semi-professional
polo by Feb. 12, if arrangements can
be made. Option has already been ob
tained on a hall.
Richard Reed, manager of the Rock
land High School basketball team, has
resigned in favor of John P. Burkett.
Richard found the managerial cares
combined with hard study and heavy
social duties too severe for a regular
player.

The annual meeting of the Rockland
Gun Club will be held at the Thorn
dike Hotel next Mohday evening at
6.30. The election of officers will take
place directly after the banquet. The
nimrods will discuss a number of im
portant matters.

Considerable local interest is de
veloping in the innovation furbished
by the handsomest man and hand
somest woman contest. The ballots
which are free can be cut from
The Courier-Gazette, and deposited
either at the Publicity booth at the
fair, or in boxes located at the FullerCobb-Davis and W. O. Hewett Co.
stores. Handsome silver Cups will be
awarded to the winners. The ballots
will be counted hy a committee com
posed of E. W. MacDonald, E. H. Crie
Sporting Editor Oliver of the Bath and H. A. Keep.
Times has this to offer: "In a letter
which we received a few days ago
There are now many persons Who
from Frank Winslow of The Itocklind
relish extreme cold, but just at pres
Couiier-Gaaette, 'vitlng us to conic to ent there is in this city a little coterie
Rotkiand 'and see your distinguished
of men who are anxiously scanning the
townsman. Bity Wright, play polo.' we thermometer each morning in the hope
found on the back of the letter a poster that it will read zero or lower. The
put out by the Rockland Chamber of cause of their anxiety (s' the ice sit
Commerce and has on it what is sup uation at Chiekawaukie Lake. The
posed to be the Kennebec bridge nnd present surface of the lake is fash
at the bottom of the aforesaid poster ioned something after the style of i
are the words. 'We want a bridge Washington pie—12 inches of ice. 4
across the Kennebec.' But the picture inches of water a, few inches of snow
is the thing. There is a bridge on two and a few inches of ice—22 inches in
concrete spans, ibut the Joke is the all. Until the water in the center con
background. There is a skyline which geals there can be no ice cutting
looks like New York and strange ta Meantime the Rockland Coal Co. Is
say extends right across the river scraping the portion of the lake where
back of the bridge. The river above it is to operate, and will begin haul
the bridge is completly closed by the ing the first of the week if the condi
"buildings’ in the skyline. Of are they tions are favorable.
This concern
ice cakes?’” The skyline to which hopes to harvest 4500 tons, filling its
Brother Oliver refers does resemble two houses at the lake, one at Rock
New York’s, to be sure, but in reality land Highlands and One on the Point
it is what Rockland will look like after
it has had the benefit of the Kennebec
The mark down sale at the Davis
Bridge.
Garment Shop will save you money on
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs.
There will be a chicken pie supper —adv.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 31, at the
Methodist vestry.
The American Legion Auxiliary will
gerve a public supper Saturday night
The mark down sale at the Davis from 5 to 7. Menu: Baked beans, cab
Garment Shop will save you money on bage salad, cold meats, fruit salad, hot
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs rolls, eream pie, assorted cakes, dough
—adv.
nuts and coffee. Price 35 cents. 11-12

WITH THE CHURCHES

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent’s class in
At the Congregational church to
shorthand attended court yesterday, morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
and the members worked busily at preach on the subject "Mystery."
their trade during the proceedings.
Church School at noon. Fellowship
League in the vestry at 5.3(1.
• • * *
Luneheon will be served at 1.30 next
Tuesday to the members of the Pro
At St. Peter’s church (Episcopal)
gressive Literary Club meeting with the Sunday services will be at 7.3.1,
Mrs. Annie Simmons, Talbot avenue. 10.30, and 12.15. The evening service
A full attendance is desired.
will be in Thomaston. Holy day serv
ice Friday. The usual parish notices
With the settling of the snow many will be fouml on page one of this issue.
• • • *
automobiles are on the street again.
A carload of Chevrolets was received
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
this week by the Sea View Garage and Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
towed thence from the railroad station morning service at 11 o'clock. Subject
of lesson sermon, ’Truth." Sunday
H. C. Chatto wore a broad smile school at 12 o'clock. The reading room
yesterday. He is chairman of the is located in the new Bicknell block
souvenir committee of the food fair and is open every week day from 2.30
and had just been promised 5000 boxes to 4.30 p. m.
•
* *
of candy by a local candy manu
facturer.
Rev. O. W. Stuart will use as his
subject “The Grace of Christian Liv
"The Fast Mail," which will be ing," at Littlefield Memorial church
shown at Park Theatre Monday and Sunday morning at 10.30. Bible school
Tuesday is a melodrama, and contains meets at noon. The women’s group, of
some of the most graphic and start which Miss Eva Ames is captain, will
ling scenes ever portrayed on the sil- have charge of Lhe Christian Endeavor
versheet.
service at 6.15, subject. “What are t.te
Rightful Claims of Our Church Upon
Mrs. L. M. Lawrence and Mrs Us?” Evening service at 7.15, subject.
Charles A. Rose, Jr., entertained the "The Evidences of Regeneration.”
G. M. Club at the Lawrence home on There will be a vocal solo by Mr. Stu
Beech street yesterday. Supper was art and a violin solo by Paul .lame
served, followed hy cards and every son. Cottage prayer meetings Friday
body was awarded a souvenir prize.
evening at the homes of Mr. and Mrs
Frank Storey, 117 Camden street, Mr
A pleasant surprise was given the and Mrs. Harry P. Chase, 48 Brewster
many Rockland friends of Miss Mar street, and Mr and Mrs. Charles Car
garet (“Peggy")
Ahern yesterday ter. Bireh street place.
• » • »
when the news reached the city that
“The Fruits of Canaan" will be the
she was married Dec. 4 in New York
City to Daniel Lakeman, also of Rock pastor’s subject at the First Baptist
land. who is employed in the me Church Sunday morning. The choir
tropolis.
will sing "Priase The Lord," Randegger. and R. K. Greene will sing a so-The Rockland High School second Io. Sunday School meets at the close
team, girls’ basketball, went to War of the morning service with classes
ren Thursday night and vanquished Tor all. Children's Happy Hour meets
the first team of that school by an at 3.30. Miss Julia Anderson will lead
18-3 margin. Harriet Hall scored 15 the Christian Endeavor at 6.15. The
of Rockland’s points and was pretty .subject will be "The Church’s Claim."
much the whole show. The line-up: The evening service opens with a live
Hall rf, Foster If. Hanscom c, Huntley ly song service at 7.15. The pastor's
sc. Griffin rg, Trafton lg.
subject will be "David and Jonathan."
The choir will sing “The Bells of
The meeting of the Amateur Wire Heaven" by Blount. Mrs. B. P. Browne
less Association next Monday night will sing a solo. Sunday will be Mr.
will he held at the Sea and Shore Brown’s second anniversary with this
Fisheries office, owing to the absence church and a good attendance is de
of President Davies who will attend sired.
Mid-week prayer meeting on
a meeting of the directors of the Maine Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• • * •
State Jewelry Association at Augusta,
in the forenoon and a legislative hear
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
ing on the jewelers' lien act in the Sunday morning the pastor will speak
afteenoon.
on the subject “Harmful Habits." Thc
choir will sing “Father Divine," Han
A serious mistake ig being made t>y del. with incidental solo by Miss Ruth
the Rockland High School basketball Plummer.
Miss Marianne' Crockett
managers in not getting abler teams will sing "Consider the Lilies," Scott.
here to meet the Rockland girls, ac At the evening service the pastor will
cording to many of the city’s basket discuss "Profitable Investments.” The
ball supporters. The girls are ad- service will begin at 7.15 with a serv
mTltedly of State championship ma ice of song conducted by Otho L.
terial. More popular interest would be Hatch. The anthem. “This Is My Com
arotised if this team were pitted against mandment,” Nevens, will be sung. The
some of the State's strong teams in Sunday School meets at 12 and the
stead of the local teams seen thus far. contests by the various classes will
be watched with interest. The Ep
Calvin A. Sherman of the House - worth League meets at 6 and will be
Sherman, Inc., has returned from addressed by Rev. J. J. Hull of (Huron,
North Haven, where he installed a S. D., who was formerly superintend
powerful radio set for Mrs. Sarah K. ent of the adult department of tlie
Cushing. There are days of uncertain Maine Sunday School Association, and
travel. Mr. Sherman Walked from who at the present "time holds the same
North Haven to Vinalhaven, and then relation to the Sunday School work of
he walked out on the ice to see what South Dakota.
• • • •
the ocean looked like. Presently he
Sunday will be observed as Young
spied the Snow Marine Co.’s tug.
•'Toot! toot!" said Calvin Austin Sher People's day at the Universalist
man. “Toot! toot!" said the tug, and church. Members of the Y. P. C. U.
soon Mr. Sherman was on his way will have a part in the morning serv
home. That's the kind of a toot to ice and conduct their own devotional
meeting in the evening. At the morn
go on.
ing service the following young peo
The steamer Camden, Capt, Rawley, ple will assist in the service: Opening
arrived from Boston this morning, with service, Lucy Marsh; resiionsive read
full freight for Rockland and river ing, Leonard Campbell: scripture read
landings. She is scheduled to leave ing, Helen Feeney; prayer, Nathalie
Marion Marsh, Jeannette
for Boston at 6 tonight, and is expect Robbins.
ed back Monday morning for another Smith, Frances Atwood. Blanche Meround trip of the river, leaving for Ciirdy. Raymond Perry and Wendall
Boston again at regular sailing, time Thornton will act as ushers. The choir
Monday night.
The steumer West- will sing two anthems, "O Lord How
port, recently coppered at the railway Excellent," Galbraith, and “More Love
in Camden, left this morning for Dark to Thee. O Christ." Brewer. Mrs. E.
Harbor, Stonington and South Blue- R. Veazie and Miss Gladys Jones will
hill. and is expected back today, to sing a duet. The evening service will
connect with steamer for Boston. Tbe be the second number in the new pict
Monday morning trip of this steamer ure series, "The Wonderful Thing."
will be to Stonington. Southwest Har If possible, arrangements will be made
bor. Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor for the young people to hear the radio
and Bar Harbor,—weather and ice young people’s service which is to lie
conditions permitting. Charles E. Col- broadcast from Amrad. Medford Hill
omy. purser on the Bluenill line steam side station, W. (I. 5., on Sunday even
er, has just received a postal from ing. It will include a sermon by Rev.
Capt. B. W. Dunton and learns that he Stanley Manning, director of young
has just left the "Agwimex" at Boston peopled work, and an excellent musical
and is on his way to Newport News to program by Universalist young people
take the "Agwistone” for a trip to Los All Universallsts are asked to listen
in.
Angeles. .
BORN
Bryant—Camden, Jan. 21, to Mr. and Mrs
Horace Bryant, a son.

MARRIED
Lakcinan-Aheam—New Yorto Citv, Bee 4,
1922. Daniel Lakrtuan and Mbu Margaret E
Aheam, both of Rockland.

CARD OF THANKS
We take this way of thanking alt who re
membered us in any way while we were shut
In with strknesa, especially at Chrlftmas time.
Jennie Chadwick, Maurice Chadwick. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Kt Met an
•
Th* chan* for jrahllmnng * Card of Thank*
la 50 oanta, cash to accompany th* order.

DIED
Thompson—Wildoboto Jan. 29, Dr Vlotor V
Thompson, formerly of Rockland, aged about s:
years.
I’erers—RockiMWt, Jan 29, Lillian A . wife ol
Joseph H. Peters, aged 33 years, 1 month. !
days Funeral Monday at 2 p. m.
Pcrrv—Camden. Jan. 22. Helen (Pecrowt
wile ot Oscar Derry, aged 72 years.
Morans—Vinalhaven. Jan. 25. Edtvin Lact
Morang, aged 14 years, 9 months.
Jack—'d’orUsud, Jan. —, James T. Jack
Lash—Waldoboro, Jan. 22. William M
aged 93 years
Lowe—Mounts inutile, Jan.
Capt.
Lowe, formerly of the Reach.
Xldholx—Worcester, Mass , Jan 23
T. tore Morsel, widow of the late I,. R.
ols, formerly of Thomaston, aged 84 yei
months, 19 day*.

A WINTER WARNING
Influenza and Pneumonia Are
At Work—Be On Your
Guard Always.
To the people of Maine and to the
local health officers, the State Depart
ment of Health wishes to send a warn
ing against the danger which seems to
he threatening from influenza. Re
ports Indicate an increased prevalence
)t influenza and pneumonia in various
■section of the country particularly in
some of the southern states where the
lumber of cases reported have run in.o the thousands. At the Naval Aca
demy, Annapolis, the students are af
flicted with the malady, many already
down, and 12 to 14 additional ones
daily stricken with the disease, as it
is reported. In some of the cities of
Ohio, influenza and pneumonia, ap
pearing first in a mild form, have
ihe.wn a tendency to assume a more
virulent form.
And here in Maine the health offi
cer of Lewiston reports that colds and
t mild form of grippe (influenza) are
very prevalent among school children
so that in one day 88 absentees were
reported at the high school. This
warning to be alert and to guard
igainst the spread of the early cases
which may occur in any town in our
state is sent out for the reason that
from the onset of an epidemic to its
wide spread, the course is often so
rapid that after it breaks out there is
no time to plan and to put into effect
precautionary measures.
Both influenza und pneumonia are
notifiable diseases here in Maine und
physicians are requested to report
cases promptly to the local health of
ficers, and each local health officer is
expected to keep this department In
formed of outbreaks of this as well us
of the other communicable disases.
In Circular 341 of the department,
telling how to guard against inflenza
and common colds, it is taught that
the infection is spread by eating and
drinking utensils at home and else

where; by droplets sprayed Into the
air in talking, sneezing and loud talk
ing; by finger borne infection and by
towels and other toilet articles used In
common.
Some of the personal safeguards ad
vised are cutting out unnecessary visits
lo public places and unnecessary tra
vel; theWterilization with boiling water
of forks, spoons and drinking cups that
that might carry infection from inonUi
to mouth; the washing of hanfls
carefully before meals and the keep
ing of fingers away from the month
and nose.
And these precautionary measures
should be observed when persons
have what appears to lie only a com
mon cold, for influenza (grippe) has
a way of sometimes creeping on, tn
ambush, under the cover of these mi
nor affections.

WISCASSET’S HOTEL
An addition to Wiscasset Inn has
been decided upon by the corporation
which owns it.
It will include ill
new rooms, with baths, and the din
ing room will be made one of the
finest in this section and may he used
for banquets and dancing. The whole
hotel will be remodeled and modern
ized.
The cream of the Fall River polo
team which has played three sensa
tional games in this city this week,
will remain for next week—Cusick.
Jolly and Mulvey, and will be joined h.v
two Pawtucket men, one of whom has
been starring all season in the Nation
al League. Playing under the name
of Pawtucket, this combination prom
ises to give Rockland the most sensa
tional polo it has yet seen. The gamewili he played Monday, Wednesday
and Friday nights .at the usual hours.

E. V. Talbot has been transferred
from The Cuckold's Light Station.
Boothhay Harbor, to the Rockland
Breakwater, and is already on the
Job. Prior to being located al The
Cuckolds Mr. and Mrs. Talbot were
at Great Duck Island for 17 months.
Mr. Talbot has been in the service
six years.

FASTER ALL THE TIME
Three Big Polo Nights Next Week
MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

/AT

THE

ARCADE

ROCKLAND vs. PAWTUCKET
Cusick and Another Big League Star will be in the visitor*’ lineup.

ENGAGE SEATS FOR THE WEEK

THE SILSBY FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S
Telephone 318-W.
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Wishes you to know that besides its regular supply of
Cut Flowers it has some fine Cineraria Plants. Those

who had a Cineraria of our growing last year will cer
tainly want one this year, and others who do not
know tha plant will want to make its acquaintance.

Com* in—visitors aro welcome.

Cut Flowers and Design Work for all occasions

H. M. SILSBY. Florist
12-14

WE REPAIR RADIATORS
WELDING—MACHINE JOB WORK

jy

A. B. HIGGS
Automotive Machinist

WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND.

TELEPHONE 252-M

S-tf
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says "they are a formidable affliction
to the aged, and very undignified.
I And It's quite true; I saw five children
' at Stanhoe with mumps this after
noon. 1 should hate to tell a fib.
i Unless," she added, wrinkling tier
smooth brow, "It became absolutely
necessary."
She moved toward the window.
"Almee!” cried Georgina, starting

NT'

fiLSscOu

|
.
'
1

z\.

J

The

Joy of Living
-

'-/t> Sidney GowingO

admiringly. “What a head you’ve got.
It’s everything a motor engine ought
to be hut never is. Let's take down
the cylinder.”
They busied themselves dismantling
and re assembling tlie engine.
"I’ll show you how to drive her
now,” said Billy, “Stationary, till you
get the hang of'her.”
Almee mounted the saddle, while
the machine remained on its stand,
und Billy showed her how to control
tlie engine running free with the
clutch out. She took longer to grasp
this. The controls, though simple,
were of an unusual type. In ten min
utes, however, she mastered them
pretty efficiently.
"Fine!” said Billy enthusiastically.
"Partner, the Sphinx is your big sis
ter I Now we’ll run her on the road—
I'll ride tlie pillion an’ coach you.
But for tlie land's sake go easy with
the throttle. She'll rush you clean
off the British isles if you give her
any gas."
Almee started dead slow. The ease
and resiliency of the drive, once the
Sphinx wus running, astonished her.
Gradually Almee increased speed to
fifteen and twenty miles. She was In
toxicated hy tbe sense of power, an
swering to the least touch of het

up panic-stricken. "You're noj going!
Are you serious about this?”
“Not a bit. And jdon’t you be, elther,” said Almee. as she clicked off
the switch of the electric. "See you
tomorrow—If 1 can. Good night, old
thing."
The room was plunged In darkness,
and there was a scraping sound at the
window.
"Almee!" gasped Georgina wildly,
fumbling round the wall for the
switch. It was some time before she
found it, and when she turned It on
the room was empty.
“Almee!” cried Georgina, leaning out
of the window.
There came a sudden thumping on
the hedroom door.
“Almee!” said the stern voice of
Lady Erythea. "Why Is your light on
at this hour? What are you moving
about for? Is anything wrong?"
fingers.
"No-no — aunt!"
said
Georgina,
“Glorious!" she gasped,
choking, “n-n-uothlng much.”
“You’re doing fine," said Billy,
"Extinguish your light Instantly,
watching keenix. He made her prac
and go to sleep!"
tice stopping tk;d starting, including
With shaking fingers Georgina
emergency halts. "Say, isn't she the
turned off the switch, and undressed
last word In lady’s mounts?"
pathetically in the dark. She crept
"Rather,!” said Aimee. In spite of a
into bed and thought of Alexander—
sense of difficulty with her dress and
the one touch of untroubled calm on
the Sphinx's tank, low though it was.
the waters of Jervaulx.
"Except—I feel as if I were all stock
ings.”
CHAPTER V
"Shucks! what of It?" he answered
impatiently. "There’s nobody here to
On the Job.
see. Try her on the high gear now."
Morning and the song of birds.
Almee changed gear deftly enough,
The sunshine sheamed Into the
and
for awhile drove steadily. But
room, bringing with It the God-given
the Intoxication of speed confused
fragrance of an April morning; the
her senses. She made the one mis
scent ot raln-spilahled earth, wall
take she had been warned against.
flowers aud greening thorn-hedge.
4ilU(?e gtood and drank U ln thank- The Sphinx dashed forward like a
fuUy tlu she reailzed with a shock whippet, and, ln trying to rectify the
error she made It worse.
that it was past ten
“Throttle down!"said Billy sharply.
Tlie only bath available at Ivy cot
Intending to obey, Almee blundered
tage was a tub of spring water.
again, aud closed down tlie extra air
Aimee made the most of this, and,
Inlet. The Sphinx roared in protest,
dressing hurriedly, came downstairs
and shot ahead like a bullet from a
glowing like a plcotee. Billy was In gun. The pace was awful. How the
tbe parlor.
machine kept on the road was a mir"Morning!" he cried.
scle. Every moment promised a dev"Have you been down long?” ex
claimed Almee.
" 'Bout three hours I” he chuckled.
“I’ve covered sixty miles since then.
Just a Uttle breather.”

Erythea, “she’d be whipped! She anil Nor can f understand, my dear, how
all her tribe. But tlie Idiot Gervase, such a mistaken Impression of you
of course, was on the wrong side; could have reached us, before we
we've no case. I hope their wretched knew you.
machine is wrecked. Sit down, Alex
"For," she added, rising, “I have
aniler, do you hear!"
formed jn.v opinion of you, Aimee, nnd
Mr. Lambe obeyed, protesting faint m.v judgment is never mistaken. Tlie
ly. Georgina, with one hand pressed woman does not live who could de
to her bosom, felt as though she were ceive me. ,\lmee, m.v dear, you are
free to follow any occupation you
on tlie point of heart-failure.
"Hussies,” said Lady Erythea, quiv choose—until ten o’clock.”
ering. "and louts! Country’s overrun
Georgina made tier way .upstairs
witli them. Decency is dead 1”
and sank Into the most luxurious arm
Tlie carriage Jingled round the cor chair In her hedioom.
ner and disappeared.
"How perfectly lovely it would be
Billy Spencer collected himself from here," she sighed, "if only things were
among the brambles and regained the proper und regular. But they aren't!”
road, with tlie air i< a sailor cast
Georgina, gazing before lier, fell
away on an inliospltulile coast. Aimee Into a day-dream.
Presently, the
thrust an inquiring face through tlie sound of the carriage passing beneath
hedge, and emerged.
her window roused tier witli a start,
"Billy!" she cried. "Are you dam and hastily donning a wrap she ran
aged?"
downstairs.
"Not a hit. Only scratched.”
"Sit next me, Aimee," said Lady
“And the Sphinx?”
•
, ,-td
Erythea, settling herself comfortably
“Rrake lever bent, that's all. Noth in the carriage. "Alexander, you will
take tlie other seat. I dislike having
ing serious.”
Aimee suddenly, sat down on the anyone immediately opposite me.”
edge of the ditch and began to laugh.
For two hours, at leust, all troubles
She laughed till the very road threw were to he left behlud. As the car
back the echo; scandalous laughter.
riage howled through the sunlit park
"That's good!” said Billy, grinning. Georgina, lying back against the cush
"That's the stuff! I was afraid it ions, under the benign gaze of Alex
might have shaken you. Go on— ander, felt inexpressibly soothed.
•
«
•
•
«
•
•
laugh 1"
When the carriage returned to Jer
“You’ll never let me drive her
again!” gasped Almee, mopping her vaulx. Georgina fell rather than de
scended from it. Almost in u stale
streaming eyes.
"Won’t 11 Why, you’ve learned the
game—you'll never do that stunt
twice. Only tiling I feared, it might
have shaken your nerve. But you’ve
no nerve to shake! You're the goods.
That fool coachman was on the wrong
side, anyway.
I^t's get on the
Sphinx. You'll ride her like a bird
after this. All tlie same," he added,
•n
“that tank-bar is a hit awkward for
your dress."
“I don't care—I can manage.”
"No—It’s got to be fixed.” Hls face
cleared. "It’s dead easy! I’ll get you
a pair of breeches In Syderford.”
Aimee, dumfounded, turned aud
stared at him.
“Whut do you think you are!” she
exclaimed.
“The Universal Pro
vider?”
Billy's chin stuck out sternly.
“I’m your partner! Get me?"
Aimee looked at him thoughtfully,
hn
and smiled.
"All right, Billy,” she said softly.
There was a pause. “Let's go back to
Ivy cottage. You can drive."
A
Billy mounted the saddle joyously,
stuffing his cap Into hls pocket. Almee
took her seat behind. The Sphinx
meandered homeward at an easy fifty
miles an hour.

Every-Other-Day
opening another porseb’s 'Ir'tef. But
there was no help for it. The letter
was dated Scroope Towers, Thursday.
At the word of command, -Georgina
read it aloud, somewhat falteriitjjly.
My Dearest Almey:
1 am writing to your aunt, to whom my
love, but find myself with only time be
fore the poet goes to tell you I am obliged
to leave Scroope earlier than 1 expected.
As 1 wish to see you before 1 go. 1 will
come over for an hour on Saturday. I'm
sorry it is Impossible for niq Jo slay the
night. 1 have news of importance for
you.

Your loving.

FATHER.

"It will be the first time,” said Lady
Erythea, a trifle acidly, ‘ that anybody
ever saw your father In a hurry,"
Tlie letter put tlie finishing touch
to such a day as Georgina had never
dreamed of. She went to bed half
an hour later. Before she fell asleep,
her pillow was wet.

CHAPTER VII
would be if Alex—If Mr. I.ambe knew.
He— '*
The Way of the Transgressor.
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect ot
“Aha—Alexander! Yes. Is he as
a month's visit to her austere aunt, Lady owlish as his photograph? What did
Georgina awoke with a start. The
Erythea luttribe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
light from a tiny electric torch daze
her cousin. Alexander Lambe, Aimee, vi you say to him, Georgina?”
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
zied her eyes; soniehody was shaking,
"I—I—hardly anything. He told me
Vistount Scroope, is in a rebellious mood. I
her violently.
1
all about his missionary work in Man
"Wake up, old thing," whispered!
CHAPTER II—She wanders into the churia. He—’’
park, there encountering a strange youth
Aimee’s voice; "it’s like trying to!
“Where was that?”
In trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
ingly introduces himself as '‘Billy,’' Amerrouse the dead. I'm anxious about j
"in
the
rose
garden
—
”
Georgina
lean. The two cement the acquaintance
you. What did they say about that!
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying j broke off suddenly.
Sphinx," and part. With Georgina Ber
little stunt on the Syderford ronil?" ■
“Did he squeeze your hand?"
hers, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
Georgina sat up with a gasp, and I
Georgina was speechless with Indig
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
clutched Almee with both hands ns a,
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx. nation.
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina s
drowning person clutches a life-buoy
“You were thinking about him when
horrified protest is unavailing.
"It's you. Is it I” she said fiercely.
you stood at the window!’’ said Al
CHAPTER III.—Happy in her new free
"I've got you. Almee—make up your
dom, Aimee again meets "Billy." He tells mee. with the air of a prosecuting
her his name is Spencer, and she gives counsel. “You were being sentimen
mind to It I This dreadful business
hers as Amy Snooks, al presest "out of a
Is finished. We’re done for—espe
Job." Billy offers to take her into part tal. I saw your face. It had that
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a spirit gooey look.”
cially you I"
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The
"Eli!” exclaimed Almee, a little
“Aimee," said Georgina, fairly roused
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe. tak
startled. "What have you got the
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage
at last, “how dare you! I am going
breeze up about now?”
straight to Lady Erythea. and you can
"You’ll know very soon! Who,"
Begun in January 25th issue, Back talk to her! I have done—”
said Georglnn sternly, still holding
"No, no! I’m sorry, Georgie." said
numbers can he supplied.
*
her, “was that Man that was with
Almee soothingly. "I couldn't help
(Continued)
you? Who was be?"
pulling your serene leg, I won’t say
“Man?” suid Almee. “Oh, you mean
a word against your cousin Alexan
CHAPTER IV.
der."
Billy. One of the best thnt ever
In Deep
stepped I A clinking good sort.”
"He is a gentleman, at any rate,”
Georgina Berners paced the floor of said Georgina, rather spitefully "he
“B-Bllly?" echoed Georgina In ■
her bedroom at Jervaulx abbey, and Is a person one can respect.
shaking voice. "Tell me. Tell me
all!” she said, tightening her grip
"I am sure he Is.”
wondered why the universe had not
"Well, why not?” said Almee, and
crashed in ruins about her head.
“Well, what are we going to do?”
forthwith she related tlie Saga of
“The thing for you to do,” said Al
"It s like a dream,” she said dazed
Billy.
Tlie tale, os it" proceeded,
mee, “Is to go on respecting Alexan
ly, “1 can’t believe In it at all.”
seemed to affect Georgina with creep
To Georgina it came as an incred der. And for him to go on respecting
ing palsy. When it ended, she was
ible climax tliat she had, after five you. Think how awful it would be
trembling violently. She made two
hours at Jervaulx, been dismissed to If It came out now. Alexander," said
unsuccessful efforts to speak. She
bed with au august but approving kiss Aimee. with a pathetic little brpak in
reminded Almee of a lien with some
from Lady Erythea, and a protective, her voice. "Is good. He doesn't get
thing stuck in its throat.
cousinly hand-shake from the sedate Into scrapes. He isn’t ln horrible
"You are staying with this Man?”
Alexander Lambe. She had not been trouble like me—und nobody to help
gasped Georgina. "This Sjiencer—In
denounced as an impostor, Hung out me. I didn't think," she added with
Stunhoe? And he let you do it? The
with ignominy, or handed over to the a gulp, "that you'd go hack on me,
"Why—you haven’t waited break
man's a cad!
police. All these things had seemed Georgie!”
fast for me, have you?” she crlgd.
Almee sprang up. tearing herself
to Georgina not only possible but
"I won't and I can’t," said Georgina
“Oh, that’s all right. Rang a baker
CHAPTER VI
loose from her cousin’s hands.
“My Judgment Is Never Mistaken."
likely.
mournfully, "and you know it." But up an’ got a roll an' milk at SyderHow dare you say that! Cad? If
"What on earth will happen when she softened visibly. “You haven't ford.
Nothing done yet—couldn’t
of collapse, she preserved some sort there’s .only one gentleman on this
“Thou Shalt Not Lie.”
they find out?" she said, shivering.
told me where you've come from, and breakfast without my partner.”
Georgina Berners began the day of outward composure and retreated earth. it’s Billy!”
She commenced to disrobe, but had what you've been doing! I've been
Mrs. Sunning, with bare, dimpled
well; though she came within an ace to tier bedroom as a hunted fox goes
She glured at Georgina.
not proceeded very far when a hustle frightfully worried about you.”
arms and her face wreathed In smiles,
of beginning it very badly Indeed—she to earth.
“There's no beastly sentiment In
and a click were heard. Georgina
Aliuee regarded her thoughtfully. It brought in the breakfast. There were
The collision with the motorcycle Billy, thank heaven. That's why we
was nearly late for prayers.
turned with a gasp of fright. Some was clear that Georgina already had brown ducks' eggs, cream, waterAfter the service the servants dis on tlie Syderford road opened new became pals; because we wunt to get
one was trying to force a way ln at all she could bear. This was no time cresses and a brace of brook trout.
persed to their duties, and Lady Ery- horizons of terror for Georgina, it away from It all. I see nothing wrong
her window. She caught sight of a to tell her about Billy.
Billy glanced at hls companion
then led the way to the morning room. | seemed to her like the climax of a in it—nor does he,'
Hushed face.
“You needn't worry about me. I'm from time to time, with a quiet watch
She kissed Georgina witli the air of nightmare. What in tlie world was
Then lie's a fool!” snld Georgina
With a shriek of terror Georgina re staying at a little place nearby. I’m fulness.
one conferring a benefit, and bestowed Aimee doing? Who was the man—Il bitterly. "Oh, what can one say?" she
treated to the bed, and prepared to ' quite all right, and I've got some
“Sleep all right, old chap?" he
a word of approval on Alexander, who was evidently a man, though Georgina grtianed. “I know there ''‘nothing
dive under It
I money. We simply must keep it up
asked presently.
was
looking at Georgina with some had seen little of Idin except his wrong. Tliut you are Incapable of—
"Don't make such a row, you fool!" | for a few days—father Is leaving
"Rather. Didn't wake up till just
hoots—that was with tier. What was of—” she choked. "And this tnnn.
concern in his large eyes.
hissed a voice.
I Scroope Towers soon, and then I’ll
now," said Almee, taking a large
happening to the wretched girl?
"You
look
a
little
tired,
cousin,"
he
From uliat you tell me, he Is Just
The casements swung Inwards, and 1 show you how we can smooth it all spoonful of comb honey. "Did you?"
"It's too uwful I” said Georglnn hvs such another as you. He Is not a
said, “did you rest well?”
Almee, rather breathless, dropped onto { over."
Billy paused.
I man—lie Is a child! Or lie Is from
“Oh, y-yes,” said Georgina, “tlie— terically. “and I’m responsible.
the floor.
|
“But don’t you see how impossible
"Middling," he said slowly. "Say,
the journey yesterday was a little think I shall go mad!”
some place where things are—very
"Handy things, these verandas.” j It is! Your father will come here to partner, what'd you like to do now?
Later in the afternoon, in the nat different from what they are with us,
tiring.”
panted Aimee. “How are you, Geor see you before he goes. And he—he’ll Rest a bit?”
‘JPerfect health," said Lady Erythea, ural course of things, she found her- But you are living in Eastshire—not
gina, old thing?"
expect you to write to html”
“Rest!” said Aimee scornfully. “1
“is not only desirable, It is a duty, in , self alone with Alexander in the gar in tiie desert. You know what East
Georgina stared at her ln paralyzed
"How bright you are tonight, want to live, not rest!”
dens. She looked at him with timid, shire is. If ever this conies out—as
the young."
amazement.
Georgie. You think of everything,"
"Ready to get busy on the Sphinx,
yet hopeful eyes. Here, at least, was come out It must—your reputation
Breakfast
proceeded
In
silence,
till
Aimee sat down beside Georgina on said Almee briskly. She sat down at an’ cleave the ether?"
kindliness,
wisdom and your good name are gone—fin-|
Lady Erythea made her announce righteousness.
tbe bed, and put an anu around ber the writing table by the wall, selected
“Yes, right away."
Georgina felt she could keeji tilings to islied I
ment.
waist.
a sheet of the Jervaulx note-paper
"Good! I'll get her fixed."
"The carriage will be ready for ns herself no longer.
"That, 1 suppose, you do not care
"Well, what's happened here?” she with the Lambe arras—three fleeces
Twenty minutes later they met by
all at ten,” she said. “Remember
"I am afraid that narrow escape for," she said bitterly, rising and
Billy Leaned Swiftly Forward.
said cheerfully.
, argent on a field vert—and with an tlie shed where the Sphinx was stored.
this morning has upset you. Almee," facing Almee, “but one thing I cun teU
“Oh, I am so glad to see you!" ex- j immensely serious face began to write As Billy wheeled the machine out, he astating crash. In front was a right- thnt one does not keep horses waiting.
We shall drive to Syderford."
lie said sympathetically.
you und you may believe me. This
claimed Georgina with Infinite thank- ! rapidly, pausing occasionally for
angled bend, inviting sudden death.
looked keenly into Aimee’s eyes.
"In that case," said Mr. Lambe, “I
"Yes—I was rather upset. But 1 thing will kill your father!”
fulness. “Now we can clear every- thought. Georgina watched In fasel“Partner,” he asked, “you haven't Billy leaned swiftly forward.
must he excused now. I have many am better now. Don’t let us talk of It.
Almee stared at her Wlunkly.
thlng up. It’s been awful!”
J nuted horror.
“Valve-lifter—left!" he said quietly tilings to do before ten."
anything on your mind, have you?"
“I know your futher, better, per
C-Cousin Alexander, there Is some
"Why? Have you given me away?"
Almee laughed aloud. Her eyes In her ear. Aimee’s left hand tight
I.ady Erythea watched hls exit with thing I want to ask you,” she said haps, than you do, Aimee. • To Lord
said Aimee quickly.
ened
on
the
lever
—
Just
ln
time.
The
sparkled.
some anxiety.
suddenly. “I should like your—your Scroope, black Is bluck and white
"I haven't! You know I wouldn't!" !
steady voice—when a fool would have
"Do I look as If I had?”
“For a man of Alexander’s phys guidance.
Imagine that somebody white. No one Is more proud, more
cried Georglnn hotly. "Though yon
"No, by the Great Horn Spoon, you yelled aloud—brought all her facul ical development,” she said, "I feel who was dear to ine—somebody one sensitive. That Ills daughter should
ought to he whipped. I never said a ,
don’t!” said Billy, eyeing her with a ties back; she Throttled down as the sure he does not eat enough. A loved very much—hnd got into diffi be living iti an obscure lodging, under
word about you, nnd that's why I'm
flash of admiration. "You look as if machine slowed, and swung round the mouthful of whiting and half a cup culties,* and was in danger of expos an assumed name—witli n strange
ln this awful mess!"
you'd face tbe world and laugh at bend safely at a bare eight miles an of tea I lie would rather die than In ure. And punishment. That it was man slie picked up on tlie high roud
“Dear old Georgina!
You’re a,
everything It handed yon—from a hour—but without sounding the horn. dulge In meat on a Friday.” Lady in one's power to save them. Suppos I tell you, quite soberly and certainly,
brick I” said Almee, hugging her. “I 1
There was an astonished shout and Erythea was making excellent prac ing tliat it would help, would it be that it will break his heart,"
bunch of roses to sudden death.
was only pulling yotxr leg—I knew you j
a cry of warning ahead. A large car tice with a grilled sole. “That, of very wrong to tell a—a fib?”
You're IT! Come on.”
There was a long silence.
wouldn’t sneak. But why Is It awful?
They went out through the little riage, with two fat horses and a fat course, is quite right. But he carries
Suddenly Aimee sat down on the
Alexander
regarded
her
wonderHave they found out?"
n
gate. Billy did not offer to mount the coachman, seemed to be right on top some things to extremes. I am not ingly.
hed and began to cry. Slie cried with
“When I got here," said Georgina
Sphinx till they were clear of the lane. of Aimee’s handlebars. She swerved wholly sure that Alexander Is sound
“Let us give things their proper tlie abandon of a child of ten, hut
feebly, “I thought I could explain
When he stopped, Almee observed for and braked violently, while the horses on the subject of marriage,” continued names," he said. "You mean a lie very piteously.
somehow. But Lady Erythea met me
tlie first time that the Sphinx had a were reined back on their haunches; Lady Erythea, with her eftstomary di You know the answer. A lie is ln all
"1 never wanted to hurt Dad!" she
on the steps and took me for you, and
brand-new spring pillion-seat clamped the Sphinx toppled sideways, shooting rectness. "I am, of course, a High cases not only inadmissible, but un snuffled. "I didn't think—l didn't
everything went right out of my
Billy clean through the screen of Churchwoman. Of thnt faith, I know thinkable.”
to the carrier.
see—!”
head—”
•'What's this for?” exclaimed Almee. brambles that covered the ditch.
very well, there are many who hold
“Do you understand at last?” said
N-not
even
a
little
one?"
said
“Good! I see. You liesltatcd and
"Why, for you, old chap. Busier
Aimee performed a sort of semi- that a priest should be celibate. I do Georgina faintly. “I don't mean for Georgina grimly.
were saved."
riding.”
somersault. and landed on her feet not agree with them for one moment. one's own benefit, of course, hut to
"Y-yes," gulped Aimee slowly. 1
“Saved?" ejaculated Georgina an
•'I didn’t need It, Billy. The carrier with an Intoxicated stagger. For one Let those differ from me who will—I shield the other.'
believe I do. Dad I I—" stie caught
grily.
was good enough."
awful moment she found herself fac say that even a clergyman is essen
"There is only one answer.” he said Georglnn hy the arm. "I must keep
“Well, I was saved. That’s more
“Nope,” said Billy with determina ing the amazed occupants of the car tially imperfect until lie bus a wife." sternly. "That other must make ’ a tliat from him—I must I”
Important. You haven't done any
tion, "not nearly good enough. Car riage.
Georgina flushed slowly scurlet. clean breast of It, und bear his own
“We must keep it from him," said
thing wrong, my s'jow-white lamb.
rier! You ain't baggage, are you?”
She was conscious of the face of Lady Erythea turned the ear-trumpet punishment—or hers. No matter how Georgina trembling, "at any cost. We
What then?"
"Don't know. It's what a lot of Georgina, very white, staring at her to her inexorably, and waited.
bitter it may he. Whoever Indulges must find a way, for his sake and
"And then Mr. Lartdie came out, and
people have called me."
open-mouthed, with eyes as big as
“I am quite sure of one thing." in such shielding Is equally guilty.”
yours. Tills muddle at Jervaulx can
she Introduced him «s my cousin Al
"Who?” said Billy indignantly.
saucers. Beside Georgina sat n tre roared Georgina into the ear-trumpet,
not be hidden; we must face It. But
Georgina felt utterly chilled.
exander. And—and, I've been fright
“Oh, frumps.”
mendous, elderly lady, gripping a with almost a touch of rebellion, , “Is not that a little hard?" she said your father must never hear of—the
ened to death all tfie afternoon, for I
“There's a lot of ^discriminating lorgnette, and speechless with anger. "that AI-Alexnnder will do what he be
"The hard way Is the way of the other tiling. What are we to do? He
haven't had a chqtnce to put things
people about,” said her partner ab A large young man in black, hls eyes lieves is rigiit—and nothing else.”
transgressor," said Alexander, witli is coming here tomorrow afternoon!'
right.”
ruptly.
matching Georgina's for size, had
“He must be guided,” said Lady some grluiness; "there Is authority for
Tearfully she gave her cousin the
“Aimee!" Cried Georgina.
Almee sat back and looked at her
Tlie Sphinx started, and Billy started up and was grasping the side Erythea firmly. "On no other point tliat. And yet the friend—I think you news In Lord Scroope’s letter. Almee
ln awestruck admiration.
“Listen!** said Aimee, blotting tbe threaded lanes at an easy pace. The of the carriage.
should I presume to direct a Clerk In said a friend—may give all aid and stared in blunk dismay.
“You mean to say they’ve no sus
sheet and reading it aloud with much soft wind of the morning caressed
In a fractiou of a second tlie truth Orders. But, In tills matter, men— succor to the sinner, even to the ex
"We have till five o’clock tomor
picion at all?" sh»! exclaimed. "Dear
them as they rode. Not tliat It had telegraphed itself to Almee's flustered even such men us Alexander—are us treme sacrifice of himself. But de row." faltered Georgina. “I don’t
satisfaction.
old Georgie, how deep you must have
any pacifying effect on Almee's spirit. brain. Aunt Erythea I
children. The Judgment of an experi ceit, even the shadow of it, must hy care what happens to me—there’s
been. 1 rjever t bought you had It In
My Dearest Daddy: I arrived here safe The sense of adventure mounted to
Aimee leaped the ditch like a cha enced woman is nlone of value here. no means enter into the matter. You nothing 1 won't do to save you,
you I”
ly, and already I'm quite one of the fam
her head like wine.
mois. right over the top of Billy; Alexander Is my heir. Jervaulx will are asking me what you know per Almee."
Her face brightened sud-;
“I didn't—I wasn’t I” said Georgina ily. Aunt Erythea likes me much better
“Here we are!" said Billy, turning plunged through the tall hedge as a be his. He owes a duty to his race fectly well. But wliy talk of unpleas denly. "I've thought of a way—”
than she thought she would, she is very
|
In
almost
teajrful
indignation.
‘
Tve
.
,_ .
,
.
i nlce an<* kind, and I have a lovely bed
onto a long, deserted stretch of high
"And so have I!” said Aimee ea
hardly said A word all day, except 1 room. I am enjoying inyaelf very much road, running delightfully level and circus rider goes through a hoop, and and name; duty must guide us all. ant tilings,” he continued, “tell me
vanished.
At times Alexander seems to me al of yourself, and your life at Scroope gerly. "There’s Just a chance—go on
‘yes' and 'no.' And not even that : at Jervaulx. (That's all perfectly true.)
“Is anybody hurt, there!" gasped most—almost too devout. I sometimes Aimee,
—let's hear your plnn!"
Cousin Alexander Is awfully interesting, straight. He let the Sphinx out. For
if I could help Rt."
and I like hearing him talk about Man eighty seconds the hedges flushed by Mr. Alexander Lambe. 'is—”
wish"—with u slight sigh—'That Alex
"If we can keep the whole tiling
There wus small comfort for Geor
Aimee gurgled,
churia. He is a gentleman, and one feels like long green streamers. At the end
“Nope.
Not here,” said Billy’s ander were a little more—human. A gina tlie rest of that day. She dressed quiet till five tomorrow we shall pull
“And n jolly safe line, tool I can he Is really good, and that makes ine
of a mile und a half Billy stopped and voice feebly from the ditch. A pair touch of Adam—a mere soupcon, as It for dinner in a state of despair. Lady through—with luck. Should anything
see we’ve always underrated you, respect him.
I'm awfully sorry I made such a fuss dismounted.
of booted legs waved among the were of naughtiness—Is not wholly un Erythea, as her custom wag, even turn up before then, to show that
GpcrHe. And you mean to say they
about coming here, but I never thought I
"Now,” he said, “we're not going to brambles.
attractive in a-young man.”
when en fnmille, came down splen you’re not here where you ought to
'never even got an inkling, all through, should have such a lovely time as I'm
talk about how to sell tlie Sphinx .vet
“I never saw anything so disgrace
be—we’re done for." snld Georglnn,
Georgina stared at her in amaze didly hejeweled, nnd wearing the fa
that there was anything unusual? having. So you needn't worry about me,
awhile; the first thing is to put you ful In m.v life!” cried Mr. Lambe. ment. wondering if she had heard mous Lainhe emeralds—said to be tragically. "My plan is this; You
because I'm going to be quite happy.
That does rather heat me,”
wise to her. You've got to know her "Your number! I want your num aright.
Your loving daughter,
J
And Georgina was guiltily wortli a prince's ransom—on her some must go at once—’’
“There were one or two little
AIMEE.
inside out and backtvaixls—and she’s ber. I— I”
conscious that a similar thought had
things that pusstled them for a mo
P. S.-In case you thought of coming the sweetest thing tliat ever burned
(To Be Continued)
;
Lady Erythea, .whose face was crept, unhidden, Into her own mind whut bony chest. As usual at dinner
ment, I think," said Georgina reflec over to see me soon, I ought to mention
gas. Now, look here!”
crimson, leaned forward aud smote l.udy Erythea’s eyes, meeting her she was in a good temper.
tively, "but It all seemed to smooth that the whole place is simply devastated
with mumps. Of course It's quits all
Aimee kneeled eagerly on the grass, the coachman twice violently in the gaze, became stony.
Wanted te Know,
Itself out. Arid oh!” she concluded, right for me, because I've had them.
There wus a late delivery at Jer
and Billy fluently explained, disman back witli tlie handle of her paiasol.
Harold accompanied hla uncle dowa
“1 tvas referring, of course," she vaulx. and a letter was brought Into
with a great gasp of relief, “I am so
tling the parts as he talked.
“Drive on—fool!" stie said explo said, with some sternness, "to the duty tlie drawing room afterward, ad to the business district one day recent
glad it's over and we can stop it. Now,
Georgina emitted a moan.
For twenty minutes she followed sively.
ly and heard a number of the letter’d
good tvouien owe themselves in re- dressed to Aimee Scroope.
bow are we going to clear things up
"A very proper letter," said Almee,
him, testing for herself.
The
coachman
started
and
whipped
I
foi
tiling
young
men
of
that
type.
In
affixing
a
stamp
to
the
envelope,
with
and make it all right for you?”
"Surely, tliat is your father's hand acquaintances greet hint wlth-< cheery
"Why," said Billy with delight, up tlie fat horses. Mr. Lainhe stag a girl, illglitiness Is abhorrent to me—
familiarity. Harold was impressed with
“Stop it? I wouldn’t stop it for a a determined thump. “One should
writing.
Aimee," said Lady Erythea
stopping and looking nt her, “It’s like gered iis tlie carriage went forward.
absolutely abhorrent. Hussies are m.v "My letter will Ipive crossed Ills. LC this and when they wtre'fljone be said,
always consider one’s parents, and
kingdom. It's perfectly splendid!"
teaching a duck to swim! You cutch
"Uncle Ben, when nearly all the hair Id
"Aunt," lie said, "that—tliat woman, especial aversion." She smiled, and us hear what lie says."
Georgina stood up.
spare them pain. And that postscript
on quicker than I cun show you—you who was driving, ought to lie appre laid a hand on Georgina's shoulde*
worn off my head will folks call ine
“You are out of your senses," she is a touch of genius; tlie only thing
Georgina would as soon Jiav«
were horn to it!”
hended! If I hud m.v way—"
T don't know why I spei.kof them thought, of picking a pocket us of ‘old top,’ too?”—Boston Evening Tran
said dazedly; "I won’t listen to an ln tlie universe Dad is afraid of is
“Tm an infunt to you,”, suid Aimee
script. . _
.
"if 1 had m/ way," retorted Lady
other word I Think _bow fearful It mumps. He hasn't had them. and he
SYNOPSIS

n

Y

z
I

/

OLD-FASHIONED ONES
Speaking of Snowstorms, See
What New England En
joyed Way Back of Way
Back.
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Every-Other-Day
OUR GRANGE CORNER

ST. GEORGE

Knox Pomona Orange will hold its
next regular meeting with Pioneer
Orange, East Union, Feb. 3, with the
following program:
Greeting, Mrs.
James L. Dornan; response, Mrs. Addie
Norwood; song service, illustrated pic
tures, S. P. Washburn, Commissioner of
Agriculture, Augusta; recitation, Ber
tha Esancy; question, "Wherein does a
protective tariff benefit, and wherein
injure the farmer?” Walter Ayer, pa
per. "Brotherhood of the Grange, Its
Powers and Possibilities,” Evelyn Vin
ing; recitation, May Jones; question,
When We Say She is a Thrifty Wom
an, What Do We Mean? and When it Is
Economical and When Extravagant to
Buy at a Bargain Counter?” Eva Tay
lor; “Should the State of Maine Own
or Control the Water Powers of the
State?" James L. Dornan; vocal duet,
Izette Etter and Winnie Goff; question,
Does Maine Offer As Great Possibili
ties for Success in Any Line of Work
as Any State In the Union?” John
Kearley; reading, by a member of
South Hope Grange.

Mrs. Ella Robinson spent the week
end in Thomaston.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Alfred Hocking are ex
pected home soon.
Mrs. Charles Kellar entertained
friends last Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Ada Jenkins and Sarah Demp
ster entertained friends last evening.
Vocal and instrumental music was en
joyed and refreshments served.
Miss Jeanette Robinson has been the
guest of her great-grandparents, Mr,
and Mrs. J. W. Caddy.
Winslow and Joseph Robinson have
finished harvesting ice.

■1

ffHIHilllliHII

SHIP
VEAL, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY
,
ETC.

VOGUE (OSTRICH

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Plumes Curled and Uncurled Now

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

Prime Favorite.
V/INTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Fluffy Decoration Affords the Most
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
nt 5 30 A M for Stonington, North Haven,
Popular Hat Trimming of
Vinalhaven and Rockland
the Season.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P‘ M , for
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, and
Ostrich is the most popular hat trim Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
ming of tlie season. Long, graceful,
General Manager.
Roekiand,
Maine,
Jan
’y 6, 1923.
soft curled plumes, little elite French

A little over two hundred years ago
In the winter of 1717 occurred what
Is recorded ,the heaviest storm that
ever swept this country, especially
New England. The storms of lust
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET
February fade Into Insignificance com
BOSTON, MASS.
pared with It.
The storm began early ln the month
One of the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
tips curled very tightly, ostrich "fan
of February nad was "very ordinary"
MARTINSVILLE
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 155-121
MASNE CENTRAL RAILROAD
at first. It kept right on for a couple
cies” of various sorts and the un
Eastern Standard Time
I
of days and the farmers commenced
curled, feutlier-duster type of ostrich
The Grange installation will be held
Trains Lemve Rockland non
1
to think that perhaps It would be a
Monday evening, Jan. 29.
share honors about equally.
Augusta. A57.00a. m. 17.S0a.rn., 11,10 p.m.
severe one A week went by and still
Melvin Jones and family are living
Hmgor. A §7 OJ a in 17.30a.m., 11.10 p m.
One of tlie methods employed fol
the snow fell. It had not stormed
A TREASURE HUNT
Bath A |7.00 a m.. 17.30 a in.. 11.10 p in.
with Mrs. Hattie Jones for the winter.
TENANT’S HARBOR
trimming a very small hat witli ostrieli
continuously all of the time but there
|5 3.0 p. m.
Mrs. Joel Hupper is visiting her sis
Boston. A <7.00 am., 17.3Oo.ni. 11. 10 p. in.
is
to
attach
a
curled
plume
at
either
was no clearing of the skies. It stop
ter in Hampden Highlands.
Brunswick A(7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in.. 11.10
Mrs. Mildred Sllngsby has returned
ped for a few hours, perhaps, and then
Clayson' Coffin has gone to Portland, from a visit in Lynn. Mass., with Mr. Modern Science Follows Foot side so tliat it forms a sort of ear p. in . t5 30 p. hi..
Lewiston. A57 00 d. m. 17.30 a.in., 11.10 p m.
muiT and effectually conceals the hair.
more clouds gathered and again came
where he expects to have employment. and Mrs. Freddie Snow.
New York 11.10 p.m.
steps
of
Buccaneers
—
Prac

the snow. Storm after storm swept
Such
a
tiat
recently
shown
was
of
blue
Harold Hupper and William Harris
Portland AJ7.00 a.m , 17.30a. in., 11.10 p in..
Miss Ethel Packard, High School as
down on. country and village until
are in Rockland as jurors.
J5
30 p ir..
mid
sliver
brocade
made
on
a
turban
sistant, j's hoarding at Mrs. David
tical
Results.
Waterville
A {7.00 a m . ♦7.30a.m. 1: ,10 p.m.
two weeks had elapsed. Finally, when
BEWARE OF MONOXIDE!
Mrs. Orilla Clark is visiting Mrs. sumner's while Mrs. Leach is in Rock
frame, very closely draped, and with
Woolwich. (7.00 a.m., 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p.m,.
the sun did come out and the skies be
Etta Harris this week.
15,30 p. m.
land caring for her mother, who is ill.
plumes in smoke gray drooping at
came clear, what a sight was before Or You May Meet Fate of This Doctor
The annual meeting of the Ladies’
1 Daily, except Sunday.
( Sunday only.
Many years ago, when the seas were either side.
Mrs. Sophia Wood returned home
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
people! Snow lay at a depth of from
Who Was Asphyxiated In Garage.
Sewing Circle was held with Mrs. T. Wednesday after visiting her mother (lotted with pirate craft flying the skull
Still another charming small hat was wich and Bath.
ten to twenty feet.
B. Harris Friday afternoon.
nd sisters in West Somerville anl and cross bones, and Captain Kidd and
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. !.. HARRIS.
At that time forests were near at
A few days ago Dr. Edward C. Cowles
his fearless buccaneers cruised the of smoke gray velvet witli the merest
Allston,- Mass.
9-24-22 V. P. <k Geu’l Mgr. Gen‘11’dsiengcr Agt
hand. The snow storm had had Its of Cleveland, Ohio, was asphyxiated in
suggestion
of
a
brim
in
front,
two
long
The Rebekah installation which was Spanish Main, the thirst of man was
SOMERVILLE
effect upon' the. animals and drove his garage by monoxide gas. When
to have taken place Thursday evening, for adventure, that same spirit of ad curled plumes In self-color being
wolves, foxes, bears and wild cats to found he was sitting in the driver's seat
was postponed on account of unfavor venture as earied Balboa upon his joined in the center back, so they ex Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Lewis A. Turner passed the week able weather, and will he held Thurs
the settlements. These animals made of his car with the engine running.
quest which ended in the discovery of tended across the back and curled
raids upon the sheep pens and hog The door of his garage was closed and end with his brother Fred in Winslow. day evening Feb. 8.
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
the Pacific Ocean. Many are the le down a trifle at either side.
H. L. MacDaniel was a recent vis
pens; and in some places so much the engine had been running a long
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Henry Allen is home from Coburn gends brought down to us of these
Sapphire blue is well up in front in
itor at Pleasant Ridge Farm.
were the deer harassed that the farm time.
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
Classical Institute on account of ill sea-robbers who plundered unmerci
the
millinery
color
procession.
Many
Roland
Dyer
was
a
Sunday
caller
at
6.00
I
’
M
for Boston.
ers cleared places and set up carts,
ness.
Motorists know, or should know, that
fully in their wild search for treasure,
Return—Leave Boston Tuesday, and Friday,
fence rails, and other barriers so that monoxide gas is a deadly poison and Fred A. Turner's.
Mrs. Emma Davis Hupper of Port such as gold, silver, and precious well draped ha^s are fashioned of vel- at 5.00 P. 51 Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Mrs. Lorraine MacDaniel
the deer could run In and be safe from what happened to the Cleveland doctor
Saturdays at 5 00 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. SI.;
Clyde has been a guest of Mrs. Walter Jewels.
Lorraine, wife of William MacDaniel, Hall for a few days.
Belfast 7 15 A 51.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M ;
the wild creatures.
is liable to happen to anyone who starts
The gruesome tales of "walking the
due
Winterport 9.30 A 5!
passed
away
Sunday
morning,
Jan.
In many places the cattle and sheep a gas driven motor in a closed room
The O. E. S. installation of officers plank” and similar punishments lead
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays and
were allowed to roam about in the and remains in it for any length ot 20, after a long illness, caused by will be held Friday evening. Feb. 9. us to analyze the sort of man a pirate
Thursdays at 10 00 A 51. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
large yards during the winter and time. Many motorists, at this time of paralytic shocks. She was born in Pa One ticket is issued to each member.
really was. We visualize him six feet
7.00 A. 51
such was the fall of snow that scores year, finding it difficult to start the lermo 77 years ago, but has passed
in height, a broad shouldered, power
of these were buried and then of engine of their cars do so in their gar the most of her life in this town. She
ful figure, with a rough unkempt beard,
REACH—DEER ISLE
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
course they froze to death before help ages wilh the doors closed and seek to is survived by her husband, a step-son,
and a knife between his teeth. Each
BAR HARBOR LINE
could reach them. In the spring some warm up the machine before driving Herbert L. MacDaniel; a dafighter-inJohn Adams has hought some lny sturdy, weather-beaten hand grasps a
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
of the cattle were found standing out into the cold. Recently there have law, Mrs. Sadie B. Evans of this town;
North Haven Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
cutlass, and determination is written
erect, frozen solidly in their tracks, been many deaths from this cause. seven grandchildren, Carrie, Eva, Wes of I .ester Gray. Mr. Gray is hauling
Northeast Harbor, Seal Uartior, due Bar Har
in the lines of his face. The manifest
ln other places the sheep had huddled Even if asphyxiation does not result ley, Charles and Harriet Eaton, all of it.
bor 11 A. 51.
Albert Robinson is spending his va desire to plunder is in his veins—he is
Return—Leave Bar Harbor ThunuLiys at 8 00
together for mutual warmth and had the poisonous fumes of monoxide gas Augusta, Gladys and Ruby MacDonalu
A 51 for Rockland and way landings
the ancient treasure seeker.
cation
with
his
mother,
Mrs.
Lester
and
three
step-grandchildren,
Evelyn
succumbed in that way.
may do great injury to the lungs and
Gray.
The men of today have deep down in
BLUE HILL LINE
It was not an uncommon thing, Just whut appear to be bad colds or even Doris and Vivian MacDonald, all of
Mrs. Freelan Rohbins, who has been their hearts that same inborn longing
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. 51 for
this town. Funeral services were held
after the storm, for searching parties pneumonia may follow.
Dark Harbor. Eggemoggin, South Brootavllle
at the home Tuesday afternoon con staying with her sister-in-law, has for treasure hunting. Though many
to go hunting for neighbors, lose their
Sargentville. Beer isle, Krooklln, South Bluehave longed for these adventures, but
ducted by Edwin W. French. Much moved home.
hill, due Bluehill 11.45 A 51
bearings and not be able to locate thc
The breeze of a few days ago broke few have gone In seareli of treasure
Return—Leave Bluehill Mondays at 9 00 A.
sympathy is extended the bereaved
SHORT SHIP CIRCUIT
houses. Or, perhaps a little smoke,
51 for Rockland and way landings
up
the
ice
this
side
of
Torrey
’
s
Island
These
are
our
scientists.
They
have
family.
curling upward through a hole In the
At Boston connection Is made via Ihe Met
as far as Joyce Point.
sought to read the riddle of the code—
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
snow would show where the chimney dorsemen Interested In the
Arvilla Gray and Susie Buckminster to compel Nature to yield up her se
New York and jiolnta South and West.
Was. Such was the depth of the snow
WEST
ROCKPORT
are
ill
with
bad
colds.
crets. These scientists have worked
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Proposed Southern Maine
where drifts were great. Most of the
Miss Emily Lowe, who has been laboriously for treasure—not for the
Portland-New York Freight Servin
houses, in fact were covered to the
in
Mrs.
Amy
Nutt
visited
relatives
working
in
Portland,
has
come
home
Fairs Circuit.
Dlrecl Freight Service between Portland and
gold and silver the pirates strove for—
third story windows on the wind
New York is resumed from fhe New Slate
and is boarding with her aunt, Mrs. but real knowledge.
Camden Mpnday.
shaken side, and the barns were enter
l’ier, Portland, 5Ie.
S.
T.
Lowe.
Miss
Lowe
taught
school
Several
young
people
from
Mount
Of utmost interest to horsemen of
A Captain Kidd could see no earthly
Through rates and direct track conns.a Iona
ed through the windows or traps to
New England are the plans now ma- Pleasant Grange attended installation here a few years ago.
1th Slulne Central and Grand Truuk Rail
use in trying to find out the real na
the hay lofts, the doors being so deep
roads
Capt.
John
Lowe,
who
used
to
live
at Warren Highlands Saturday even
uring for the establishment of
ture of a drop of water. Are not the
ly burled that they could not be
F S SHERMAN, Supl , Rockland, 5ialne.
Southern Maine Fair circuit which will ing. Master Robert Simtnons acted as at Fish Creek, on the old Lowe farm, oceans full of water? But rubies are
R P SHERMAN. Agent. Roekiand. 5tatn«
shovelled out.
until
he
moved
to
Mountainville,
died
installing officer. A fine lunch was
forge
a
continuous
weekly
chain
of
scarce
and
may
be
stolen.
Now
the
Every village organized searching
recently. He has been in poor health time lias come when the men who
served at the close.
parties to hunt for Widows and elder racing starting with Bangor on the
Warren Conant spent Sunday with for about a year but was able to be I studied the drop of water can laugh at
week
of
Aug.
19,
and
ending
at
Gor

ly people who could not care well for
about the house. Capt. Lowe was hurt the Captain Kidds, because the scien
his family.
themselves and many cases were found ham on the week of Sept. 16. A pre
Installation of officers of Mount on a vessel some years ago and hasn't tists 'by their studies have learned to
liminary
meeting
looking
towards
this
where the people were starting to
Pleasant Grange took place last even been able to do much work since. Hi' make real rubies, sapphires, and em
burn their furniture as they could not objective was held recently when rep
leaves a wife, one brother, Thomas of
ing.
eralds. The chemists of today are do Chic Little Jardine Hat with Brim
get to the wood shed for fuel Market resentatives were present from the
Mrs. Mary Saunders was in Rock Beech Hill, and a host of friends.
Trimming of Feathers.
ing exactly the things the magicians of
ing was out of the question and many Cumberland County Fair Association land Monday on business.
old hoped to do, and in addition a
villages that depended upon the out of Gorham; the Maine State Fair As
Mr. and Mrs. Will Simmons, who
great many things which the wise vet in tills shade of blue. One ehnrmside farmer bringing in supplies, had sociation of Lewiston, and the Oxford have been confined to their home by
men of the past never dreamed of do ing little turban seen was made of
to send out boys with sleds to haul in Agricultural Association of South sickness are able to be out again.
ing. These men and women have been inch-wide sapphire blue velvet ribbon
butter, eggs, milk and other pro Paris.
Schools in town are running on time
The proposed chain of taqe meet
so busy that they have only time to woven basket fashion, interwoven sil
visions. It was great fun for the boys,
again
after
the
break,
caused
by
Get at the Real Cause —Take tell each other of their results in order ver threads giving a pretty note of
coasting and tumbling about in the ings:
blocked
roads
and
stormy
weather.
Bangor—week of Aug. 19.
to push ahead more quickly into the contrast. A single soft feather was
deep snow, but It was a serious busi
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
The sewing circle met Thursday
Waterville—week of Aug. 26.
darkness of the caverns of ignorance caught at one side. Tlie entire hat.
ness for the “grown-ups.”
Jan. ljj, with Mrs. Geneva Collamorc
Lewiston—week of Sept. 2.
where dwell many treasures. How except for the sliver threads, was In
That’s what thousands of stomach
South Paris—week of Sept. 9.
would it have been possible for the na
sufferers are doing now. Instead of
NEW ALASKAN ROCKET
tlie vivid blue, so extraordinarily heuuGorham—week of Sept. 16.
tions to advance if they had drawn
ROCKPORT
taking tonics, or trying to patch up a
tlful
when becoming.
If this schedule is carried out it
nothing from the stories of science?
digestion,-they are attacking the
A Mighty Explosion Lifts the will be ideal for the horse-owners who Henry Newbert of Vinalhaven ha poor
real cause of the ailment—clogged liver An army without weapons of precision
wish to start their trotters and pacers
and no particular base of operations LINGERIE BLOUSES HOLD OWN
Lid From the Paulof 'Vol at Rochester. N. H„ on the week of been the guest of his brother, J. A and disordered bowels.
might more hopefully enter upon
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets arouse
Newbert, this week.
Sept. 23, and at Brockton, Mass., the
campaign then could a man, devoid of
the liver in a soothing, healing way.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
cano.
Mrs.
Walter
Carroll
left
Thursday
week of Sept. 30. From Bangor to
a knowledge of what science has done In Dainty Garments of Sheer Cotton MaWhen the liver and bowels are per
terial Continue to Be Strong Fa
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Brockton without a break—will be a for Quincy, Mass., tvhere she will he forming their natural functions, away the last century write a criticism on life.
Washington, Jan. 20.—"Pavlof Vol
vorite; Trimming Novelties.
popular slogan with stables that appre the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tol
Let us consider more specifically
Office Houre: I to 3 end 7 to 9 P. M.
goes indigestion and stomach troubles.
man.
cano, just reported to have lost its top ciate a real short ship circuit.
how great are the achievements of the
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
Have you a bad taste, coated tongue,
Mrs. Frank Ames and children, who poor appetite, a lazy, don’t-care feeling,
in a mighty ■ explosion almost as the
The inauguration of such a circuit
chemists, who continually bring to light
The fine lingerie blouse never goes
Telephone,: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
phenomona and wonders almost unbe otti of fashion. Notwithstanding tlie
eld year died, has like Katmai, which means that Gorham will relinquish the have been guests of Mrs. Marion Gray no ambition or energy, trouble with
for two weeks, have returned to Rock
Labor
Day
week
dates.
Last
year
the
lievable.
Truly
the
hiding
places
of
undigested foods? Take Olive Tablets
fact that Innumerable styles in silk
blew up 1912, again, put America's
land.
modern treasures are stranger; the fine hnd georgette models, lovely affairs of Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
the substitute for calomel.
great Alaskan ‘volcanic garden’ on the Maine State Fair and the Cumberland
County
Fair
both
falling
on
the
week
silk
hidden
away
in
the
fibre
of'cotMrs. Lena York of Boston is the
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets are a
map," says a bulletin from the Wash
lace, etc., are available for wear during
Osteopathic Physicians
ton; bright silver in a lump of lead;
ington, D, C„ headquarters of the Na of Labor Day embarrassed the stables guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albert purely vegetable compound mixed with
(he winter months, tlie demand for tlie
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLANO. MAINE
which
wished
to
start
entries
in
both
deadly
poisons
and
healing
medicines
olive oil. You will know them by their
Crockett.
tional Geographic Society.
HOURS: 9:06 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
both inclosed in Ihe same lump of coal. sheer cotton blouse continues strong. EVENINGS
"This peak is in a region in which meets. President M. Irving Collins of
Mrs. Everett Sanborn of Staten olive'color. They do the work without
A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Speaking of medicines, were it not for Little that Is unusual or jew In style
Telephone 136
volcanoes and one-time volcanoes are the Cumberland County Association Island, N. Y„ and Mrs. Edna Clark of griping, cramps or pain.
line
is
shown,
but
quite
a
number
of
said, however, that Gorham would give Valhalla, N. Y„ are in town, called
chemistry there would be no anaesthe
Take one or two at bedtime for quick
as thick as prairie-dog mounds on
tics.
Without anaesthetics surgery new trimming novelties are offered.
western plain. Most of the time they up the Labor Day dates only on con here hy the illness of their mother, relief. Eat what you like. 15c and 30c.
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
would he practically impossible and
Madiera embroidery Is generally
are dormant. But it is as though dition that the Southern Maine Circuit Mrs; Sarah Clark,
without surgery many lives would he used and filet lace and embroidery are
Diseases of the Eye;
nature was playing a gigantic game of was formed.
Josiah Parsons Inst a valuable horse
The matter will be finally settled at
lost. Radium, the only cure for cancer frequently combined with very good
drop-the-handkerchief wilh fire from
Refractions, Etc.
this
week.
is chemical, and there are countless effect, hands of the lace being joined
below; for after delays of greater or the meeting of the Maine Fairs Associ
407 MAIN STREET
Walter
Carroll
and
son
Howard
are
ation
which
comes
at
Lewiston
Thurs

disinfectants
of
chemical
origin.
From
less length, up pops a molten stream
Hours. 9 to I2 A. M ; I to 5 P. M.
to embroidered motifs, or vice versa.
spending
a
few
days
with
his
parents,
day
and
Friday
of
this
week.
Other
the
evil
smelling
liquids
of
coal
tar,
Residence.
2I Fulton Street Tel. 391-J
unexpectedly through some peak
Office Telephone 493-W
carbon products, the chemist manu Collars und cuffs nre frequently fin
which perhaps has not erupted in matters of interest to the respective as Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Carroll.
sociations will be taken up at this gen
factures fragrant perfumes, flavoring ished witli hand-sewn scallops lhat
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
hundreds of years.
extracts, dyestuffs, gas for automobiles, are dainty and serviceable,
"This seems to be the case with eral meeting. It will be proposed that
JOHNSTON
’SDRUGSTORE
the
members
ot
the
Southern
Maine
high
explosives,
precious
stones
and
u
Tlie charm of tlie lingerie waist Is
Pavlof. It is situated almost at the
COMPLEE DRUG AND
SUNDRY
thousand and one essentials to every in the daintiness of Ils construction
tip top of the tong, narrow Alaskan Fair Circuit if organized, engage one
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
day life. Carbon is a marvel of na and all of tlie best models are prac
DE
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
Peninsula that stretches out toward big carnival company to make the chain
VEL0PING. PRINTING ANO ENture that cannot be overestimated. tically entirely hand made
Asia and send ita offspring, the Aleu of the fairs week by week, instead of
'to rid
LARGING.
The places where modern treasures
tian Islands, almost to the shores of each association doing business inde
drawn work is popular and a touch of 370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
have been found are so inconceivable
tliat continent.
Boats of Alaskan pendently with different carnivals.
that one can never tell in what new color is frequently given Ihe blouse
salmon-canning companies, coasting
spot some unheard of treasure of per hy the use of colored thread In making
UNCLE SAM’S BIG JOB
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
steamers, and United States Cutters
haps priceless value may be concealed. Ihe drawn work pattern.
have passed in sight of Pavlof perhaps
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
The largest lighthouse organization
The close attention of the chemists
Many women buy plain hand-made
—and—
,
several times a month for years, and
and their desire to have facts enables blouses In the shops and finish them
though it has often been observed to in the world is that of tihe United
X-RAY OPERATOR
them to unravel phenomena that might at home hy applying edgings of filet or
smoke gently, there has been no real States; it now maintains 16,373 aids
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
otherwise remain hidden.
The path Irish crochet lace, letting In panels and
eruption since long before Alaska to navigation. It has in commission
Telephone 123
117
vessels,
and
during
the
year
three
that
the
magician
formerly
trod
is
now
passed from Russian hands to those of
Inserts of hand-made lace, embroidery,
paced by the men and women who
the United States. The most recent new tenders or supply boats were built
GEORGE W. FOSTER
know .how molecules are made. If ev- etc. By this process the uninteresting
outbreak before now was reported by and one new lighthouse ship was com
everything you touch were to tell you purf of ihe work Is avoided and wher.
a Russian observer just one year after pleted, the latter to replace the otic
Dealer in Pianos
whether or not it owed its existence to finished (lie garment will he a tiling
the United States . Constitution was sunk by a German submarine off Cape
In that time of greatest sorrow, you receive
Hatteras,
Many improvements to
the chemist, you would learn very soon of beauty ami a real treasure from
adopted.
Fine Tuning
from
the
funeral
director
assistance
requiring
"Light is thrown on the volcanoes of lighting systems were made, including
of the tremendous importance of that tlie standpoint of money value.
high
professional
skill
and
the
use
of
facilities
the
rebuilding
of
the
lights
on
the
science in the life of the home.
the Alaska Peninsula in a recently
Applique motifs are employed as 75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
and equipment far more varied and complete
published book, 'The Valley of Ten Mississippi river below New Orleans,
Let us start in the kitchen, and as t 'inimiag on many of Ihe georgette
and
many
of
those
on
the
Hudson
riv

Thousand •Smokes,' by Dr Robert F
we strike a match, it calls out that its nic! silk blouses shown this season.
than you may have previously realized.
L W. BENNER
Griggs who led five expeditions sent to er; the placing of two additional lights
head is made from bones, sulphur, Taffeta may lie applied onto georgette,
to
mark
the
edge
of
the
Florida
re?fs,
the Alaskan volcanic region by the
and fish glue, and its stick is soaked
Yet the spiritual necessities of this hour tran
while
on
taffeta
blouses
felt,
davetyn
and
the
installation
of
49
additional
All Kinds of Real Estate
National Geographic Society follow
in alum to prevent glowing—all under
scend the technical. His deepest concern is to
ing the explosion of Mount Katmai lights and other aids in Alaskan wa
the chemists direction. We turn on the and even patent leather motifs are upgive to each detail that touch of thoughtfulness
2
NORTH
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ters.
Several
improved
types
of
huays
Wilting only a few months ago Dr
gas, and it whistles to us that it is fUe<’. Beads and jet nail heads also
which makes every act an additional
TELEPHONE 233-J
Griggs said of Bogoslof, the most and other equipment were tested and
made from coal, water and coke, and figure prominently as trimmings.
active of Alaskan volcanoes, and of its put In service. Additional fixed lights
expression of your faith, respect
that its making is controlled by the
fellows that no man may predict how were changed to flashing, and the
chemist. The gas range goes back to
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Changing Pillow Covers.
and love.
number
of
gas
buoys
in
use
was
in

long the present quiescent condition
iron ore, where it was transformed in
Reproduced by permission oj The Cincinnati Coffin Com
How many housewives have ever
will continue on Bogoslof. From past creased to 628.
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in Tha
the Pittsburg furnaces, an example of though! of using the vacuum cleaner
Attorney at Lav
Saturday Evening Post of July I, 1922.
experience it is evident that a new up
the transformation of matter. To com for cimiiging Ihe covers on their feath
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRACTICE
EMPIRE THEATRE
heaval is likely to occur at any time.
plete the story, let us prepare to make
er pillows? inquires Delineator. You
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
“ 'It is more probable, however, that
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
some biscuits; first comes the flour,
In the Betty Compson production,
the next great eruption wilt come not
made front wheat, disinfected with know tlie usual preliminaries—an Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W
"Always the Woman," which is at
Undertakers Since 1849
from Bogoslof or Katmai but from
formaldehyde and fertilized with phos empty room If possible, covtied hair,
the Empire today, this fl'lm luminary
some one of half a hundred unknown
Ni|h1 Trlepkont 781-W ROCKLAXP Day Telephone 450.
phate. The flour itself was bleached and cotton clothes—now no !f>:ige>' nec
has a gorgeous role that gives her op
L. R. CAMPBELL
peaks. Thertnstnfy- Of other region
chemically. The milk is untouched by essary If a vacuum cleaner Is availa
portunity to display ihe many sides of
CofMr
Cro>».
Symbol
of
Pailh.
Gothic
Border.
Rhows that most of the great eruptions
the
chemist,
except
to
test
it.
hut
the
ble
for
use.
The
clean
slip
is
fastened
Attorney at Law
her acting genius. It is the biggest
Pdenaet number eleren. Cofyriehled 1922 C. C. Co.
have come from a reawakening of
salt is prepared under scientific super securely to the opening which usually Special Attention to Probate Matter*
production Miss Compson has made
vents that previously had attracted lit
vision. The baking powder is entirely holds the hag. A small opening In
and Involved the building of pyramids
tie attention, many of them being con
375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
his handiwork. Thus it seems that the the old pillow is slipped over and
and a great oasis in the sandy wastes
sldered extinct.' ”
shadow of the chemist is over all com fastened lo the short tube u<ed for the
of a California landscape, for the
ing into the household for food.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
action of "Always the Woman" takes
attachments, the button turned and.
Women apply chemistry, sometimes
18 BEADTIFUL
I
place In Egypt—partly in the ancient
presto, the dean slip Is filled witli
unknowingly,
every
day
of
their
lives,
Insurance
days when history was not recorded,
as we oan make it we want thc Iast and they could learn to do things very feathers.
but mostly at the present time.
Successor
to A. J. Erskine A Co.
resting
place
of
those
dear
to
us.
much better and with more under
The companion feature is “Diamond
of note or throat is al
standing if they learn why they are so
Carlysle,” a thrilling western that will
Dally Thought.
417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, ME.
MONUMENTS
AND
HEADSTONES
ways made more endur make the movie fans grip the arm
doing. Chemistry is profoundly impor
It's easy finding reasons why other
in artistic designs, intricately carved, tant
able, sometimes greatly
and fascinatingly interesting folks should be patient — George
of their chair, A comedy feature and
EDWARD K. GOULD
we offer, as well as models of classic When phenomena is unfolded and laid
benefited, by Vicks vapors.
Tarzan will complete the program.
Eliot.
before the eyes of tlie seekfr it is life
Apply up the nostrils—melt
Next Thursday, Ben Turpin and a big
simplicity.
itself. When we go to the theatres and
Sennett cast will he seen in "Married
in a spoon and inhale vapor*.
Attorney at Law
Let us show you some sketches of see the pictures of strange lands
E Have a Varied Assortment
Life" a comedy as funny as ‘ Down On
monuments that would look well on flashed before our vision, how many of
The Farm."—adv
of Type, Which Enables Us COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
us realize that chemistry has made
your lot.
to Satisfy the Demands of PARTIC
this possible? It Is a broad statement
Know the tremendous pull
A. C. MOORE
to make, yet there is scarcely anything ULAR PEOPLE In Printing Ads
FRED S. MARCH
ing power of Courier-Gazette
in the world that cannot he analyzed Circulars, Invitations, Cards, Etc
Piano Tuner
The
New
Monumental
Wtrereemt
—•“If*—
Oaer 17 Million Jon Und Yearly
ads.
Park Bt, Cor. Brica.
Rockltud, Ma by the chemist and its mysteries un
folded.
With the Maine Music Company

N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY

p.

Professional & Business Cards

Read Our Advertisements
w—And Profit by Them
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W
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THOMASTON

The Beta Alpha meets with Miss
Harriet Burgess Monday evening.
Members please come prepared to sew.
Clarence Robinson, who has been
receiving treatment at the Eye and
Ear Infirmary. Portland, has returned
home.
Capt. Earl T. Brown arrived Thurs
day front New York, to spend the
weekend, returning Monday to join his
ship, the Mount Clay, which sails for
Hamburg the middle of the week.
Miss Maud Halstead is visiting
friends in Belfast.
Mrs. Wilbur Strong left this week
for Waterville, where she will he a
guest of her mother. Mrs. Warren, for
two weeks.
Mrs, Richard Elliot leaves-Joday for
New York.
Evening prayer with music and ser
mon at St. John's Episcopal church
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Church
school at fi . Everybody welcome.
Mrs. Katherine Simmons is visiting
Mrs. Levi Seavey for a few weeks.
Senator Richard Elliot returned to
Augusta the first of the. week.
Miss Annie Dunbar has lately been
added to the telephone staff to learn
to be an operator.
Miss Irma Dickinson of Rochester,
N. Y„ was in town recently looking up
old friends.
Although there is a shortage of ice
throughout New England, Isador Gor
don, our ice dealer, is harvesting his
ice and will have plenty on hand for
his customers for the coming season.
At the Methodist Episcopal church:
Morning worship in the auditorium at
10.30. Following this service the offi
cials will meet to determine what they
will do to provide fuel for the church
Evening service at 7 o’clock. Prayer
and Bible study Thursday evening at
7 o'clock.
The mark down sale at the Davis
Garment Shop will save you money on
Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs
—adv.

WAS EASYPICKING

Rockland High Swamps Cas
tine Normal School At Bas
ketball.
Rockland
High boys outclassed
Castine Normal lads in every depart
ment of last night’s basketball contest
Even when they had a substitute team
in, Castine was unable to tally. Flana
gan was the particular star, with
Richard Reed as runner up. Watton
made a satisfactory referee to all con
cerned. In the girls’ game some of the
old timers attempted to come back,
going down to defeat before Sullivan’s
Wonders by a margin of 20 points of
so.
Rockland High (61)
Goals Fouls Pts.
C. Record, rf .............. 4
0
8
Reed, if ......................... 10
0
20
Flanagan, c ................. 8
7
O. Record, rg.............. 0
0
0
R. Snow, lg ................. 0
0
0
S. Snow, rf ................. 2
o
4
Green, It ....................... 3
0
6
Ludwig, rg ................ 0
0
0
Nosworthy, lg .......... 0
0
0
61

Castine Normal (16)
Connor rf .....................
Perkin If .....................
Race, c .......................
Winchenpaw. rg ...
Li(tle, lg .....................
Jellison rg ...................

2
3
0
o
1
0

6
7
3
0
2
0

2
1
3
0
0
0
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theatre

Patrons who like a thrill, a story of
romance decorated with plenty of
action and suspense will fihd William
Farnum in “Brass Commandments”
fills the bill to the dot of an "i” and
the cross of a "T.” A favorite sur
rounded with a sterling cast it offers
splendid entertainment at the Park
today (Saturday).
There can be no doubt about the en
tertainment value of “The Fast Mail,”
the William Fox melodrama which
comes to the Park Monday and Tues
day. It is action plus and contains
enough thrills to satisfy even the most
critical movie fan. "The Fast Mail,”
which was produced from Lincoln J.
Carter’s sensational railroad melo
drama, Is even better than the original
play which ran for twenty-two sea
sons. All the thrills that delighted
the popular love for exciting melo
drama are shown on the screen with
the realism which could not be at
tempted on the stage.
There is not a dull moment in the
entire film. Climax follows climax
and thrill mounts on thrill during the
course of this cyclonic melodrama.
The story starts at the historic
Dixie Land Steeplechase and pictures
some of the fastest dare-devil riding
ever shown on the screen. The hero
was fouled during the running of the
girl he loved.
The picture is a real, hair-raising
thriller and in the words of William
Fox, its producer, is an “Honest Melo
drama.” It is worth seeing more than
once.
And just to make sure that patrons
will get their money's worth, Manager
Templin has included Buster Keaton
in one of his mirth-quakes called "The
Cops” on the same program. Admis
sion prices: Matinee all seats 28c;
evening, 28 cents balcony and 33 cents
floor. Harold Lloyd is scheduled in
"Grandma's Boy” for Thursday and
Friday.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS
Successor to A, F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Golden Rod Chapter, Largest
In the State, Has Successful
Installation..

SELLING

©

Maine Maid Sweets

Commodore Chocolates

Braemore Chocolates
Cherries
He is sure to carry one or more of the
delicious assortments. Either package
assures a variety of chocolate coated
pieces in wide variety of centres and
flavors that are delightfully tasty, ab
solutely pure and wholesome. Try
them!

Made in Portland for Everybody’s
Sweet Tooth.
SIMMONS & HAMMOND MANUFACTURING CO.

Portland—Bangor—Waterville

WALDOBORO

TO INCREASE SCOPE

Fred Winslow of

Rockland

i/ In

Maine Sunday School Associ-, town this week.
ation Changes Its Name and Rev. Alfred Bliss of Boston has been
the guest of Mrs. Lucy W. Bliss.
Decides To Do More Work. I Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended the
At the recent semi-annual meeting
of the executive committee of the
Maine State Sunday School Association
statistics for the Sunday Schools of
the State were reported by the Gen
eral Secretary. Rev. Edward H. Brew
ster, thus: Baptist, 27.003; Episcopal.
2,711: Methodist, 39,034: Congrega
tional, 23,139; Friends, 1.170; Universalist, 3.623; total, 96,700.
Deducting the usual percentages for
those under school age and those above
it the number of school age in Sunday
School is 67,690. There are 148,000 in
:he public schools of Maine exclusive
of the colleges. This leaves 80,310 re
ceiving no formal religious education,
t the meeting resolutions were passed
calling for religious education for more
children and more rligous ducaton f.r
those now receiving it, the Association
gong on record in favor of weekday
religious schools and vacation church
schools.
The name of the Association was
changed by vote of the executive com
mittee to Maine State Sunday School
Association for Religious Education,
and will hereafter be known as such.
Three Summer Schools for the train
ing of Sunday School teachers were
voted, to he held at Houlton, Machias
and Oak Grove Seminary, Vassalboro.
Reports of the work showed better
organization throughout the State in
cluding many county officers and larg
er gfts. The Association is plannng
to send promising young people to he
trained for Christian leadership this
simmer as formerly to the InternatorJil C.tmp Conferences at Winnipesaukee. County conventions of the As
sociation will be held in the spring.
One of the early Sunday in March will
he observed throughout the State as
State Sunday School Day.

STONINGTON
A. M. Hatch, chairman of the Board
of Selectmen, has been in Augusta sev
eral days on business.
R. F. Gerrish has put the Noyes
print shop in working condition and
is giving orders his personal at
tention.
Reliance Lodge held its installation
of officers Friday evening, Jan. 26.
The Sunday rain made the roads al
most impassable.
The Senior class, S. H. S., gave .
play at the Opera House Tuesday, Jan.
30, the first public gathering since the
ban was put on several weeks ago.
A radio set has been installed in the
electric light office over the drug store.

mid-winter meeting of the Maine
Writers’ Club in Augusta Friday.
William N. Lash, one of Waldoboro's
oldest citizens died at his home at
Kaler's Corner Monday morning. Mr.
Lash has enjoyed his usual good
health through the winter but was
stricken with pneumonia from which
his age did not permit him to rally.
Mr. Lash was a retired ship carpenter,
a veteran of Jhe Civil War. He enlist
ed in Co. 1.8th Maine Sept. 20,1864 and
was discharged at Raleigh, N. C..
June 30, 1865. Mr. Lash's wife, who
was Mary A. Robbins, died about a
year ago. He was 93 years of age.
Eight members of the Paragon But
ton Company Band gave I. C. Reed, the
former leader, a surprise party’ last
Friday evening. Mr. Reed has always
been a prominent member of the band
and a tint- cornetist. The members of
the organization took this way to show
the esteem in which he is held. The
affair was really a surprise to Mr.
Reed but he recovered quickly and
made his guests welcome. Mrs. Reed
served ice cream and cake. A re
hearsal of the band was held during
the evening.
Friends of James T. Jack were sad
dened to hear of his death in Portland
recently. Mr. Jack, who was formerly
a salesman for the Twitchell, Cham
plain Co. visited the trade in town for
20 years and won many friends by his
quiet genial manner. For the last 10
years Mr. Jack has been treasurer and
general manager of the New England
Storage Co. in Portland, where his
Waldoboro friends were always warm
ly welcomed.
The Waldoboro-Boston Club have
issued attractive invitations to their
annual Kraut-Festival held in the Y.
M. C. A. Building, Boston, Saturday,
Jan. 27.
The invitations urge ‘‘all
good Waldoboro folks to come and en
joy plenty of sauerkraut from the old
home town cooked to the burgher's
taste accompanied by the festive
'weenie' and flanked with spuds.”
Several people from here are planning
to be present.
A large audience saw the splendid
presentation of "The Queen of Sheba,”
in the Star Theatre. This is a William
Fox production with all the details
of perfection that the name implies.
The wonderful scenic effects con
tributed to the fine work of the actors.
The chariot race and the great army
of” Sheba as it moved to the rescue of
Solomon, was greeted with frequent
applause. Without doubt it is one of
the best pictures given here this win
ter.

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND

FULL LINE OF

59c
75c

Good For
DIGESTION-

$1.00
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
15tt

DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory

Tbe blessings of good digestion arc
appreciated most by sufferers from
indigestion. To them is “L.P.” At- '
wood’s Medicine itself a blessing. It
sweetens thestomach,aidsdigestion
by stimulating production of diges
tive fluidsandsecretionofbile, stirs
a sluggish liver, promotes thorough
elimination of poisonouswastes aud
gives these organs healthy tone.
-

Psychic and Spiritual

] Large bottle,

J50 cents- 1

| cent a dose
All dealers

MEDIUM

“L. F.”

medicine

Can be consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
13G«tf

co.,

Portland,
Maine

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Monumenta

ror ks

EAST UNION, MAINE
Owner of Lincolnville Gray Granite Quarries
Wc are equipped with the most modern machinery and can
finish a monument, to please our customers, from Barre, Quincy, or
any of the leading Granites.

We sell the Vermont Marble Company’s high grade marble
memorials in both the polished work and M. & M. finish.

SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON

BENJAMIN F. STORER
An Appreciation.
By the recent death in Union of
"Ben" Storer & place ts made vacant
in the community that will not soon
be filled. Mr. Storer had passed the
age of three-score and ten, hut because
of his optimistic spirit which ignored
the Ills of life few thought of him as
growing old or considered the possi
bility of his death. A native of Wal
doboro, he spent his life there except
the last few years. His home being
near the Union town line, his interests
were divided between the two towns
and when he gave up farm life he
moved to Union Common.
Mr Storer was twice married: the
first wife dying many years ago. The
second wife and one Ron survive him.
also an adopted daughter, now living
in Virginia, and two granddaughters
who made their home with him. He
was a kind father, an indulgent
grandfather and a good neighbor. He
experienced religion some years ago.
and when circumstances permitted
him to attend church he found great
enjoyment in the services, especially
the music. His death was sudden, as
he had wished it might be, and we
trust he has entered into the Joy of
the Lord that he anticipated
P.

Old Time Aristons
Goals Fouls Pis.
C, Mills ............................ 3
1
7
Lf. Sanborn .................... 3
it
6
Rf. Mi^ntosh ................ 6
ii
12
Lg. B. Smith .............. it
u
it
Rg, Staples .................... Il
II
0

Referee, William Chilles.
minutes.

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Trsasursr
Deposit* Start On Interest the First of Each Month
119-tf

for 50 cents Additional lines 5 cents each
for cut time, 10 cents 3 times Six words mike
s line

Nealey

Declares

Tanlac

Completely

■-"w-a.

|
|
I
'

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS
lawsy me! ah done
FELL 'N DE
MUD WiD
DE CLEAN
ClO’ES -AH

DOM'

AH

GO ON

WHITE

KNOW

EM

Folks

BACK

EM

OMAN

DE-FACE

LET

,

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

MUS'
FACE DE

ER

Go

PE OLE

ME If

7^

F. C. Ayres, Director of Savings Di
vision. First Federal Reserve District,
wrote Postmaster Robinson under date
of Jan 2, 1923, as follows:
"You may be interested tn knowing
that on the first of November the per
capita average for Camden was $17.21
invested in Savings Certificates, anil
I do not know of another city, at least
in this district, that can make a bet
ter showing than this. Quite a dis
tinction for Camden.”
It might lie added that the per cap
ita sales of Savings Certificates in
Camden for the year 1922, was about
$19.81,—Camden Herald.

Wanted
WANTED—Waitress, at' the Bee Hive (MVe.
Limerock.street.
8-tf
WANTED—Table girl.
Apply at the
THORNDIKE HOTEL________________ lMtf
WANTED—33 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest pricea nald. JOHN 8.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me. TeL 352-14. 15tf
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILLER. 80 School
street. Gardner, Mass.
12*23
WANTED—DlRTRlUT MANAGER TO DE
VELOP Accident A Heahh Insurance Agency.
Attractive poliriee and liberal commissions
lf Inexperienced. we will teach you the bus
ness. FEDERAL CASI’ALTY COMPANY, De
trok, Mich
12-lt
WANTED -Two men between 25 and 45 years
of age to take charge of Rockland and suirounding territory, which pays good returns
to a hustler. If interested in bettering you?
position and can meet the following quaKflcations. honesty, a hard worker looking for a
future, and can stand a rigid Investigation,
furnish auto or horse, it will pay you to Wrl’e
• SALESMAN.” care Courier-Gazette.
12*14
■■
•, ............ ,

For Sale

FOR SALE The Gillis Farm at North Hi
ven. 300 acres with house and outbuildings in
tine condition. Situated on ihe Thnroiighfai-.'.
For further particulars, ajtph to NELSON
MULLEN, NoMli Haveny Me.
12-lt
FOR SALE—24(1 egg Cyphers incubator; also
] Crawford parlor stove.
ROBIE ROBBINS,
Union, Maine R F. D 1.
11*13
FOR SALE—Scotch Collie Pups Make ex| cellent pets or cattle dogs. Both male and re' male. Males $5. fema4es $3. .1. L. CLARK.
1
"e_Tel
Appleton 5-24. 11*1.4
FOR SALE —4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STOKE. 283 Main
Street, Rockland
10-tf
FOR SALE—The Freemen Coombs farm
Suitable for summer liome
MRS ADDIE
COOMBS. Vinalhaven, Me R F D 43.
i________________________________ 10»15
$1000 SECURES 235-ACRE FARM—0 cow,
horses, tints. buckwhea>i. ftptatoes, bbls app.es
i vegetables, hay, full implemenis. vehicles in
eluded; on improved road, good markets; 103
acres fields. 2ft cow pasture, about 500 cords
i wood. 150.000 ft. ttmlier ; comfortable 8-room
house 80-ft barn, etc. To settle affaire. $3700
gets all, only $1000 needed. Rage 44 Ihns
Catalog Farm Bargains
STROUT FARM
AGENCY, 284 D. G., Water 8t.. Augusta. Me
____________________________________ 12-lt
FOR SALE—Upholstered sleigh In good con
dition; also forge with blower attached.
WALTER 8. BENNER. R. F D. City. Te!.
f.OO-M
9-12
FOR SALE—Round Hub Oak stove for liv
ing roodi; also leatherette covered couch MRS
D L MoCARTHY, 45 Grove Sireet.
8-tf
FOR SALE—The Magic coal burning Brood
er—dependable, gas proof and self regulating
TV. A. RIPLJ-iY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties Tel 594-W.. Rockland. Me 150-ttf
FOR SALE—Orders taken fbr Day-old chicks
Pure bred S. C R, I. Reds; 3d iu State egg
la>ing coBtmt 1920 Eggs for hatching W. A
RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel. 594-AV
8tf
.horse. I mil
LAUNDRY. Limerock
rock Street.
5-tf
FOR SALE—New and second hpnd boilers.
10 to 60 h p Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, faetdriee. boat shops,
holsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Appel son Touring; excel
lent condition throughout. Price $350. A. C.
JONES. 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone
570-R

To Let
TO LET—3 furntailed rooms, light hotnekeeptng. modern conveniences, 25 Ocean Bi..
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, tel 373-M.
12 lf
TO LET—Is there any one who wants two
cosy rooms a< a rent so dietfp that they can
afford to climb two flights
stairs* If ao. call
TBUEPHON1C 411-W.
l$-rf

TO LET—6-room tenement; bath, eledtrlc
lights, gas and garage, at 37 Camden stt&n.
Ajpplv to MRS THOMAS, 276 Main Rt Tel.
1S1.______________________ ___________ 1 if
TO LET—Tenement in Gregory Block, 7M
Main street Inquire C. A HAMILTON, 442
Main afreet
9-tf
TO LET—One of the finest flats jn the city,
j newly painted and decorated. AU modern, on
car line Inquire at C. M BLAKE WALL PA
PER STORE
-tf
TO LET—Convenient and desirable fur
nished tenement of five rooms, toilet and ahed,
excellent cemented cellar, all separate, good
neighborhood; electric lights, hardwood floors,
gas n-uge. and all needed household furnish
ings Just been thoroughly renovated through
out, while the furnishings are mostly new
Just like moving into a newly built and fur
nished building Will be rented to a responsi
ble parly on reasonable terms No short term
application will be considered. Fnll particu
lars of F. W. COLLINS, 18 North Main Street.
Rockland. Maine.
6-rf
TO LET—Store wtlh cemented basement at
275 Main St. Tel. 242-4. or apply at 89 Park
St_____________________________
4tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET__________________________ 155*tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SNOW, Tel. 490 or
79-R.
148-tf
to let—5-room tenement; good locaxloiv
. t. CHASE, 43 Middle 8l. Tel. 6C5-2.
_____ ____ _________________________ 145-tf
TO LET—Nlne-roau tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHASE, a Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.
118-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I R Five 221 Main St . Rockland
,45tf

8OLD BY

V.F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Copyright, 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

L

Miscellaneous
1
i

*
i
1

Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Mo
When the children start a game, they “count out" to aee who
(hall be “it" It'i merely a process of elimination for making a
choice.
When you buy goods through a mail order catalog you do
much the tame thing. There are often teveral items of the tame
clast grouped on a page. You don’t want this one because of

•uch and such a feature. You reject that one because it lacks

CAMDEN POSTOFFICE

Lost and Found

LOST—Man's gray silk muffler I’lessc re
turn to or notify K. a. CKI'EXSAMBH. 12«ti
All Else Had Failed.
LOST—Dark green double ender |xu pud from
William Bros' Idlister ears. Reward WITHAM
' BROS.. Rockland.
11-13
LOST—Valuable iiaje-r wbTi $bi Mil ' a’’Since f have started taking Tanlac inched Please return to TRIS OFFICE. 12-lt
I have felt better tfian in years, and MARRIED________________ KTAOIX X XSXX
LOST—Will the iierson who picked up i
my experience with this medicine waidi in front of Purinifion’s kindly return il
to THOMAS HARIAtW, perry's coil office, ani
ll»i:>
convinces me it Is the best made for be renamed
LOST—Monday night it Park Theatre, porktroubles like mine.” declared Fred
■ ethook donlalnhip sum uf money and hank
Nealey. 40 Chestnut St.. Portland. Me. ! bool; Reward Keium Io 21 WU.IXiW ST.
Mr. Nealey is a well-known barber, ___________________________________ 11-13
LOST—Gold will'll. Monday night, on Main
being the oldest, in point of service, in
Siren Reward. HAROLD JACKSOX, H Cam
his city.
den Street, City.
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Overcame Stomach Trouble After

Ranges
and
Heaters

CAMDEN

wiil be installed by Grand Matron.
Mrs. Milward Patten. A musical pro
gram will be presented and refresh
ments served.
There will lie a joint installation of
the officers of the Knights of Pythias
and Pythian Sisters next Tuesday
evening.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will meet
next Wednesday afternoon with Mrs
Cole, Spring street.
A minstrel show of the well known
Camden brand is scheduled for about
March 1 by the American Legion.
The annual meeting of the District
Nursing Association is to he held Feh.
3 at 3 o'clock in the Episcopal parish
rooms.
A vocal recital of which the District
Nursing Association is a beneficiary,
will be given in the Baptist church
Feb. 7 with Miss Edith Clarke Patter
son and Richard Parkinson as the ar
tists.
A joint installation of the Knights
of Pythias and the Pythian Sisters will
be held Jan. 30.
Seaside Chapter, O. E. S„ will hold
its installation Monday evening with
grand matron Mrs. Milward Patton aa.
installing officer.
The firemen’s boll takes place Fob.
22.
The J. C. Curtis Co. is Remodelling
its big double store.
Frank Alexander, who was the vic
tim of an exploding drill at the black
smith shop Thursday, is resting com
fortably at the Knox Hospital today
though it was necessary to amputate
the badly mangled member.

Advertisements in (Jilt edhimn not to exceed
FOR THREE YEARS I three
lines Inserted ogee far $5 cents, 3 tltnee

Kineo

Time 40

« • • •

Edwin Lane Morang
With saddened hearts, the com
munity learned of the death of Edwin
Lane Morang, son of Fred and Maude
(Libby) Morang, who died at his
heme Thursday morning from rheu
matic fever, in his 15th year. He was
born in this town. During his illness
he received the most tender care,
everything being done for him that
could be. He was a freshman of the
High School, a bright intelligent boy,
who would surely have made good had
he lived. The oldest of eight children,
he took re»|>onsibility of one far be
yond his years and was thoughtful
and kind to all. Beskles his father and
mother he is survived by two sisters.
Mary and Louise, and five brothers,
Benjamin, Leroy. Everett, Charlie and
Fred. Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Libby.
Fred Mo'rang, who is employed by
the Government as machinist of lighthouses, arrived Friday morning, called
by the death of his son: Mr. and Mrs.
Lorenzo Moran of Brown’s Head
Light arrived Thursday. Edwin Mo
rang was their nephew.

In Everybody’s Column

‘For about three years 1 had prac
tically no appetite and didn’t know
what it was to take any pleasure iri
eating, for my stomach was in such ,
terrible condition I was simply in
misery. My food seemed to do me
harm, for 1 bloated up with gas and
suffered awful pains in my stomach •
and a dreadful pressing on my chest.
When I finished work I would ’ be
played out, and went to bed thinking
I would get some rest, but I only rolled
and tossed and was just as tired when
morning came.
“I tried a lot of things to get well,
hut got nothing hut passing relief. So
when I started on Tanlac I thought it
would just be another failure, but It
didn’t take long for this medicine to
Show me I was wrong. My appetite is
simply line, the gas and stomach pains
are gone, and can work better and
sleep like a top nights. Anybody with
stomach trouble can’t afford to pass
up Tanlac.”
Tanlac is for sale hy all good drug
gists.
Over 35-million bottles sold.

The funeral services of the late Mrs.

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

UNION

» • • ♦
Interest here is steadily increasing in
sports—skiing, sliding and skating for
outdoor, dancing and basketball for
indoor, as was proved by a most in
teresting game of basketball at the
Armory Tuesda.v evening between the
old time “Aristons." who proved that
they could lie aroused by defeating
Vinalhaven High School team. 25 to 22.
The line-up as follows:
Vinalhaven High Sshool
Goals Fouls Pts.
C, Raymond ............... tl
#
6
Lf, Snow ..................... 5
II
10
Rf, Nelson ................... it
ll
It
Lg, Trefre.v ............... 2'
1
5
Rg. Sanborn ............... 0
»
0
C, Poole ....................... 3
0
6
Rf. J. Smith ............... (I
6
«
Lg, Gilchrist ............... 0
It
0
Rg, Seliger ................. (I
1
1

Helen E. (Decrow) Derry were held
Preserved for All Ages.
Friday afternoon, Rev. T. E. Griffiths
All that mankind has done, thought,
officiating.
•
gained or been—it is lying as in magic
The annual installation of officers of
preservation in the pages of books.— Seaside Chapter, O. E. S„ will be held
Carlyle.
next Monday evening. The officers

COLUMBIA RECORDS

L. MARCUS
313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. S.. round
ed out another successful year of ex
istence last evening, and installed the
officers who will guide it through the
next 12 months. Under the capable
leadership of Mrs. Nellie Hall, as wor
thy matron, the order has had the
happiest year financially and socially
in its long history. Over $500 Was
added to the treasury and invested in
Masonic Temple bonds, in addition to
the extensive charitable work always
done by the “Star." Sixty new mem
bers were taken in. bringing the pres
ent membership up to 664. This is the
greatest number evhr to enter in a
single year and makes Golden Itod
the largest Chapter in the State, with
Deering a close second. More social
life was attempted than ever before
and these activities were markedly suc
cessful. Nineteen members have died
The new officers were installed by
the retiring worthy matron. Mrs.'Nellie
Hall assisted hy Mrs. Hester Chase as
marshal and Mrs. Bertha Meservey as
chaplain. The service was impressive'y performed and interspersed with
violin solos by Albert Marsh, vocal se
lections by Mrs. Victor Alwood and
selected readings by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. A delightful innovation to the
regular program was the "Rainbow
Painters," featuring Charlie Havener
and Paul Barlow. These very young
gentlemen carried their parts like vet
erans and delighted the audience. . In
the n idst of the exercises the Worth/
matron dropped her gavel in some way,
and it was gravely retrieved by th?
marshal, Mrs. Hester Chase. The sec
ond time part of the audience saw the
joke and when it happened the th’-d
time the hall rocked with laughter.
The new officers are: Worthy ma
tron. Mrs. Millie Thomas; worthy pa
tron. E. K. Gould: assistant matron,
Mrs. Clara Whtts: secretary, Mrs. Su
sie Campbell; treasurer. Mrs, Nellie
Dow. conductress, Mrs. Blanche Mat
ey: assistant conductress, Mrs. MattiLittle; chaplain, Mrs. Ella Newbert;
marshal, Mrs. Clara Curtis: organist
Mrs. Amy Tripp; Adah, Mrs. Be’.e
Frost: Ruth, Mrs. Katherine St. Clair:
Esther, Mrs. Delia Day; Martha. Mira
Pearl Borgerson: Electa, Miss Corlce
Thomas: warder. Mrs. Louise Brown,
sentinel, Carl Morse.
At the close of the exercises the re
tiring worthy matron thanked her fel
low workers for their cordial and loyal
support during the busy year and was
herself the recipient of the Chapter's
appreciation, in the form of a pair* of
Mary Chilton tablespoons and a hand
some hunch of carnations. Following
the ceremonies cake and punch wc-c
served in the banquet hall under thdirection of Mrs. Ethel Campbell and
Mrs Kate Veazie.

SOUGHT RELIEF

At the church of the Latter Day
Saints Sunday evening Elder Neuman
Wilson will give a chart lecture on
John's Prophetic Vision," a very in
teresting subject, and all are welcome, j
The "Pals" were entertained Wed
nesday evening by Mrs. Langtry
Smith at her home and a delicious
supper was served.
Sir Galahad Corps of Girl Reserves
with Edith Beverage, advisor, held Its
Tieeting with Miss Lucinda Young
rtipsdaj- evening. Ethel Young anil
Venla, Homquest were initiated into
the mysteries of the order.
The subject of the lesson sermon nt
the Christian Science church Sunday
will be "Truth." Services are at 11.30
ind all are welcome.
Mrs. Florence Speers and son
Sumner and her .mother, Mrs. Fanny
Philbrook, are to move into rooms in
arver block, formerly occupied by
Frank Small and family.

so-and-so. And when you have inspected all the pictures and
Mad all the descriptions and eliminated those with objectionable
features you finally take what’s left
If you could have seen the articles themselves, you might have
found that one of the others would have suited your needs
better. Thats's why it pays to trade where you can see before
you buy.

TRADE AT HOME

Support the Totfn that SupportsYou

1
I
,
’
!
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NOTICE—Notice is hereby given-of the loss
of deposit book numbered 6602 and the owher
of said hook asks for duplicate in accordance
with the provisions of the. State Law SE( C
RITY TRUST CO . by Elmer t. Davis. Tress
Rock tend, Me., Jan. 25, 1923.________ 12-8-13
PALMER ENGINES—32 different modele, 2
to 75 H P. One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
Medium duty and high speed types A4so ac
cessories and parts
Semi for catalogue.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37
NURSE—MRS A T. MFTH, the nurse, is
staying n< Mrs. Mary Burkett’s, 73 Broad
Street Tel €69 M
9*11
PICTURE FRAMING—I carry a nice line ef
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly and
at reasonable prices. EDWIN
MAXCY over
Payson’s Store, at the Brook.________ 10*1 T
BABY CHIX—Wyllle’s 8. C. Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, la. open front houses. Our
breeding pens are hetoBfr toy a* pedigreed cock
erel. 270 egg-strain baby chicks 22 cents each,
delivered Order early. F. H. WILLIE, Thom
aston. Maine Phone 171-42 Rt 1.
1*12
LA DI ER—Reliable stock of hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main Rt. Mail
orders solicited. -----HELEN
SN C.--------RHODES I8tf

“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
J handy 106 page book compiled by R. B Fill
more, gives :ho official hiAory of the cotonty
'and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and' two plantation 8cnt by mail to
any address on receipt mJ56c. Address R. B
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street, Thomaston.
142-tf

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
examine styles. If you already have 4 plate
bring It iu and let ua print you cards lu latest
j size THE C’OUHTF.R GAZETtk’ ,

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Gjurfet-Oazette

ads.

Mr,
V.’v

I

i

k

Si

711 X
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Every-Other-Day

InSocialCircles
In addition to penooil notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especlallj
desltes information of social happenings par
tial, musicals, etc. Notes aenl by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................................
779

Miss
auction
Frances
Carl B.
Howard

Irene Qurtis entertained at
Thursday
evening.
Miss
Flanagan won first prize, Mrs.
Freeman second, and Mrs.
Dunbar the consolation.

Mrs. Cora E. Kittredge has taken
apartments at the home of Miss Ellen
Cochrane, Union street.
•
'
Members'of the Quarter Hour Club
for dally solid reading are reminded
that the next report, Feb. 2, ought to
be 100 per cent, also that perfect atendance is desirable, rain or shine.
Nobody should mlws seeing the illus
trations of Maine's famous bridges
* which will be brought ahd displayed
that evening ut 7.15 by State Bridge
Engineer Edwards, from Augusta,
something new here. Mr. Edwards will
accompany the slides with an Informal
talk on the subject, as he is an ex
pert. The Woman's Educational Club
has engaged a splendid line of talent
for the ensuing season.

Joseph Baldrige of Omaha is a
guest at Clifford Lodge, Warrenton
Park.
Miss Amanda Wood and
Miss
Maerice Benner are with Portland
friends' for the weekend.

Shall women permit the short skirt
recently In vogue to disappear, to be
come unfashionable? With some it
has already been superseded again by
the use of the former long skirt so long
in vogue but so much less convenient
than the abbreviated garment. A gen
eral discussion of this timely topic
will be held at the regular Womans'
Educational Club Feh. 2. All members
are Invited to air their preference and
views as to fashion's dictates.
Mrs. Carrie Kycs, Mrs. Lydia Starr
and Mrs. Annie Slcotte have returned
to Boston. They were here to attend
the funeral of Mrs. Elizabeth Loddcr,.
who died at 148 North Main street,
Jan. 20, after three days’ illness. Mrs.
Lodder was horn in England 8G years
ago and has lived at the Home for
Aged Women the past 13 years, where
she has had a most comfortable home
and every care and attention in her
last sickness. The remains were placed
In the tomb at Sea View cemetery
where she will he buried beside her
husband, the late William Lodder.

Miss Myra Liniken is able to be up
and about the house after an attack of
influenza.

Mrs. George W. Britto was hostess
of the N. M. I Club Thursday after
noon. The prizes were won hy Mrs.
Mary Larrabee and Mrs. Carrie Rich
ardson.
The Seven Happy Hearts met with
Ruth Lawrence Thursday afternoon
with a full attendance. After a jolly
hour si»ent in charade and other
games the guests adjourned to the
dining room where luncheon was
served. The next meeting will be held
at the home of the secretary, Vora
Nye, Holmes street.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 27, 1923.

COM. FORD HERE
American Legion Head Visits
Rockland and Tells of Or
ganization's Aims.
Perley Ford of Sanford, iftate Com
mander of the American Legion forces,
was a guest of Winslow-Holbrook Post
Thursday evening, and was received
with much enthusiasm.
It had been intended to have a coun
ty conference in the afternoon, but with
no island boat running, and the coun
try roads "as wall as can he expected"
after a long series of storms, there
were but two commanders present—
Carlton F. Snow of Winslow-Holbrook
Post, and Alvah L. Anderson of the
Camden Post. They smoked the pipe
of peace and discussed various plans
for the good of the order. The Cam
den Post, which has been in rather a
somnolent stage for some time past, is
about to experience a revival.
State Commander Ford was early
convinced of one thing, that WinslowHolbrook Post has a mighty fine
auxiliary. He became a devoted ad
mirer straightway he had partaken of
the fine supper which the women serv
ed before the evening session began.
Col. Walter H. Butler, past com
mander of ^Vinslow-Holbrook Post,
presided over the evening meeting.
Commander Ford strongly advocated
community service—playgrounds. Boy
Scouts, and anything in the line of
civic betterment. The Legion’s first
duty, he said, was to look after dis
abled veterans, and see that they got
justice from the government in all
cases entitled to compensation.
It
should also assist In the Americaniza
tion program.
To the end that this latter work may
be prosecuted locally Past Commander
E. C. Moran, Jr., was appointed
Americanization officer.
Compiander Ford told his hearers
that the national committee of the
American Legion is even now inspect
ing school text books, and will recom
mend to the National Educational As
sociation that any unhealthful propa
ganda be eliminated from the hooks.
He advocated that more respect be
shown for the American flag than is
now evinced in some quarters. In this
connection he told of passing a little
roadhouse between Belfast and Rock
land where au American flag was be
ing used as a table-cloth. This did not
necessarily argue that the owner of the
place was unpatriotic, hut rather dis
played ignorance in regard to the
treatment of the flag.
The American Legion, the speaker
said, is also waging war against
illiteracy, its motto being, in fact, no
more illiteracy after 1927. To bring
about this desirable result it is planned
work in every community and
basically teach the English language.
The whole success of the movement.
Commander Ford said, depends upon
the national government’s immigration
policy—either the suspension of it for
five years, or a selective process that
will prevent the illiterate from getting
in.

i

LICENSE PLATES ARRIVE

The Womans' Auxiliary of Knox
Hospital will meet at the Nurses'
home, Maple stret, Tuesday afternoon
at 2 o’clock to sew.

All automobiles in use Feb. 1, must
have 1923 number plates attached, ac
according to Henry A. Shorcy, chief of
the automobile bureau in the Secre
tary of State’s office. License plates
Were delayed in shipment from the
factory but a large quantity has been
received here in the branch office and
owners will have no difficulty in se
curing their plates at the time of reg
istration of their cars. Cars with
1922 plates have been driven thus far
this month without objection until the
new plates arrived.

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday evening with Mrs. Fred Smith,
Union street.

To have your films promptly

Maurice A. McKusick is very ill at
the home of Mrs. McKusick's parents,
Mrs. William T. Richardson's.

Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Alperin return
ed to Albany, N. Y. yesterday after a
visit of several days with S. L. Alperin,
Rockland street.

Mrs. B. P. Browne returns today
from a short visit in Boston and vi

cinity.
The Chapin Class will meet at the
home of Mrs. Raymond Bird, Maple
street, Monday evening at 7.30, with
Mrs. Daisy Bird and Mrs. Ella Bird as
hostesses. Members are asked to
make an effort to he present, to give
their aid in tlie many Interesting ac
tivities planned.

developed and printed
send or bring them to

' CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

Ladies’ night is again on the docket
at the Elks Home for next Thursday
night.

Mrs. Ida Simmons was re-elected
president of Class 29. M. E. church, at
its annual meeting held at the home of
Mrs. Annie Flint, Franklin street,
Thursday. In spite of the severe
storm 25 brave matrons responded at
roll call and enjoyed a particularly
happy afternoon. Mrs. Ella Lurvey
was made vice president, Mrs. Abbie
Connors, secretary, Mrs. Annie Doug
lass, treasurer and Mrs. Minnie Strout
collector. The class closed a very sat
isfactory year socially and financially.

Let Brunswick

Entertain
When visitors coinc — then
Brunswick Records bring the
greatest artists to sing and
play.

Make a garden
yours.

home of

Owners of Brunswick Phono
graphs remark how its sweet
tone enraptures all who hear
it. The secret is,in the oval
tone chamber, an exclusive
Brunswick feature. Conic in
—see and hear for yourself.

Mark Down Sale

home and make of it
all dwell in beautiful

Flowers

bring folks closer to

gether. *

GLAENTZEL
»16 SCHOOL ST. PH0Nt:120
GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN
PH0NEL135-2

FEBRUARY RECORDS
are in.

Call and hear them.

V. F. STUDLEY
EXCLUSIVE
BRUNSWICK DEALER
ZJ8 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

the house.

<JFix up now; it will soon be warmer and you will want to
work out doors and won’t have time for the inside jobs."

SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS
, UNTIL FEBRUARY 12

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits,

<J We can furnish Saws, Planes, Hammers, and all kinds of
tools to do the wood butchering with, and we have every
thing in Paint, Varnish and Enamel for finishing up the job.

Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $30*4^

CJ Do it now and be all ready when the Twilight League starts.

Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28’^

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

'

We Shall Sell

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^*00
Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22*40,
All our BOYS' OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND

MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS

We Shall Sell At

20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING,HOUSE

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County.
Warren High
The Seniors are busy in the prepa
ration of thei# class play “The Coun
try Minister," which they are to pre
sent hy the last of February if possi
ble.
On Wednesday afternoon the Junibr
class entertained the school with a de
bate. The proposition was "Resolved,
that women are smarter than men. !
Mary Cornell, Jennie Starrett and Les
lie Borneman upheld the aflima'tive,
while Langdon Wyllie, Irville Spear
and Arnold Teague spoke for the neg
ative. A vote of the school was taken
and tiie affirmative side won.
Thursday afternoon the Senior class
debated the proposition “Resolved,
that students should report cheating.”
Those on tlie affirmative were Austin
Gammon, Edwin Gammon and Anita
Wyllie, on the negative, Ruth Libby,
Arlene Sawypr and Philip Simmons.
The affirmative side was the victo
rious one in this event also. A fact
worth notice in this debate was that,
while those of tlie negative were
heartily opposed to reporting those
unfortunate ones, they in no way, up
held them.
T!lo girls basketball team played
Rockland High on Friday night and
were defeated by a score of 5G-1. Our
girls worked hard, hut considering the
fact that this was their first game
and that it was played against State
Champions wo were not surprised at
the score. This defeat proved to be
only a means to make our team work
harder than it has ever worked. The
Rockland girls played a good, square
game and certainly are to be congra
tulated on their team.
We are all looking forward to the
publication of the Warren High paper,
the ’’Alewife” and we are hoping to
make this issue one which the town’s
people as well as the students will lie
proud of.' The Editorial Board is as
follows: Editor, Philip Simmons ’23:
assistant editor, Leslie Borneman ’24;
business manager, Roland Berry ’23;
assistant business manager, Millard
Hart ’24; literary editors, Mary Jame
son ’23 and Beatrice Wilson ’23;
school notes editor, Arlene Sawyer ’23;
athletic editors: Arnold Teague ’24
and Mildred Robinson ’25; alumni edi
tor. Doris Wincapaw ’23; exchange ed
itor, Madeline McElinon ’24; local edi
tors, Arlene Sawyer ’23, Irville Spear
’24, Helen Starrett ’25 and William
Stickney ’26
A series of assemblies has been ar
ranged to he held at the High School
during the last period on Friday af
ternoons. The purpose, is to get the
student body in touch with the differ
ent phases of business life by inviting
business men and women to speak on
their particular line of work. Tlie
first assembly was held on last Friday.
The Senior class was in charge of the
exercises for the afternoon. Roland
Berry acted as chairman.
Anita
Wyllie, Mary Jameson, Eleanor Erkkila and Beatrice Wilson entertained
with readings. The speaker of the af
ternoon was George Walker who rela
ted in a most interesting manner his
experiences in the work in which he
is engaged.
He compared business
life to school fife by saying, “Employ
ers want valve received: so do teach
ers. Do your school work in such a
way that you will always be prepared
for examination—don’t waste time; it
is too precious. I urge you to make
the most of your opportunities anil to
get all you can from your High School
course because, after all, it is only a

is efficient food. If there is
lack of normal vitamine
content the food is like a
wire without electricity; it
lacks the power to function.

a garden of love where

It is too cold to work out of doors but just right to work in

MEN’S AND. BOYS’

FoodpiusVitamines

BRING flowers to your

<j Now is the time to do that painting and repairing job.

OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

—Says the Sunflower.

harmony.

Page Seven

ScotrsEmulsionI
enhances the value of the
daily diet, because it adds
the precious vitamines
that help sustain and
promote healthful
progress- Scoff’* __
£mu/*(on builds strength.
Scott tk Bownr Bloomfield. N. J. 22-31

Dol lar Day

MICKIE SAYS

E. B. HASTINGS 4 CO.
, "itNE r< ■© VAfc, ID €«hH
aV eAxutesNiku wo onMiew]
V-rtUtCJE \MUKf US U«fA AM TMtU
)wOLUER% UKJt A.NMOLP 9ECJJX
I -<W UfcUtSPAPWB 8AAV4
, Acwwmsud' OAYC9 A LITTLE
< VB MOfUIU BUT AU AUEIQUOOS/
GMWSTlCUft, V4O LESS

Owing to the bad weather and bad traveling this
week, which keeps a good many from attending
our great sale, we will continue the same MON
DAY AND TUESDAY, JANUARY 29 AND 30.

Mail Orders will be filled until that time

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
ROCKLAND LOSES ITS FIRST
Cusick & Co. Turned the Trick Last Night In a Polo
Game Full Of Sensations—Pawtucket Next. *

preparation for your life work. Your
entire business career lies before you
and the extent of your preparation for
that rests with you.”
The public is cordially invited to at
tend these assemblies. Set aside Fri
day afternoon for this purpose—you
will enjoy them.
• » * •

Rockport Grammar
Grade 8 American history has been
busy this week with the problems of
industrial development arising after
the Civil War. This problem has been
worked out: Shesv why the trade of
New York is greater than San Fran
cisco. Their outline consisted of six
headings:
1. The value of traile In money ami quail
tlty ef trade in tons -Helen i'rooked.
2 Description of die two harbors.- Herman
arrow.
:t. PosWiou of Ihe two .-Hies with roferen-e
1 our country. Io foreign countries—Fred
Miller.
.
,
4 Articles of trade Rose Ausplatnl
5. Sources of materials or territories sup
{dying articles---Langdon Crocked.
G Ease of transportation.—Kenneth Over
lock.

Grade 7 geography has been taking
detailed study of the western group
of states. Special papers on the beet
sugar industry were worked up.
Those having the best papers were
Samuel Dow. Ruth Crockett, Edna
Upham and Harriet Miller.
Grade 8 has tuken the Republic of
France for their week’s work in geo
graphy.

WARREN
F. L. Teague* and crew Started the
harvesting of Warren’s yearly ice sup
ply from South Pond Tuesday.
1 he
tilling of Albert Copeland’s ice house
is completed and teams are now tilling
that of John Teague and P. D. Starrett.
Charles McKcllar purchased a tine
cow of Clarence Hoffses of Waldobon
Wednesday. This gives him a herd of
10 cows to supply his milkuEiUStoiners
from.
K. E. Jameson was on the road
Wednesday with the Ford car he
cently purchased in Waldoboro aiv
which he had narrowed up to run
easily in the track of sleigh runners.
Edward J. Cook, who has but re
cently recovered from a severe illness
entered Knox Hospital for treatment
Wednesday afternoon.
Cornhill was the scene of another
neighborhood gathering when about 35
invited guests assembled to celebrate
the birthdays of Ernest Winchenbach
and Clement Moody at the home of the
latter on Wednesday evening, Jan. 24,
(lames, music and refreshments were
much enjoyed. S. V’. Weaver ably ex
pressed the good wishes of tbe com
inunity and presented gifts of a rug
to each of the hosts.
At the Baptist church on Sunday
nibbling, Jan. 28, there will be a col
lection for child sufferers in tlie East
Little naked cbildred huddled behind
stoves, sleeping on tbe bare floors,
crowded together for warmth, mat
tresses ripped up for clothing, furni
ture burned for ftiel, bread made
seeds mixed with clay ami a little flour,
thousands dying of cold and starva
tion. These are some of the conditions
reported.
Nothing that the church
can do will draw other religions Io h
as will the relief she sends the home

less und starving.

1

Tin' Chamber of Commerce slogan
‘It Can Be Done in Rockland,” was
paraphrased last night by the Fall
River jmiIo team, which showed that
It Can Be Done TO Rockland.”
It was the lirst defeat that the presnt Rockland team lias suffered ibis
season, and everybody instantly for
gave St. Aubin’s men who had pre
viously won 18 straight games.
Fans who had thought that Fall
River would be easy, after seeing
Wednesday night’s game, were hardly
prepared for the dashing exhibition
which the visitors gave last night.
While it is true that the ball rolled
with them, it is also true that the vis
itors excelled jn all phases of the game,
eve i to the cage, where young Phin ■
ney gave a marvelous exhibition of
goal tending.
Each team scored one goal in ilia
first periiod. Fall River took Ihe lead
in the second periud, hut as Skinner
shortly tied the score nobody sensed
the danger that was ahead.
Whit
Fail River did in the remainder of tiial
period was to make four straight goals,
and then the fans did indeed sit up
md take notice. Rockland put on ex
tra steam in the last period and made
three out of the four goals, but the
ball was still rolling with Fall River,
and their wide margin proved abso
lutely safe.
One of the real heroes of this game
really seem to strike Jiis stride until

lie lad lijccn accidentally cracked over
Ihe head with a polo stick, inflicting a
Iwo-inch gash.
Dr. North adminis
tered lirst aid, and the plucky Mulvey
came back onto the surface to play
tile game of his life.
Another thrilling incident not down
on the program in this great game was
the scrap between Therrien and Millvey. Both men went to the mat, with
Mulvcy underneath. The other play
ers, notably Cusick, sought to separuto
them, but Cusick’s intentions were
evidently not regarded in that light,
for one excited spectator leaped from
the gallery. He vanished rather speed
ily when Wright took hold of him.
The crowd was about evenly divided
in its views ot this affair, one faction
blaming Mulvey for "starting it," and
another blaming Therrien for attack
ing a man already injured.
ttsick played his best game of the
t In- i*c, and broke up the Rockland atk time and again.
'lie score:
First Period
Time
tin
Won by
Made by
5.31
Rockland—Therrien
Fall River—Jolly
4.22
Second Period
3.34
Fall River—Mulvey
1.0’t
Rockland—‘Sk in tier
.31
Fall River—Pierce
2.20
Fall River—Jolly
1.32
Fail River—Mulvey
I
1.14
Fall River—Mulvey
i

Third Period
2.17
’Ro’rkland—Ski n tier
.3«
Fall River—Cusick
Rockland—SI. Aubin
2.31
.14
Rockland—Therrien
S core, Fall River 7, Kocklanil f>.
Rir■hes, St. Aubin 7. J oily 8. Stops,
Phi nney 58, Purcell 4 1. Referee, WiiPilow Timt r, Davies. S i-orer, White.

0
10
11
12

Jack Rabbits Win
Jones’ Jack Rabbits turned about last
night, and pinned a 7 to 5 defeat on
Hounds. It was a very fast amateur
game with 4 1 stops each for Ward ari l
(’haplcs. For Hie Jack Rabbits Jones
made four goals, Robishaw two and
..
,
Kpnnpy on"'

Eor th” ,Iou"‘ls J' 8uU‘-

van made three goals and Huntley
two.
Increasing interest is being
shown in these games, which are pre
liminary to a city series.

SPRING STYLES
Sterling silver birds set with rhine
stones are being made up to be worn
on the spring hat. Hat pins with
fancy bird or flower heads are much in
vogue. The long pearl tassel mounted
on a head of marcasite is a favorite
hat pin design, (’ut steel shoe buckles
with a sprinkling of fancy engraved
enamel shoe buckles are the favorite
street wear shoe ornament. For even
ing footwear, the rhinestone buckle is
larger and more brilliant than ever in
design. Earrings are very long. Many
cut steel earrings’ are seen. Colored
beads .separated by rondels of crystal
make up many of the earrings match
ing necklaces and pcrvlants. The
“choker” is tlie new short round
necklace of very large jewels, or beads,
which is taking well—Dry Goods
Economist.

olre you really
feeding your body?
T isn’t so much the quantity that counts;
it’s whether your food contains the

I

elements which

really nourish.

Grape-Nuts, with milk or cream con
tains the nutritive elements for building
and maintaining robust health.

Grape-

Nuts is exceptionally crisp and delicious;
and the long baking (over 20 hours) makes
easy to digest.
Grape-Nuts is very economical —sixteen aver
age servings to the package. Whether eaten as

a cereal for breakfast or lunch, or made into an
appetizing pudding for dinner, you can depend
upon Grape-Nuts to

really feed your body.

a food

•SSSSSIS*
3K3SS

ICONOMY
w
< auur-wri *»
*.■»*"**

’'There’s a Reason”
for

Grape-Nuts
—THE BODY BUILDER

tide by PnMum Cereal Company, Tno
Buttle Creek, Michigan

Evety-Other-Day
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WOMAN SO ILL
COULDNOIWORK

THE DIARIST

Wednesday, Jan. 17.
The sky was dear and the wind came
from about north all day. The tem
perature at 7 a. m. was 16. at 4 p. m.
15, but by 10 o'clock in the evening the Gained Strength, Weight and Now
mercury hid descended to 4 above
Doing Own Work, by Taking Lydia
A year ago, the morning reading
was 11 above, and the sky was clear, E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
but tbe little vest-pocket diary car
ries no record of the direction of the
wind.
Marion, Ind.—“I was all run-down,
....
nervous and bent over. I could hardly
Through Today’s Newspaper
drag around, let
alone do my work.
With the word “Booze" in mind, here
I read some letters
are a few words and phrases which
in the papers telling
«teem to stand out, from the first to
what Lydia E. PinkISth
the last page of the paper:
ham’s Vegetable
Drunk
Amendment," “Rum Ship,"
Compound had done
Kats Three $5 Bills," 'Dry Law Fails."
for others and I
"'Bootlegger," "Fleet of Rum Runthought I would try
tiers," “Dry Agent.” ‘Still Explodes,”
it. Then a man told
"Home Brew," “Fake Dry Agent,”
my husband about
•'Says Churches Lax on Prohibi’.io l
his wife and what
Latv,” "To Film Big Rum Fleet."

QUARRY AND KILN

WEEK’S SUPPLY OF MILK, MEAT
Some Late Bulletinettes Con- ,
AND OTHER FOODS FOR FAMILY
cerning the Big Knox Coun- ■
ty Industry.

Daddy’s
^4Eveivii\3
Fairy Tale

amerigw

vlegios)

The Ameri' -an Legion finished the
GREGORY—The Berwick arrived
ear 1922 with a membership of 745,/ AARY GRAHAM BONNER.
Friday with star and Jacobs from
-(otsmii n ni,
203 ex-service men enrolled In 11.067
Rockport.— Kiln 9 went afire Friday
posts, according to Lemuel Bolles, Le
night and No. 7 filled cut Sunday for
gion national adjutant.
New York,
DOG AND CAT
repairs.—Selected and bulk, mostly
'ennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Massachu
bulk, and a little lump. is the present
setts, in relative order, have the great
The collie dog and the angora cat
schedule.—Ice and snow has caused a
est number of Legionnaires. The Lewere
talking,
”
said
Daddy.
ion is now organized ln all States,
suspension of work on the wharf, by
I must tell you what they were Alaska, Canal Zone, Hawaii, Pfilllpthc Walsh crew.—The overhead brick
talking about,” he added, and both >ines and in the following foreign
work of runway over drawing hearths
ountrles: Argentine, Belgium. Brazil.
Nick and Nancy said at once:
jf the I’ets has been made tight and
British Isles, Canada, Chile, China, Cusafe.
“Oh yes. Daddy, please do!”
L. R. R. R.--Trying to tip a car with
“The collie dog was very beautiful >a. France, Germany,. Guatamala. Inthe plug in was one of the stunts of i
he angora cat was very beautiful. lia, Japan, Korea. New Zealand, Peru,
oland. Porto Rico, Portuguese Wesi
the new night crew.—Andrew Larfcen
too.
Africa, Santo Domingo, Spanish Honand John Auldberg have been added to
They both belonged to the same luras. Turkey and Venezuela.
the day crew in the repair shop.—Mike
. • • •
mistress and they had a very happj
Halligan ef the section has been off
A statewide basketball tournament
home. They got along very well to
three weeks with a cold and throat
vill be held by the American Legion
gether, too.
good it had done her trouble.—John Kendall is North End
n Lincoln, Neb., the last week in Feb-*
track-walker
during
the
absence
of
'I
saw
such
a
strange
thing
today,'
and wanted him to
uary. A letter has been sent to all
Thursday, Jan. IS. ■ .
. ..
Charles
Walters,
away
on
account
of
said
the
collie
dog.
When I got out of my crib. 1 no- j
me try it. I took one bottle and sickness.—The engine and concrete
gion posts of the State urging them
'Did you?' Inquired the angora o organize basketball teams and encould see what it did for me in a week's
tlceJ a light
ugnt snow
snow in
in the
u t air.
a... The
.... wind time.and when I had taken three bottles foundation in the machine shop have
cat. In a most polite way. ‘Tell me er the district tournaments. The cotnwas
been removed, to make room for a
won't you, what you saw that was st nittee also recommended that poets
the sky was cloudy-. The Utermrre- i
d
doi
Own work. I took it new pressing machine recently ar
- 7
strange?’
iromote track more extensively, so
ter registered 10 above, but by nom I - .»
4 .
rived.
The
machine
will
be
used
for
before my last baby was born and it
. The Total (Milk. 14 Quarts, Other Foods 1O’/2 Pounds) Provides About 180
hat a better team could be sent to
it was u;j to 29, the wind was stil! helped me so much. 1 sure am glad to pressing bushings or anything else
Tin merely hinting for an Invlta
'Hundred-Calorie Portions or One-Fifth the Needed Fuel—For Adults
southwest, and the sky was overcast. recommend the Vegetable Compound to that can be gotten into it.—An office
tlon to tell It,’ the collie dog grinned he National American Legion conThis Proportion May Be Raised or Lowered by Half—For Children
next fall.
Late in the afternoon, the wind had any woman who suffers from female ail is being built for Foreman Blacking- i
Tm waiting to hear,” said the ention in San •Francisco
• • •
swung out to south-southeast, it was ments. for I know by experience wha’
*
the Milk Should Not Be Lessened.
cat. 'for then I have something I want
ton of the machine shop, 8 feet by 10
A bulletin issued by the national
a fresh breeze, and there was quite a it can do. I have used Lydia E. Pink- feet, finished inside with beaver board,
to tell you.’
(Prepared by the United States Department
gislative committee of the American
Sirup, about 2-3 cupful.................. 14
lot of snow in the air. At 10 in the ham’s Sanative Wash, also the Liver
colonial style.
It is located in the
of Agriculture.)
“
’
Good,'
said
the
dog.
'Well,
I
will
Xlolasses,
about
2-3
cupful
............
14
.egion, in explanation of the new adevening the thermometer stood four Pills, too, and think them fine.”—Mrs.
northwestern corner of the shop and
If your family consists of two
Jelly ..................................................... 14
usted compensation bill introduced by
proceed.
degrees above freezing.
Wm. Eldridge, 620 E. Grant Street, will be lighted by three large windows. adults, and three children whose com
One year ago our sidewalks were Marion, Indiana.
Fats and Fat Foods.
‘What Is that you are going to do? ’ongressman Frcar of Wisconsin, deHarry Walsh and John Dan are doing
iarcs that it is the duty of Congress
■very icy: two years ago, it was very
Lbs.
A record of nearly fifty years service the work.—Brakeman Percy’ Brackett { bined ages total not less than twenty
asked the cat.
i determine the means of raising thc
Oil. 14 cupful .................................... 1»
cold (4 below, in the morning), 'ou' should convince you
the merit of had a narrow escape from serious in and not more than twenty-four years,
'Proceed,'
repeated
the
dog.
Shortening fat, 1 cupful ............. 14
ttnds.
there was no snow on the ground.
the following list of foods will give
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Compound.
'And what may that be?' Inquired
jury’ last Thursday* afternoon, when
- Suet ....................................................... 14
"Xlany concerted attempts have been
Cream. 1 pint .....................'.............. 1
his foot slipped from a brake beam as them everything they need for a week,
the ent.
tade to induce the legion to Indorse
We Got Ours, Too
Nuts In shell .................................... 1
actly the same all around the stations, he attempted to board a slow-moving according to Farmers' Bulletin No.
imp particular method of raising gov‘That means that I will start,’ said
Butter ................................................ 2
I note that Lewiston has had over the sjund would lie audible for some string of empties which had been let 1228, A Week's Supply of Food for an
rnment funds with which to meet adthe dog.
Bacon .......................... rr................... 1
04 inches of snow, so far this season, distance in all directions.
Average
Family,
which
has
recently
down grade at the Gregory kilns. His
lsted compensation payments, but
“ 'Oh, oh, me-ow, me ow, now I see,
and that all previous records have
There is a horn at the Breakwater, foot caught between wheel and track been published by the United States
he national legislative committee have
First of all, the housekeeper who
been broken.
None of our old which throws the sound waves east- but a frosty rail, an extra heavy rub
said
the
cat.
onsi.stently refused to do this, alDepartment ot Agriculture.
consults this list of foods will prob
er citizens can remember anything wari, and with conditions the same, ber, and his grip on thc brake rod, en
‘ 'Do proceed,’ the cat now askei
hough representatives of two other
ably wish to know why these foods
like it. A resident on Beauchamp the whistle should be audible farther abled the foot to slide along the track
Vegetables and Fruita.
with a grin.
etcran organizations have done so rewere selected und what tlieir slgnlfl
Point tells me that In 21 years he can't to the east than in any other direc and not get drawn under the wheel.
ently. The Legion’s policy has been
' ‘I w as out on the street today,
cance
Is.
Everyone
knows
that
food
remember of seeing so much snow, at tion.
Fresh
Vegetables
and
hat it is the duty of Congress to de
He was attended by’ Dr. Foss, who
Fruits.
Lbs.
one time, in that section of our neigh
The atmospheric conditions seem to found a badly pinched foot but no dis
contains fuel for the human machine. the dog commenced, ‘and I saw twt ermine the means of raising the funds
Potatoes, white
........................... 7
boring town.
have a great effect on the souad location tr bones broken. He returned
The fuel need for the average family
nd that this function does not come
, Potatoes, sweet
........................... 7
s s s •
waves, for Capt. Rawley of the steam to work Monday morning.—An addi
described above has been estimated
vithin the province of Our organizaAsparagus ........................................ 2
er ‘Belfast" states that in foggy tional crew’ was taken on in the repair
Friday, Jan. 19
ion.”
Beets, with greens .........................2
as S00 hundred-calorie portions per
• • • •
The mercury was at 36 above at 7 weather he has heard the Breakw.ver shop last week, working a shift of
Carrots .............................................. 2
week.
Cabbage ............................................. 2
a. m„ the wind came in lightly from whistle soon after leaving Belfast and eight hours, from 4 to 12 p. m. Wil
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan.—The first
In
order
that
the
diet
should
pro

Squash ................... ;......................... 2
the northwest, and it was clear. By then he has lost the sound until he liam Reed from the day crew is fore
orcign department of the American
vide what is needed to maintain
Turnips ............................................. 2
noon, the wind had freshened up quite got fairly near to Rockland. Capt. man and Riley Cables from the North
■egion Auxiliary has been chartered
Celery
................................................
1
health,
one-fifth
of
this
needed
fuel
a lot, and the thermometer was at 32 Baldwin of the tug "Walter Ross" tells End blacksmith shop is the blacksmith.
n Mexico. Auxiliary national headLettuce
..............................
l
should come from vegetables and
The mercury dropped steadily, at C me Ihat he has heard the Whitehead
uarters has announced. Mexico is the
Onions
............................................. 2
The others of thc crew are: Arthur
p. m. it was 19, and at 10 p. m. way whistle when he has been 10 or 12
fruits, one-fifth from milk, meat, eggs,
irst Auxiliary organization to bo
Tomatoes. 4 medium-sized .......... 1
Willey.
Harry
Ripley,
J.
W.
l
’
ettec.
miles away, but he failed to hea- it
down Lo 7 above.
nnd other efficient-protein foods, threeRhubarb ............................................. l
ornied outside of (he United States,
A yx-ar ago this morning we hid us he came much nearer and did not George Brackett. Alec Ericson, FrahBananas ............................................ 3
lthougih units have been consolidated
tenths from cereals, rffio-tenth from
cis
St.
Clair
and
R.
W.
Dolham.
An
Oranges ............................................. 3
snow, which turned to rain by ten catch it again until he was well up
nto departments in Hawaii, the Canal
sweets,
and
one-fifth
from
fats.
This
accumulation
of
“
cripples
”
necessitated
Apples .................................................. 3
to the land.
o’clock in the forenoon.
Ione and the Philippine Islands.
proportion has been maintained In the
Pineapple (1) ....................................2
Tlie keeper at Whitehead signal a clean-up to prevent a car shortage
• • • •
Strawberries, 1quart ..................... 1
above lists, for 100 hundred-calorie
Saturday Jan 20
I station, who was at Xlatinicus Rock in the spring.
When Alvin OwRley, American LePOINT
—
A
car
containing
61.000
portions are supplied by fruits and
At 6 a. m. wind northeast, light’and i station. 15 miles away, for eight years.
;ion National commander, visited the
Canned Vegetables and
vegetables; 160 hundred-calorie por
says that he heard Whitehead best staves was received last week.—La
Fruits.
novie colony at Hollywood, the film
partly cloudy, with thermometer
mont Wellman returned to work las’
when
the
wind
was
southeast,
and
that
tions
hy
the
efficient-protein
foods;
Peas.
1
quart
..................................
2
•ity’s reception committee was head<-d
above. It was 24 above at 3 p. ni
week in the cooper shop, “setting up.”
r.ow
he
hears
Xlatinicus
Rock
whistle
String
beans,
1
quart
....................
2
240
hundred-calorie
portions
by
the
>y Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairsoutheast, light and cloudy. At 9 i
It now takes three coopers to keep
Cherries, 1 quart ............................ 2
cereal foods; SO hundred-calorie por
>anks. In addition to welcoming the
m. it was two degrees above freezing loudest when the wind is northeast.
Peaches, 1 quart .......................... 2
The radio bugs talk about "holes' Gus King going. When Gus gvts his
-egion head to Hollywood the showing
tions by the sweets; and 160 hundred“Do Proceed,” the Cat Now Asked.
in the air, and it may be that with a long desired “wooden hammer” it will
lim the studios, “Mary and Doug" encalorie portions hy the fats.
Matt and the Medrics
Dried X’egetables and
northeast wind there are a few holes require at least four c >opers to keep
Fruits.
If a housekeeper does not wish to ladies. They weren't old and the? icteil a short movie in which Mr. OwjI spent a little while in the library between here and the breakwater him busy on the header.—Repairs on
ey was a co-star, with other importLima beans ....................................J
use
Just these foods In Just these weren't so very young.
this evening, just to get a start on th° which tend to dampen the force of the kilns and boiler are in progress. No.
Raisins ..............................................1
int Legion officials appearing as the
subject brought up in Saturday's is waves.
amounts, and wonders how the lists
4 has been fixed and wooded and No.
‘By that I mpan they were quite supporting cast. This film will be pre
• ♦ • •
sue, concerning the ill treatment of the
3 is now being repaired. The Daunais
Efficient Protein Foods.
can be altered without Interfering quite grown-up. But they were act sented to the Legion and will be reyoung medrics and the eggs at XlatinWednesday, Jan. 24
crew is repairing the top iron work on
with the good proportions, she can Ing like children.
Lbs.
eased to all posts through their own
leus Rock. I have nothing to offer,
There was a trace of snow in th Nos. 3, 4 and 5. Delay on boiler has
Milk. 14 quarts .....................................
consult a table at the bnck of the
‘They were hopping on one foo’ xchange.
right now. but 1 think I’ll bump into air when 1 looked out on the drift been caused by the non-arrival of steel
Beef, sirloin ..................................... 2
bulletin which gives practically all and then on the other. They wen
Fowl .................................................... 3
a man soon who can talk a steady this morning, the thermometer was 4 flange.
STORIES OF REAL LIFE
the common food materials dhldeil wailing for a trolley car and the;
Fish, fresh, lean ........................... 2
streak about birds, beasts and fishes. above and the wind was about north
MILLS—The artistic sign on the of
Fish,
dried
.......................................
%
into the five classes mentioned and seemed to enjoy hopping a bit.’
If I can understand his line of talk, northeast. At 2.30 p. m. 1 noticed that fice door wns the work of Foreman
showing The Need ef Having Vanilla
Cheese ................................................
which shows the number of hundred
you may hear from me again on the the wind was southwest and that th Knights.—Orrin Condon returned to
” 'Well,' said the cat, ‘I supposi
and Jamaica Ginger Handy.
Eggs. 1 dozen .................................. 114
subject.
mercury had crept to 26 ;ftw>ve. A 1 work Monday after being out one
calorie portions per peck, per pound, their feet hadn't grown up as much a:
Peanuts,
1
quart
..............................
Ij
• • • •
■klitnr of The Courier-Gazette; —
or per quart ns the case may demand the rest of them.’
year ;:<<> we were in the grip of a cold month on account of sickness.
Sunday. Jan. 21.
Here are two little stories -of real
spe’l. the morning reading at the Cor
Cereal Foods.
It should, therefore, be an easy mat
ROCKPORT—Kiln operation sus
“ 'That must have heen the reasot
Here's some
warm weather—41 ner being 11 below.
ter1 to make up other lists having the for it,’ said the dog. ‘Anyway 1 ife. The first Is accredited to one of
I.be.
pended Tuesday of last week for about
above, southeast, light and cloudy.
Flour, 20 cupfuls ........................... (
same proportions as the one given watched them. I put my head on om he seaports of Knox county, the other
two weeks. f< r repairs to boiler and
There was rain, sortietime during the
This day had ride in pung behind kilns.
o an inland town; the principals in
Rolled oats, 214 to3cupfuls ......... *4
Enterprise
kiln
has
already
above.
side and then on the other and I sab
night, and church-goers certainly toik long-legged horse, noti ed thank-youCorn meal, 114 cupfuls .................. 14
ach case a resident of the town anti
been
repaired
and
wooded
and
work
is
Many families will he different from to myself:
Rice. 1 cupful
............................. 14
a chance at getting wet feet, for thc marms, but kept my seat; also rode in
he keeper of the grocery store. In
in
progress
on
No.
7
and
O.
P.
kilns
Macaroni ............................................. 14
the average family here described
...
;g very curious.
How
streets were very slushy.
short one-man car to Camden; heard
he story we will call the resident
Ready-to-eat breakfast cereal, 5
but reference to a' table given in the strangely they are behaving. Till
1 saw one wise man in church, with woman say to motor-conductor: “Leave by one of the Sawyer crews. A “safety
lorace and the storekeeper Rufus,
to
6
cupfuls
.............................
14
a. pair of rubber boots on, and there door open and let a little warm air in.” first” kiln concrete runway, similar to
bulletin will make it possible to estl isn't Just tbe thing to do—for grown
’line, the da.v before Christmas,
Bread and butter ......................... 10
was another man with a pair of slip M. C. agreed with her. Seems to me that recently put in at the Gregory
mate the number uf hundred-calorie ups to be hopping like that.”
lorace enters the store.
pers on, so I suppose he came with these one-man cars could be improved pets, has been built for the pets. The
Sweets.
"Hello, Rufus."
portions needed by any group of per
“ ‘Well, they saw me as I wa
aubber boots and hid them away, until with respect to the heating projiosi- quarries are operating so far as weath
“Hello. Horace."
Lbs.
sons. Copies of Farmers' Bulletin watching them. Of course then
er
will
permit.
he got ready to go home.
tion. If they can’t, why not put them
Sugar, granulated, 4 cupfuls....2
“Well, Rufus, Christmas is pretty
1228 may be bad upon request to thi looked away for I didn’t want to be
BY-PRODUCTS
—
Barge
Rockhaven.
• • • •
in dead storage for the winter months
Sugar, loaf ....................................... 14
.ear.”
Department of Agriculture, Washing rude.
Capt.
Earl
Starrett.
is
due
here
with
a
Candy
..................................................
%
Why Not Have a "Fill the Settees” and have regular warm cars like we
"Yes, I suppose you will have a
ton, D. C.
Honey, about 2-3 cupful.............. 14
“ 'They laughed then and one ol perry Christmas.”
did in the old days? Maybe the open- cargo of New River coal.—Railings
Campaign?
have
been
placed
on
both
sides
of
top
them said:
“Sure thing. Rufus. We boys are
A Western paper says that a min air Treatment is good, but patrons of reck pit retaining wall at the gas
“ ‘ ‘'Did yon see that dog look a
'oing to make a great big pudding and
ister in a certain church, on a recent ought to take along fur robe or blan kilns.—The Northend dispensary is
have come after the flavoring for it.”
ns? He looked at us Just as though
Sunday morning, made the following ket.
• « • •
open every morning except Sunday
j the sirup cools, placp It o»er the flame
"What will you have?”
announcement from the pulpit: "Breth
he
were
a
person
and
as
though
he
from
8.30
to
9.30
o
’
clock.
At
any
’
other
to reheat, but do not allow it to come
Thursday, Jan. 25.
“A little vanilla, Rufus."
ren, the janitor and I will hold our
thought
this
behavior
was
rather
time
a
key
can
always
be
found
at
the
During the night wc had snow and
J to a boil.
"Ail right, here is a bottle of varegular prayer mee'ting next Wednes
strange.
But
as
though,
too.
he
should
J rain and a crust—the first one of the gas kilns office.—Dr. Foss, Company
J If there is a coating of loose starch
illla."
day evening, as usual.”
look
away
when
he
saw
we
noticed
season—formed.
In the morning it doctor, began his first aid talks to men,
“Better make It two hotties, Rufus,
or powdered sugar on the marslimul....
was 34 above, north-northeast, fresh at the Rockport quarries last Thurs
s it is going to be a big pudding and
j lows, brush it off with a soft brush or him.”
Monday. Jan. 22. ! and cloudy. By noon there was young day. These 15-minute talks will be
•' ‘They seemed much amused by the ve want it good."
Weather for the day: 7 a. m., 33 blizzard, but it flushed out and the continued at the different sections un Recommended by the Office of I cotton batting before dipping them way I had been looking at them, but
Horace empties both bottles into
' Into the sirup.
above, northeast, light breeze, damp sun appeared late in thc afternoon. At til all the men have been instructed
I was much amused at the way they otbun of his dinner pail und goes out.
Home Economics.
snow.
Noon, north-northeast, light 9 p. m. it was 20 above, northwest, in first-aid treatment. Monday his talk
Two ounces of chocolate or cocos
Two hours later.
•■ere acting.
and overcast: 3 p. m.. north-northwest, fresh and clear. A year ago it was If was to shifts at tlie gas kilns, mills,
! may be added to the sirup If a choco
Enters Horace, flushed and excited.
“ 'Rut now, cat. tell me your story
light and clearing, 34 above.
below at the Corner, in the morning.
late
coating
Is
desired.
and
the
Gregory.
"Say Rufus, we have Just had hard
• • • •
I havp told you of my strange expert
Nut Coated Marshmallows Can Easily
ence. for I do think It was a strange uck. One of the boys fell off the
How Did E. F. E. Get That Way?
SMART WALDOBORO BOV
Be Prepared at Home—Chocolate
vharf and nearly drowned. We got
(From the Boston Transcript)
sight nnd I think It was amusing to
dm out and rolled him over a barrel
or Cocoa May B: Added to
SblMiS AMI ARROWS
see
that
the
people
thought
It
was
si
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
XXX. Tlie Exultant Ones
nd got the water out of him. but he
Sirup if Desired.
Seeing the Liberty correspondent’s
funny I should look at them as
< «n anything beat
s about dead with wet and cold, and
The effrontery
problem in the Thursday issue of The
person
would.
They
evidently
thought
have come after something to warm
Of ttie prohtbltfonis's
(Prppar*d by the United States Department
IS DIFFICULT
Courier-Gazette. 1 have worked it by
n>e lacking in any powers of observe lim up."
When they report
of Agriculture.)
applying two rules under geometrical
ltc
Exultantly upon
to imagine any
“What will you have, Horace?”
tlon.'
The following recipe for a simple
The number of deatlis
progression. I have the following re- j
“A little Jamaica ginger will be best,
Bread that is too light when put in
“ 'What are powers of observation?"
Due to tlie use
and unusual confection thal cun easily
thing
more
fasci

suits:
Of die poisonous liquors
( think"
asked the cat.
be made at home is recommended by to tlie oven will he coarse grained.
First. If the given extreme is the
For whose manufacture.
"All right. Horace, here's a bottle.”
nating than our
‘
.
“ Towers of seeing things and no
Sale and use
the office of home economics of the
first term, multiply it by the ratio
“Better make it two bottles, Rufus,
They ure wholly responsible?
ticing
them
carefully,'
said
the
dog
new
serial
story
raised
to
a
power
one
less
than
is
in

A
meringue
baked
slowly
In
a
warm
United
Slates
Department
of
Agricul

- e. r. e
le's awfully wet and cold.”
• • • •
'But
gracious
me.
how-wow,
[
want
to
dicated by the number of terms or .01
oven with the door open will not fall
ture:
,
Story number two. Resident enters
• • •
henr wlint you have to tell me.
The issue of January 16 carried un times 2 to the thirtieth power equals
Nut Coated Marshmallows.
tore and approaching clerk says ex
$10,737,418.24,
wages
for
last
day
of
the
der Talk of the Town, the following
" 'You know how I love to Jump citedly:
An excellent way to cook prunes Is
1 cupful (4 ounces,
walnuts, chopped,
question, addressed to The Diarist: month.
shelled almonds. 2 cupfuls mi-dium to cover with water in a covered Jar In tbe bath-tub when thpre Is a little
"1 am in an awful rush. Mother
Second. Multiply the last term hy
"Why was it, in Friday’s northeast
chopped.
brown sugar.
water in it and splash around and play tas got to have some vanilla in a
and
cook
In
oven.
snowstorm, that thc Whitehead fog the ratio and from this take the first
1 cupful (4 ounces) 2-3 cupful of water.
lurry. We are expecting a lot uf comIn it?’ the cat asked.
• * •
fresh
soft
shelled
pecans, 120
signal. 12 miles down the wind, could term and divide the remainder by the
lany and mother got careless and
’
’
The
dog
nodded.
marshmallows
(4
Some
of
the
new
silk
lamp
shades
chopped.
be plainly heard, while the Rockland ratio less one or $10,737,418.24 times
qiilled a whole bottle Of vanilla ln the
“
‘
And
you
know
how
T
love
to
Jump
six-ounce,
boxes,
1
cupful
(4
ounces)
have narrow hands of fur or marabou
signal, possibly a mile distant, was two minus one divided hy 2-1 equals
30 in a box).
shelled
English
In It. too, when the water Is running •ake dough, and so must get back as
$33,474,836.47 wages for month.
on them as trimming.
scarcely audible?”
nut, after enough has gone out sn It liiiek as 1 can."
I am 15 years of age and attend the
•
♦
«
The whistle at Whitehead is oper
"All right, here is a bottle."
Blanch the almonds and dry
ated by steatn, at 50 pounds pressure, Washington High School and would
If the ribbon ends of a blanket are Isn't ton deep fnr me, so I can play t “Better make It two bottles. Sho
thoroughly. Chop all the nuts very
with
the
stopper
and
play
with
the
while the air whistle on the break like to know if there is another way
night spill it again."
Observer.
fine, and shake through a sieve for worn, finish with a double crochet
water is operated at only five pounds to work the problem. I would like to
water as it goes out?'
uniformity. Salt to taste, using about edge with a bone hook.
pressure.
The Whitehead whistle hear from some of the other boys and
“
The
dog
nodded
again
and
wagged
...
one-half to two-tliirds teaspoonful for
Stephen T. Mank.
sends out waves in all directions, aud girls.
By
his tail understanding^.
When the children lose the tips off
Waldoboro, Jan. 25.
were the atmospheric conditions exeach pound of nuts. Stir well.
“ ‘Well, my mistress was telling

RECIPE FOR SIMPLE
UNUSUAL CONFECTION
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Sidney Cowing
This sparkling

BRAND

FFEE

sjjlended^roasted
to please
your taste
Twitceell-Champlin Co.
PORTLAND
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TEA — the best

comedy sings with
the spirit of youth
and throbs with
situations whimsi
cal, laughable, with
a happy and proper
ending in which
there is a double
wedding and an
other scheduled for
the near future.
Follow this charming
blend of romance, ad
ventures and humor
In the columns of
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

>411 Aound
fhe House

Make a sirup of tlie brown sugar ! their shoestrings dip the ends in
and water, boiling it to IPS degrees C. I mucilage and let them dry.
...
or 226 degrees F. If no thermometer
Never burn old shoes. Bury them
Is available, the sirup should be boiled
till it "threads” from the spoon; but near the roots of some tree, shrub or
this method of determining (be right ln the garden to enrich the soil.
• • •
moment to take it off the fire is not
Popcorn will be more flaky If a
as accurate or satisfactory. Remove
the saucepan from the flame when tbe little cold water Is thrown over It be
temperature of 108 degrees C. or 226 fore It Is popped.
• • •
degrees F. is reached, but do not allow
The best frying pan has n very
the sirup to cool. Drop tlie marsh
Then an
mallows one by one into tbe hot sirup: sloping shallow side.
using forks to handle them. Remove omelet can be rolled off It when
promptly, and roll at once in chopped cooked, Instead of being lifted anti
nuts. Place on oiled paper to dry. If broken.

9 It’s a waste of time to
worry along with incom

petent help when an
army of good material

awaits you among the
readers of the classified

columns.
(JThewant ads—next

(his Paper Prints ALL the to the telephone—are
News ALL the Time.
the necessary lieutenants

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We muet keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-286 MAIN STREET

some one about me today and the per
son to whom she was telling this was
really quite amazed.
“ ‘Of course eats don't like water
and baths and playing ln water as a
rule.
’“It Is true I am very different. I
don't know why I am. but I Just am.
" ‘But the funny thing was that the
person said,
" 'A story should be written about
that cat!” Wasn't that exciting?’
"And," entb'd Daddy, "the story was
loli^ti) me and it Is quite, quite true."
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Its Readers Have Confidence
In the Matter Appearing In Its
Columns. Gain the Advantage
of This Confidence by Advertising
Your Business In It.

of the modem, busy busi
ness man.
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